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Mississippi . . Land Of Fear
MOST RECENT victim of Mis-
sissippi's "rope and faggot"
!",ustice is Mack Charle
s Park-
. (left) of Lumberton, Miss.,
who was snatched from his
cell in the Poplarville, Miss.
jail two weeks ago, where he
was being held on a "weak''
rape charge. His body was
found Monday in the muddy
Pearl River, 20 miles from
Poplarville. Emmett T ill,
(center) 14-year-old Chicago
boy, was found in the Tal-
lahatchie river, near Money,
Miss., In 1955. Till was kid'
"The South's Independent Weekly"
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY, MAY 16, 1959
naped after he allegedly
whistled at a white woman.
Question mark at right rep-
resents thousands of Negroes
in Mississippi who live in fear
that they or their loved ones






Claim Woman Cried Rape'
To Hide Secret Love Tryst
HATTIESBURG, Miss. — A white man, who said he
feared for his life if his identity is revealed, this week
added fuel to a widely circulated rumor that a pregnant
mother, whose accusation led to the arrest and lynching of
Mack Parker, 23, cried 'rape' to hide a secret love affair
with another white man from her
husband, er that the young woman, who.
The reluctant informant Insist- 
a vaguely entitled Parker as
the man who allegedly raped her
ed that he had first hand informa-
tion on the incident and knows early this year, fainted w
hen she
the "phantom lover," who has re- learned a mob had abducted him
portedly fled the Poplarville, Miss, from the unguarded jail at Pop.
area out of fear for his life. .larville--two days before he was
He told a Daily Defender report- to go on trial.
Parker's body was found 10 days
later in a pile of driftwood in the
Pearl River, 20 miles from the
scene of the abduction. There were
four bullet holes in his body. I
The informant said the young
woman involved in the case was
separated from her husband and
had been carrying on an affair
with another man.
On the night of the alleged rape,
he claims she had gone to a near-
by town, where he said her hus-
band was playing in a hand, to
pick up some money from him.
They were trying to effect a re-
conciliation, he added.
The husband was driving her
home, the man said, when his car
broke down. According to the in-
formant's story, the husband left
his wife and baby in the car and
went off to arrange to have the
car repaired.
While he was gone, the 'lover"
reportedly came by, picked up
the woman and her baby and
drove to a secret tryst in t h e
woods.
When the woman and her lover
returned to the main highway, the
husband had returned and left the
scene, a Defender reporter learn-
ed.
The man said it was then that
the woman "cooked up" the raps
story in order to explain her ab-
sence.
He added that she had only
identified Parker's voice as sound-
ing like the man who allegedly
raped her.
Other reports said the alleged
victim claimed Parker "looked
like" the man who raped her.
Find Another Body In Miss. River
School Lunches
And Your Child
Is your child receiving an adequate lunch at school
each day?
Despite an abundance of food, Mrs. Vivian Biggs,
head of the School Feeding division of the Memphis city
school system, and Mrs. Dorothy Greene of 2115 Marble
at., visiting manager to the Negro 
schools in the city, are distressed cafeterias at Negro schools range
because so few Negro children eat from a *I; percent high at t h e
in school cafeterias, in comPari- Kortrecht elementary school to a
son to the whites. 12 percent low at Lincoln and the
According to the statistics, the
percentage of students eating at See LUNCHES, Page 3
CURA'ACFOI'S Patric. tones
gtves out with the (tattling
smile, because school is about
over for the summer months
11/Tbe pert young lady is a senJar at a local high school and
plans to continue her educa•
ties away from Memphis In
the fall. With summer just
around the corner, Pat will be
receiving quite a few whit'.
ties from the local swains.
(Staff Photo)
VA Hospital Honors Its 'Mother'
MOTHER OF THE YEAR —
Mrs. Rosia F. Norfleet of 849
Nelson st., third from left,
was honored as the "1959
Mother of the Year" during




NEW YORK — Following con-
firmation of a newspaper report
that Robert Williams, president of
the Union County (Monroe, N. C.)
NAACP branch, had advocated
meeting "violence with violence"
and stopping "lynching with lynch-
ing," Roy Wilkins, the Associa-
tion's executive secretary, sent a
telegram directing Mr. Williams to
"suspend activities as a local of-;
ficer pending consideration of
(his) status by the Board of Di-
rectors at its meeting May 11."
Mr. Wilkins' telegram was dis•
patched on May 6 after he ha&
talked with Mr. Williams by long
distance telephone.
Citing the acquittal by a Union
County jury of a white man ac-
cused of attempted rape upon a
Negro woman, the North Caro-
linian acknowledged the correct-
ness of the quotations credited to
him and asserted that he would
repeat them on radio and tele-
vision.
He also said that he knew that
the advocacy of violence was,
‘against NAACP policy.
dy VA hospital Sunday and is
seen receiving a loving cup in-
scribed with her name from
Carl Mikail, special assistant
to the manager of the hospital,
indicating m 0 r e than 800
hours of volunteer service to
the hospital. Present for the
sermon were, from left, Mrs.
Ida Townsend, 1957 mother,
and Mrs. Louise West, 1956
mother. Looking on in rear Is
Chaplain Lee A. Thigpen,
whose sermon was entitled:
"The Dilemma of the Modern
Home." (Withers Photo)
Plead Not GuiltiAFetumd iSlay.i ung
In Rape Of Coed ShocksCamepus
By LEON DANIEL
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. —(UPI)—
Four young white men pleaded not
guilty Friday to raping a Negro
coed who accused them of abduct-
ing her at knife and gun point and
asaulting her at least four times.
Court-appointed attorneys en-
tered the plea of innocence, mak-
ing it mandatory that jury trials
be held. The maximum penalty
on conviction would be death in
the electric chair.
A large courtroom crowd, in-
cluding a Negro audience packed
into a segregated third-floor gal-
lery, listened to the proceedings.
Circuit Court Judge W. May
Walker set the trial for 9 a.m.
May 27.
After each of the defendants had
pleaded, Negroes in the gallery
started to mumble but the judge
silenced them by saying, "order
In the court."
The defendants appeared in
court in open-necked sports shirt§
and all entered their "not guilty"
pleas in loud, clear voices.
Harry Michaels, rnurt-appoinled
attorney for one defendant, ob.
jected to the May 27 date of thei OXFORD, Ohio — (UPI) — In-
trial, saying his defendant wantedl
more time. The objection wasi
overruled.
There were some 300 Negroes,
in the gallery and about 150 white .
persons in the courtroom. The
spectators were orderly.
The defendants filed into t h e
courtroom with Sheriff Bill Joyce
and two deputies.
LAWYERS NAMED
Before the arraignment, Judge
Walker asked each of the defend-
ants if he had a lawyer and they
replied in the negative, The judge
then began rounding up court ap-
pointees, which took a bit of time.
The wife of defendant Willon T.
Collinsworth, 24, a man who can-
not read or write but has finish-
ed the sixth grade, begged for
more time to find a lawyer. The
plea Was denied and the small
blonde woman in a blue dress re-
tained counsel.
Walker named Tallahassee Mu-
nicipal Judge John Rudd to de-
fend 011ie Stoutamire, 16, whose
See NOT GUILTY, Page 24
stead of a weekend of festivities
students at Miami university here
are in a state of shock over the
murder of one student, suicide of
another and wounding of a third
AS .1 result of an argument over
a coed,
Dead are Roger T. Sayles, 20,
a sophomore from Gary, Ind. and
Herbert A. Lucas, 18, a freshman
froth Springfield, Ohio, who com-
mitted suicide after the slaying
and seriously wounding James
Walker, 18 a freshman from Cin-
cinnati. Sayles was the only white
involved in the triple shooting.
College authorities said LIICIIS
apparently attempted to kill Walk-
er in a jealous rage over dating
Sandra Epps, 18, a freshman from
Greenville, Ohio. The shooting
of the two students occurred in
Reid hall, a men's dormitory.
Saylem, whose mother was either
on campus or enroute for Mother's
day, was shot in the head with a
.22 caliber revolver. A student
See SLAYING, Page
CHARLFs C. DIGGS, JR., Mich.
Igoe, first Negro representative
to Congress will be the guest
speaker at Mason Temple on next
Sunday afternoon, May 27. at 2:35
p. m., whets the local branch of
the NAACP observes the fifth an-
niversary of the Supreme Court's
decision outlawing segregation In






A Chicago wife learned this week that her husband,
who left here on April 21, to attend an uncle's funeral its
Phillips, Miss., had been found dead and that his body had
been pulled from the Tallahatchie river near Sumner, Miss.,
the same river in which young Emmett Till's body was
found.illT
a 14-year-old Chicago!
youth, was lynched because he
allegedly wolf-whistled at a white
woman in 1955.
Willie Campbell, 37, 1010 N.
Franklin, employed at A. A. Ross
and Sons, a tannery at 1229 N.
Branch, went to Mississippi to at-
tend the funeral of his uncle, lien- 1
ry Maccabee. The rites were held
on Sunday. April 26.
Mrs. Campbell, the wife, and
Campbell's mother, Mrs. Josiel
lilac Walker, first learned of'
Campbell's death when a pre
sumably white funeral director
called them from Tutwiler, Miss , Honors Forand inquired about a bill for bur.
ial costs. The funeral director did
not identify himself.
The funeral director cajled Chi- Universalcago on May 4, and said the body
had been pulled from the river 'In
Saturday. He later said the body 0 M
was pulled from the river on afl
Sunday in the same conversation.
Mrs. Campbell said the director The Universal Life Insuranc•
seemed confused. Company will be presented a pla-
que at the NAACP's May 17th
Celebration at Mason Temple.
A. Maceo Walker, president of
Universal, will accept the award
for his company's service during
the preceding year, demonstrating
outstanding devotion to the princis
plea of human dignity and libel%
ty. Jesse Turner, chairman of the
executive board, will make t Is e
presentation.
An outstanding feature of the
program will be an address by
Congressman Charles C. Diggs.
jr., (D-Mich.).
Another main attraction will be
the presentation of awards to out-
standing workers of the past
year, and especially to the works
er who has solicited the most
memberships.
TOP AWARD
In the running for the top
award are Thomas Willis of the
Universal Life Insurance Co.,
Pete Higgins, Mrs. G. L. Atkins, 
postal and Bruce Boyd of the divi-
11°nr.Ms. Maxine Smith, chairman
of the membership committee,
will make the awards. Mistress of
ceremony will be Mrs. A. W.
Willis, jr., chairman of the eater
See HONORS. rag* X "
According to Mrs. Campbell,
the funeral director said the body
was buried by him on Sunday, the
day before he called. She quoted
the director as saying the body
had been in the river at least 10
days and that there were no
marks of violence on the body.
His assumption, which was is
part corroborated by the Talla-
hatchie County Sheriff Harry H.
Dogan, was that he may have
Sees CHICAGOAN, Page 2 I
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See What Mob Did To Mack Parker
THIS IS MACK PARKER'S body after it was pulled
from the Pearl River and prepared for burial at a
Mississippi funeral home. The Chicago Daily Defender
prints this picture with great reluctance. This is not
the portrait of a Christian martyr slain in the backward
era of the Dark Ages. Above is the body of a young
American boy cut down in the flower of life in the mid-
dle of the "enlightened" Twentieth Century by a fiend-
ish mob which represents a decadent Southland. Mis-
1
"I've gained nothing hut disgrace for my mother and
myself because I wanted to do something for the Negro
teenagers of Memphis," Willie Conn a former student at
St. Anthony's academeny and sometime student of the
LaRose elementary school reflected tearfully Friday dur-
ing a "press conference" at Ju-
venile Court.
Since Willie was discovered in
the executive office of the White
House in Weshington, 1:), C., sev-
eral days ago, and flown back
to Memphis in royal style and into
the arms of Juvenile Court offi-
cials, there have been many tales
about his adventures in the na-
• .
Insurance
(Continued from page I)
sissippi authorities, in a hurry to hide their shame, at.
tempted to rush the body of Mack Parker into the earth
he had trod for 23 years. Defender photographer Her-
man Rhoden was rushed to Mississippi and managed to
get this picture in a funeral home before graveside rites
were held last week in Lumberton, only hours after the
body was found. And so in death, Mack Parker becomes
a martyr. With this picture we write his epitah so that
generations unborn will know what they did to MACK
PARKER.
Serron but an older associate act-
ing in the role of supervisor, that.
he did not want any insurance.
The husband told him that the:
sign on his front door should,
have been sufficient to let him'
know that salesmen and peddlers
were not allowed admittance in,
his home. The husband said he,
did not need any insurance and
that if he did, he would get it
from a reliable company that did
not send salesmen around frosts
door-to-door.
This apparently aroused the
wrath of the older salesman. The'
wife said he and the other mend
Serron, left immediately. As they,
departed the other man was quot-,
ed as cursing and saying, "I did
not want to sell that — any in- 1
surance anyway."
SALESMAN RETURNS
About 10 minutes later, accord-
ing to the wife, Serron came back'
alone. She said he knocked on the'
front door and identified himself
as "the fire insurance salesman."
Thinking the man had left some-
thing, the victim said she opened
the door.
Mack Parker's Killers Must Be Found
AN EDITORIAL
Monday they pulled the ghost-white body of Mack
Charles Parker from the bowels of the rain-swollen, muddy
Pearl River.
For his grief-stricken family, friends and millions of
persons throughout the world with a spark of humanity in
their hearts, the long hours of waiting and hoping —
against hope — are over.
But the search for the fiendish lynchers of Mack
Charles Parker must go on. It must go on until these dis-
torted sadists are found, brought to justice and punished.
: They must he tracked down like the beasts they are —
-lest they join the unpunished, inhuman killers of Emmett
Till in gloating over their mockery of American ,4ustice.
- We deplore the rape and abuse of womanhood regard-
lens of race or station in life. Whether the victim be the
pregnant wife of a Mississippi sharecropper or an innocent
Negro college coed, the depravity is just as distasteful.
The crime is just as beastly regardless of whether it is
committed by an illiterate farm hand or a swaggering
white supremacist.
Whether Mack C. Parker was innocent or guilty —
even the alleged victim only vaguely identified him as the
man who raped her — is not the question. There is no
place in Twentieth Century America for rope and faggot
justice.
If local authorities in Mississippi cannot cast aside
petty prejudices and Stone Age traditions, then the FBI —
watchdogs of America — must carry on the relentless
search for Parker's killers until they are found and brought
to justice.
Not Guilty
(Continued from Page 3)
mother died when he was born,
and Attorney H. Williams to de-
-fend William Beagles. 18, son of
..a waitress mother and a truck
driver father.
The other defendant is Patrick
Scarborough, 20, who lost his
mother in a barroom brawl when
he was seven. His father killed
himself.
" Beagles was dressed in a white
sport shirt and had a short hair-
-cut. Scarborough's hair was long
•and hung over his forehead.
Stoutamire, the youngest defend-
ant, was dressed in sports clothes
as was Collinsworth, the oldest. ,
None of them was visibly emo-
tional. They stood before Walker
during the arraignment. Beagles,
a good-looking blond youngster,
stood with his feet apart and his
hands elapsed behind his back,
looking at the judge.
All entered their "not guilty"
pleas clearly and with no hesita-
tion.
Shortly before the arraignment
got underway, a well dressed Ne-
gro was seen sitting in the white
section of the courtroom. He was
asked to leave by Deputy W. H.
Maxwell.
'HE HAP TO GO'
"He had to go," Maxwell said.
"It wouldn't have worked today
of all days." The Negro was later
seen in the gallery for Negroes.
All seats in the courtroom were
taken and many Negroes w ere
standing in the gallery.
The four youths were indicted
last Wednesday by an all-white
grand jury while classmates of
the 19-year-old victim offered
"prayers for justice."
Rape carries the death penalty in
Florida hut no white man h a s
ever been electrocuted for raping
a Negro woman. A recommenda-
tion for mercy would reduce the
penalty to life in prison.
Woman, 72, Doesn't
Have To Sign 'X'
For Check Anymore
LECC E, Italy — (UPI) —
Giuseppina Greco, 72, passed her
first grade elementary school
examination here yesterday. She
said she took up the studies be-
cause she has always been an-
noyed when she had to sign an
"X" for her old age pension.
AWNINGS
CANVAS•METAL
REDUCE ROOM TEMPERATURES UP TO 15*
INCREASE AIR CONDITIONER EFFICIENCY
ANY TYPE Or STYLE
Tailored To Your Order—Free Estimates
LOWEST PRICES—EASIEST TERMS
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Slaying
(Continued from page 1)
counsellor at Reid hall, Sayles was
killed when he sought to prevent
Lucas from fleeing the building
after he shot Walker. He was
found slumped in a hallway out-
side Walker's second floor room.
University Public Relations Di-
rector Robert Howard said Walk-
er had a date with Miss Epps. He
said Miss Epps told police that
Lucas met them at the girl's dorm
when they returned from a mo-
vie.
The sped said that they talked
but did not argue. Walker told
police that Lucas later came to
his room about 1:05 a. m, and
started an argument about the
girl. Walker said he turned from
Lucas and was shot in the upper
part of his shoulder.
After the shooting Lucas walked
over to another dormitory, Ogden
hall, stepped into a telephone
booth and shot himself in the head.
He was found during a police
search of the campus and rushed
to McCullough-Hyde hospital
where he died almost 13 hours
later.
Miss Epps said Lucas called her
at the dorm shortly after the
shooting but did not mention it.
She called Walker but the call
was taken by Miami University
Security Chief James Hixson, a
former sheriff of Franklin County,
Ind. Hixson said he went to Lu-
ca's room and found a jacket
thrown across the bed but Lucas
had left.
THESE ON-THE-SCENT plc-
lures by Defender Staff pho-
tographer Tony Rhoden show
(photo at left) mine of the
One version is that Willie was
collared by Secret Service men
as he attempted to stroll into the
office of the President, and that
while talking to them he sudden-,
ly vanished. The men were so'
frighened by his audden disap-
pearance that they called for the
FBI to come in and help them
find him. To their amazement he
popped up in the midst of them,
talking at his usual rapid-fire
rate.
During his press conference, at
which Juvenile Court Judge Eliza.
beth McCain presided, Willie told
just how he got to Washington,
D. C., and the story had that




(Continued From Page 1)
just "walked into the river.""Before I could hardly open the
door, he pushed his way inside,"
she told the Defender. "He had
this crazy look in his eyes and,
kept walking toward me He did
not say another word but grabbed
me and pushed me down on the
couch."
The woman said she tried to
stop the man but was unable to
subdue his advances. When she
tried to force him away Serron
only pushed harder. Forcing her,
down on the couch, he committed
the act, got up and left the house ,
using the front door.
ACTED STRANGELY
"He acted like somebody half
out of his mind," she declared.'
She said the man had no weapon
as far as she could determine. He,
only used physical force in the,
attack The victiim is a small wo-
man of slim build while the at-
tacker is described as a large
man. The victim was clad in pedd
die pushers and a blouse at the!
time of the attack.
When the two salesmen first'
came to the residence they leftl
one if the company's cards. This
enabled the victim and police to
loca'e Serron who was arrested
about 10:30 p. m, on the same
day.
Deeply concerned about the in-
cident, the husband told the De-
fender that he did not learn of the
attack until about 2:30 or 3:00 p.
m., as his wife could not reach
him after he left the office of his
attorney. He said his wife was
crying when he came home.
WOMAN EXAMINED
The husband had his wife exam-
ined and treated at Mt. Sinai
hospiital where it was confirmed
that she had been raped.
In addition to her 6-month old
child, the victim has four school-
age stepchildren who had return-
ed to school when the attack took
place.
Honors
the program are Rev. D. M. Gris-
ham, pastor of Centenary Metho-
dist church, who will give the In-
vocation and benediction; R e v.
Alexander Gladney, Edward Day-
ly at 3:30 p. m, and reserve
is and Rvev. S. H. Herring.
The program will begin prompt-
seats will be given to the first
thousand who arrive by 3:30.
Words of the Wise
A great many people think
they are thinking when they
are merely rearranging their
prejudices.
—(wuitam James)
leaders of the siudest.oseilttet•
ed "passive resistance '
meet, from left: LOT011114)
Brown, Ir Robinson, Jeaso
McCrary, lifford Taylor and
On the other hand. Mrs. Camp-
bell said that her husband is an
expert swimmer and that it was
inconceivable that he would walk
into the river and drown, She fur-
ther stated it was impossible that
her husband's body could have
been in the water 10 days since
he had not been gone 10 days at
that time. She said he was in
Chicago working 10 days from
this date.
Mrs. Campbell believes that
foul play was involved in the
death of her husband inspite of
the denial of the sheriff and the
Tutwiler funeral director.
When asked how the funeral di-
rector was eventually able to
identify Campbell's body as that
of her husband, Mrs. Campbell
said the director told her that
somebody from Phillips, Miss.,
had been contacted who identified
the clothing of the dead man.
However the director was unable
to give the name of the "some-
body" and further added that he
buried the body without proper
identification on the authority of
Sheriff Dogan who said the de-
composition was in an advanced
state.
Inquiring as to who found the
body, the wife, who is the mother
of four children, was informed bY
the funeral director that two boys
had discovered the body while
they were out frog hunting.
The funeral party containing
three carloads of relatives who
left from Chicago to attend the
uncle's funeral, was scheduled to
return Monday, April 27. How-
ever, Campbell was missing at
the appointed time of departure.
Members of the party who re-
turned to Chicago said they be-
gan to look for Campbell Monday,
when he did not return to the
home of a relative, Johnson Blue,
of Phillips.
Relatives further disclosed that
following the funeral Sunday, Ap-
ril 26, the male members of the
family had gone out for the eve-,
nine. All had promised to return
(Continued from page 1) in time to leave Monday.
tainment committee. It has not been learned exactly!
Others scheduled to appear OD where Campbell went Sunday
evening or how he spent his time.
Members of the funeral party,
said when they were unable to
find Campbell Monday and Tues-
day, they returned to Chicage
without him.
Sheriff Dogan, who has not of-
ficially contacted relatives of
Campbell in Chicago, stated that
investigation of Campbell's death
is still open. Dagen added that he
had learned that Campbell had
: been drinking in the area withl
some other Negroes and that he
was reported to have had "some1
words with them." He concluded,
that he did not think that foul,
play was involved in Campbell's
death.
Harvey Jeffersen. In renter
photo, the four white youths
charged with rape of Florida
skit university coed leave

















































































































For the record's sake, Willie'
told reporters from three papers
that he had had an opportunity'
to read what they had written
about him since his return to
Memphis and that the reports had
not been as accurate as they
might have been.
One thing he did not like, he
said, was the report that he "was
collared" by secret service men
after sneaking into the White
House.
He said that he did not go into
the White House, but into the
Executive Office.
"Anybody can walk on in," he
said.
TEEN OF WEER
He said that he was not trying
to see President Eisenhower, but
was merely trying to get E. Fred-
eric Morrow to endorse his "Teen-
ager of the Week" project, which
others In Important places had
failed to do.
This is how Willie really got to
Washington:
A group of students from vari-
ous high schools in Memphis were
going to Tennessee A&I State uni-
versity in Nashville for a track
meet and band concert. Willie had
only about $4.50, so he talked to
the passenger agent and convinc-
ed him that he should be allowed
to go along — round trip-free.
As soon as he arrive in Nash-
ville, he called Governor Buford
Ellintgon at his home and the gov-
ernor directed him to go to the
A&I campus. The gvernor con-
tacted Dr. W. S. Davis, who in
turn sent a car into town to pick
up the student, who was provided
with lodgings. What Willie wanted
was the Governor's backing of his
Teenager of the Week project, but
was told the Governor would not
be In his office until Monday.
Willie had some bad luck. Dur-
ing the activities of the day he
lost part of his money and was
left with only three dollars. Satur-
day night he missed his free train
ride back to Memphis and had to
stay on the campus another day.
SECOND NIGHT
But he did not have enough to
pay his fare on the second night,
and university officials bought
him a licket and one carried him
to the station. Unlucky Willie was
too late to catch the train, and
while standing in the station try-
ing to figure out what he should
dlo, according to Willie, a Fisk
University student came by, told
him to come over to the dormi-
tory and spend the night.
Willie got a refund on his tic-
ket, spent the night at Fisk, check-
ed into a near-the-campus hotel
the next morning and spent some
time at the state capitol. Although
he failed to have a conference
with Governor Ellington, he ad-
mitted that he did make two long
distance calls from the charter
room.
From the state capitol, Willie
journeyed on to the Life and Cas-
ualty's skyscraper to view Nash-
ville from the observation tower,
When he reached the thirty-ft
floor, he discovered that a fee
was reoqn rms irpeida 
platform
ogo onto the oh-
s erv 
ati 
He delided that a view from
the thirty-fourth floor would do
just as well, and when a secre-
tary found out about his problem
she directed him to the office of
the public relations director.
GETS CHECK
Alhough Willie failed to reveal
the contents if his conbersation
with the man, he did imply that
lie left with no desire to see the
observation tower. The gentleman
had written out a check for $39
with the anroetation : "For W illie
Donna 
Not many hours later he was
OD an airliner headed for Nation-
al airport, Washington.
Asked by Judge McCain how
he got into Washington after ar-
riving at the air terminal in Alex-
andria, Va., across the Poton
Willie replied: "I tode one of lip
limousines."
By that time, Willie said, he
was down to two dollars, so he
went to the House of Representa-
tives. A Congressman, whom he
had met in Memphis, he said,
gave him ten dollars. He had al-
ready checked in at the YMCA.
His next stop was the executive
office of the White House. Unfor-
tunately, Mr. Morrow, who Willis
wanted to see, was out of his of-
fice. Just what occurred there
was not explained by the straying
student.
NEXT STOP
His next stop was at Travelern
Aid, he said, where some man
threatened to turn him over to
Juvenile Authorities. He ran out,
he said, with some yelling, "Catch
him! Catch him!" Someone did.
When Willie returned to Mem-
phis aboard another airliner*"
found Juvenile Chief William Wr
ley anxiously awaiting his arri-
val. lie was escorted to Juvenile
Court where he has been receiv-
ing lodgings and food, hut no al-
lowance for transportation.
Homesick now, Wilile wants togo
"After all," Willie told Judge
McCain, "the only charge you
have against me is truancy, and
you have let other truants go."
LOVING CUP
Someone asked Willie where he
obtained the whopping-size loving
cup that he presented to Nat D.
Williams a few weeks ago.
"I borrowed it from Brodnax
Jewelry store," he said, "but
when I gave it to him I told him
that it was a ''temporary trophy
of honor from the teenagers of
Memphis.' " He said that a small-
er one would be presented to Mr.
Williams, and he allowed him to
keep the large one overnight.
Said Judge McCain before
saddened Willie was esco
back to his quarter,: "Until we
can get advice on how to direct
Willie, he is going to be with us.
I know he is getting lonesome,
but we can feed him."
Where Are They Now?
(FROM SOUTHERN SCHOOL NEWS)
What has become of the 2,915 white and 750 Negro pupils
who had registered for the four Little Rock schools before they
were closed?
Here's the score, according to Little Rock School Supt.
Terrell E. Powell:
WHITES
714 are attending T. J. Raney High and 296 attend Baptist
High School, both private, segregated schools.
42 attend high school classes set up at Conway Baptist Col-
lege, Conway, Arkansas.
38 are at the Anthony School, a private kindergarten at
Little Rock which arranged classes for high school students
this year.
30 attend Trinity Interim Academy, established this year
to take care of Episcopalian pupils locked out of high schools.
275 attend schools outside Arkansas.
877 attend school in 124 different Arkansas school districts..
405 are taking courses by mail from the University of
Arkansas and other universities.
Totals: 2,272 are attending school; 2,677 either are in school
or taking correspondence courses; 643 are not in any school:
238 neither are in school nor taking courses by mail.
NEGROES
283 attend other schools in Arkansas.
91 attend schools outside Arkansas.
35 take correspindence courses by mail (50 applied for this
work and the Negro principal, L. M. Christopher, estimates 35
actually are doing it.)
Totals: 374 are attending school; 409 either are in school
or taking correspondence courses; 376 are not in any school;
341 neither are in school nor taking courses by mail.
Totals, white and Negro, 2,646 attending school; 3,086 either
are in school or taking correspondence courses; 1,109 are not
in any school; 579 neither are in school nor taking courses by
mail.
Tallahassee. All four entered
formal pleas of Innocent and a
trial date was .et for May 77.
In photo at right, Florida ABM
aluderilt gather or1.1(1. I min


































































































School Desegregation Install Ridley As New
Ruling Five Years Old Teachers College Prex
1
(From Southern School News)
,ive years ago this month the
. S. Supreme Court outlawed ra-
cial segregation in public schools ,
of southern and border states. ,
That was May 17, 1954. Another
decision followed on May 31, 1955
directing the desegregation pro.
ceed with all deliberate speed.
How much desegregation has
taken place since the Brown de-
cision of 1954 supplanted the 1898
separate-but-equal Plessy ruling as
the court-prescribed formula for
schooling of southern white and
Negro children?
Statistics kept by SOUTHERN
SCHOOL NEWS list 802 school dis-
tricts desegregated out of 2,909 bi-
racial districts in the region. All
told, the 17 southern and horde,.
states have 8,597 districts, of which
5,688 are not biracial.
he close of the 1956 school
year. 450 districts had desegregat-
ed, 270 were added in 1957. 60 in
1958 and 22 thus far in 1958-59.
lreSent prospects are for two,tricts to be added this fall.
Dade County (Miami) Fla., has an-
nounced it will desegregate one
Echo& Charlottesville is slated to
become the fifth Virginia district
to do so.
BULK IN BORDER STATES
Of the 802 desegregated districts,
763 are in the border states! Dela-
Ware, 12 of 57 biracial districts
(Plus five all-"ht' di-tri,gs which
also have policies of desegrega-
tion; Kentucky, 123 of 175: Mary-
land 21 of 23; Missouri, 211 of 244;
Oklahoma, 237 of 271; Texas 123
of 72; and West Virginia, all of
43 (plus four others, all white,
which have announced desegrega-
tion as a policy.)
In the mid-South, Arkansas has!
desegregated eight of M districts;
North Carolina, four of 172; Ten-
nessee, three of 141; Virginia, fourl
of 129 — a total of 19.
No public schools have desegre-1
gated in the Deep SOuth states of
Alabama (113 districts; Florida
(67 districts;) Georgia (198 dis-
tricts): Llouisiana (67 districta):,
Mississippi (151 districts); and
South Carolina (107 districts). Flor-
ida and Louisiana do have some
mixing at the college level.
There are about 439,000 Negro
public school pupils in what are,
referred to as "integrated situa-'
tions." By this is meant districts
where desegregation has been
started or completed but it does
not mean all the Negro children
are in mixed schools. Actually the
number attending schools with
white children is about 140,000.
NO RUSH TO ENROLL
The reason for this is that there'
has been no great rush to enroll!
in formerly all-white schools. Fort
instance, Lexington. Ky., schools
desegregated at all grade levels
in 1955 making 2,750 Negro chil-
dren eligible to attend formerly all-
white schools. At the end of the
last school year only 68 had elect-
ed to do so. In Nashville, Tenn.,
stairstep integration began in sec-
ond year last fall with 34 of 230
eligible Negro children entering
the lirst two primary grades withi
whites.
In southern and border states
there are 12.630.344 white and Ne-
gro public school pupils. Of these
9.660,000 are white, 2,970.344 are
Negro with the latter thus repre-
senting 23.5 per cent of the total.1
There is a tremendous spread ini
the per centage of Negro pupils,
ranking from a low of 54 per cent
in Nest Virginia to a high of,
49.3 per cent in Mississippi. The
per centage generally is small in
the border states, larger the farth-
er south you go.
While the Supreme Court outlaw-
ed compulsory segregation, it did
not order compulsory integration.
In forbidding discrimination by
race, the court held that, all things
being equal, any child has the
right to attend any school it,
chooses. The burden of proof has
rested on the plaintiff, with the
question to be dealt with area by.
area; and where school districts
have not desegregated voluntarily,
children who seek to enter school
of the other race must take the
initiative.,
The Supreme Court's 1955 de-
cision left it pretty much in the
district courts to carry out the
desegregation mandate. with the
administration to "he guided by
equitable principles."
"Traditionally, equity has been
characterized by a practical flexi- ,
bility in shaping its remedies and
by facility for adjudging and re-
conciling public and private needs,
the court added.
TIMETABLES VARY
Taking this for their cue, district
courts in border states have order-
ed desegregation almost immed-
iately in favor of Negro plaintiffs.
Courts in the mid-South have or-
dered desegregation but often have,
alloweda year to six mon s or
plans to be formulated. In t h e
Deep South most courts have not
set a time limit while finding for
desegregation.
The late Judge John J. Parker,
sitting on a three-judge federal
court hearing July 15, 1955 at Co-
lumbia, S. C., on the Clarendon
County case — one of the origi-
nal cases decided by the Supreme
Court — made what has become
accepted by many as an accur-
ate interpretation of the Supreme
CourCs decision. Said Judge Park-
er:
". . . It is important that we
point out exactly what the Supreme
Court has decided and what it has
not decided in this case. It has not
decided that the federal courts are
to take over or regulate the public
schools of the states. It has not
Lunches
i (Continued from page I)
Hyde Park elementary schools.
. Participation at the white
schools range from a 77 percent
high at the Mallory Heights ele•
mentary school to a 38 percent
low at Sherwood elementary
school.
Mrs. Biggs said that she be-
lieves that the difference in par-
ticipation is not one of econom-
ies, but one of misunderstanding.
What Idol of lunch does a child
need?
BALANCED LUNCH
Miss Dorothy Slay of 1082 Mis-
sissippi blvd., dietician at E. H.
Crump Memorial hospital said:
"A growing child needs a well-
balanced lunch which should 
4 
sup-
energy, body-building and re-
- . ing needs, promote growth
a d at the same time fill his
stomach.
"The food should he prepared
attractively and .priced within his
buying range also," Miss Slay
said.
The job of feeding school chil-
dren one meal a day in Memphis
is one of the largest restaurant
businesses In the city.
How much does it cost the city
a year to feed the children?
. "It does not cost the city of
Memphis anything," Mrs. Biggs
said, We are self-supporting, and
this year, feeding an average of
60,000 children a day, we will
take in more than $2,500,000 in
nickels and dimes.
, "We have 800 people on the pay-
rolls, and after all expenses are
paid, we r3-invest the profits to
buy better food, better equipment
and provide better nutrition for
ttie boys and girls of Memphis,"
h1rs. Biggs explained.
0 PLANS
chools here have two lunch
Ans. At the elementary schools,
the National School Lunch P r 0-
gram is in effect. For only 25
Vents the student can receive a she said.
HIGH SCHOOL DINERS
. Most ninth grade students are
hearty eaters. From I e f t,
1111 these Hamilton high schoolstudents are John Maso n,
well-balanced lunch, consisting on
most days, of a meat, two vege-
tables, bread and butter, a des-
sert and milk. The same menu is
served in all of the city schools
on the same day.
At high schools and at schools
which range from grades one'
through 12, the "a la carte" pro-1
gram is In effect. Here, the same!
plate which costs 25 cents at thel
NSLP school is available for 30
cents for children in the lower
grades and costs the student 3.5
cents.
The reason for this difference,
Mrs. Biggs explained, is that the
NSLP schools receive governmen
subsidies, while the al Is ca
schools do not.
TAKES TOUR
A reporter from the Tri-State
Defender accompanied Mrs.
Greene during her visits to sever-
al schools throughout the city to
see how the children fared at
lunch time.
At the Hyde Park elementary
school, with an enrollment close
to 2,400 pupils, only one of the
two steam-tables was being used
because less than 400 of the stu-
dents eat in the cafeteria.
Mrs. Willa Mae Warren, t h e
manager of 2124 Griggs ave., and
her staff of five were busily serv-
ing the smallest children a lunch
of barbecue on homemade buns,
quartered potatoes, cabbage and
carrot salad, apple sauce, upside
down cake and milk.
FEW BITES
This reporter found that, like
children of that age, both at home
and school, someone had to see
that they stayed at the tables long
enough to eat the meal, or they
would take a few bites of tha
which hey like most, shove the
rest asiae, and dash out to play.
Mrs. Louise Carter of 464 Al-
ston ave., manager of the cafe-
teria at Leath elementary, where
an average 01250 of the school's
1,085 students eat each day of the
school week, said that she has dis-
covered that the children will not
eat slaw.
"You can't force child to eat,"
"On days when we are going to
have turkey, ham, hamburgers or
hot dogs," Mrs. Carter said. "I
advertise a day ahead ot time,
and I always have a big increase
in feeding."
During a visit to Hamilton high
school, which has an a la carte
menu, the Tri-State Defender
found children taking their choicel
of meat loaf, tamale ple, steamed
rice, green beans, blackeyed peas,
dressing, minced ham and grill-
ed heese sandwiches, deviledl
• , garden and pear and cheese
sseris which ig.cluded fruit cob-
Cr, iced e, doughnuts a n d
ice erea
PLAT (NCH
. C. It, Ryans, the manag-
er, of 1536 E. Dempster st., said:
"The children prefer the a la
carte plan, because they ha ve
more to choose from. Of course
the plate lunch would be better
for them."
Teachers were on hand at the
lunch counter to assist the young-
er children in the selection of
their food, and prevent them
from loading u their trays with
several desserts and ignoring the
meats and vegetables.
Mrs. Ryans estimated that at
least half of the student body at
Ilamilton come to the cafeteria
each day for some aricle of food.,
RAPP? GROUP
Among the school, visited,
those with an a la carte lunch
were occupied by a happier group
of patrons, and had the air and
atmosphere of any commercial
downtown eatery,
Too, the student who does not
want to spend all of his lunch
money allowance can still get
something to eat without spend-
ing all of his quarter.
Despite its regimented appear-
ance, the NSLP plan eliminates
the possibility of a student's se-
lecting an unbalanced meal as he
might receive in an a la carte
school.
This report does not cover the
vast number of children who do
not participate in either program
but bring their own lunches.
Miss Zennie Hill, Eugene Me-
Clatcher and Staton Parham.
Boys have doubled up on des-
serts and milk, but Miss Sla-
lom settles for a sandwich.
ELIZABETH CITY, N. C. —
There was an aura of important
things to come, of genuine good-
will between administrators a n d
students, faculty, townspeople and
trustees when 49-year-old Walter
rathaniel Ridley, scion of one of
Virginia's most distinguished fam-
ilies, formally assumed the man-
tle as president of the Elizabeth
City State Teachers college on
Sunday afternoon, April 26.
Greetings and salutations were
brought by D. S. Coltrane, assist-
ant director, department of ad-
ministration, and state budget of-
ficer, on behalf of Governor Lu-
ther Hodges of North Carolina;
Dr William 1. Kennedy, on behalf
of the State Board of Higher Edu-
cation. Mayor Levin Culpepper of
Elizabeth City: Miss Barbara Ann
Ransom. on behalf of the students;
Prof. Edna H. Mitchell, on behalf
of the faculty and alumni. Dr. H.
Council Trenholm, President of
Alabama State coHege. Montgom-
ery, on behalf of educational asso-
decided that the states must mix
persons of. different races in the
schools or must require them o
attend schools or must deprive
them of the right of choosing the
schools they attend. What it has
decided, and all that it has de-
is that a state may not
deny any person on account of
race the right to attend any school
that it maintains. This, under the
decision tif the Supreme Court,
the state may not do directly or
indirectly but if the schools which
it maintains are oppen to children
of all laces, no violation of the
Constitution is involved even
though the children of different
races voluntarily attend different
schools, as they attend different
churches . . ."
UPHOLDS LOWER COURTS
The U. S. Supreme Court itself
consistently has let stand the de-
cisions of the lower federal courts.
In some instances, circuit courts
of appeals have reversed district
courts, but in all cases the high
court has declined to alter decis-
ions from the courts immediately
below it. In most cases, the Su-
preme Court simply has refused
to review the lower courts' de-
cisions, whether from appellate or
three-judge district courts. This is
in conformity with its 1955 deci-
sion to leave implementation of
the desegregation decree to the
lower courts.
The lower courta have not fol-
lowed any set pattorn Pupil as-
signment laws have been declared
invalid by district courts in Lou-
isiana and Virginia hut upheld in
Alabama, Florida and North Caro-
lina. Nashville's grade a year de-
segregation plan won district court
approval; llopkinsville's in Ken,
lucky was turned down.
More than 200 anti-desegregation
laws have been adopted by South-
ern legislat .res since T h e
process goes on, the Arkansas as-
sembly having adonted 32 new
ones at the session rectitly end-
ed, Georgis's sir more.
Here Iciations; Dr. William C. Friday,! s
president of the Consolidated Uni-
versity of North Carolina, on be-
half of North Carolina institutions
of higher learning, and Dr. Rob-
ert P. Daniel, president of Virginia
State college, on behalf of Ameri-
can colleges and universities.
The formal investiture of Dr.
Ridley was presided over by Dr.
J W. Davis, chairman of the
board of trustees. McDonald Dix-
on, vice chairman of the trustees,,
presented Dr. Ridley the college,
charter; Dr. Clifford B. Jones,,
also a trustee, presented the keys;
John C, Bias, alumni president.;
presented the presidential medal-'
lion; Roland L. Garrett, a truss- 1
tee, presented the mace. and;
Olando R. Hill, Student Council'
President, was the bearer of the
symbols of office.
Instrumental music and vocal'
selections were offered by Winston i
A. Bell, organist and the college,
choir under the direction of Mita;
Evelyn A. Johnson.
The invocation was given by the,
Reverend Alexander 11. Easey.j
Rector of Saint l'aul's Memorial
Chapel, Lawrenceville, Va.; and
the benediction by the Rev.
Thomas B. Hargrave, Pastor of
the Antioch Presbyterian church.
Elizabeth City.
The inaugural ceremonies were
preceded by an academic proces-
sion, and followed by a recession-
al of the delegates and others!
garbed in academic robes.
By direct designation of Presi-
dent Colgate Darden of the Uni-
versity of Virginia, the noted
teacher, Dr. Louise S. Hunter,
wife of Dean J. NI. Hunter of Vir-
ginia State college, represented
the University of Virginia. M r a.
Hunter was also one of the first
Negroes to receive a graduate de-
gree from the University of Vir-
ginia.
Other Negroes who were desig-
nated as representatives of pre-
dominantly while universities
were: Yale university. Connecti-
cut, Dr. Harry W. Roberts; Mar-
tin Luther Wilson, University of
Michigan: Dr. T. Nelson Baker,
Oberlin College, Ohio; Dr. John
M. Hunter, Cornell university,




The second bridge party spon-
sored by the Women's Board of
Ada S. McKinley Community
House, to be held Saturday, May
9, at 1 p.m. will be directed by
Pauline McKissack, accordini to
Mrs. Anita Cook, Psysident.
Districts Integrate
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — (UPI) —
Southern Schools News reported
yesterday 802 school districts in
Southern and border states are
integrated, including 22 which de-
segregated an far this year.
Mammoth Gives
Victory Dinner
Amidst a tropical scene with
soft Hawaiian music softly play-
ing in the background, officers and
agents of the Mammoth Life and
Accident Insurance company's lo-
cal office and their wives cele-
brated a recent victory with a din-
ner party at Tony's Inn on Wed-
nesday nigh), April 29.
The celebration honored district
workers who won out over other
districts in contest for an increase
of hospitalization policies in t h e
Southern area.
All wives, wearing after-five and
dinner dresses ranging in colors
from midnight blue, Paris pink to
tropical tan, were presented roses
as they entered the dining room.
TUCK YOUR PICK — At
Hamilton high school, stu-
dents have their choice of a
wide variety of vegetables
and meats, and several des-
T. J. Marzette, district manager.
briefed the group on the purpose
of the celebration and introduced
personnel of the company.
G. Ridley, field supervisor, made
speech to the group which con-
sisted of congratulations and after-
ward presented a three-state award
to Mrs. J. Drane, who was first-
place winner in the sale of hos-
pitalization insurance policies. A
gift was also presented to Oddie
Breckinridge for outstanding dis-
trict achievement.'
Following a delicious fried chick-
en dinner, a fellowship cocktail
hour was enjoyed.
Mrs. Frankie Jordan is the re-
porter for the branch.
serts each dajt. With one vs.
getable and bread already on
his plate, one young atuent
tries to make up his mind as
to uhether he should gel pie,
cake or fruit cobbler. About
50 percent of the school's 2,600
students eat In the cafeteria
each day. according to t h a
manager, Mrs, C. H. Ryans.
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 3
Se., May he, 1939
Roundup On
tate Scliool Picture
Looby and William appeared i
year school desegregation p 1 a n 
without
p . h handsf U S 
 the expected assistance of
was Thurgood Marshall. chief counsel
Circuit Court of Appeals I a at
for the NAACP, who was unablel
month, to reach St. Louis because of bad'
Proponents of the stairstep pro-
- ,
flying weather.
alsd' safe THREE-JUDGE COURTgram 
hailed it as -a e
I Besides Judge Choate, who is
implementation" of the Supreme
Court's desegregation decision.
n
`"ling a temporary, vacancy onmOpponents, asking coplete de-
segregation in a single step. con- 
fi lin
court, Judges Florence f.411
of Cleveland and Thomas 
1(.Aelin.
tended Nashville is not proceeding lister of Grand Rapids, Mich.,
with all deliberate speed. heard the arguments.
Three appellate judges in CM- Judge Allen said she was speak-
cinnati also took under advise-
ing
only for herself and not de-ment the pros and cons of Ten- ciding the case when she coin-nessee's parents' preference law mented that beginning segrega-held unconstitutional on its face ton in the first grade instead ofby a federal district judg in the higher levels was "ery wise."Nashville case. (See "Le Ac-
At another point, Judge ChoateLion.") said it seemed to him that par-
CANDIDATE LINEUP , en ts of both Negro and white pus-
Negro candidates have qualified Is constituting the nunority of an
enrollment had the same right tofor vice 
mayor of Nashville an
ask for transfers. But Williamsfor six of the 
city's 21 cou il
seats, two of them already sied contended "the transfer provision
wby Negro lawyers. A candidate for asbased on a racial criterion."
Last fall, an estimated 230 Ne-mayor and 
another for vice may-
or said their campaigns would be gro children were eligible for the
managed by racist John Kasper. first and second grades in li pre-
(SEeelev'eTnolsitoiciaall Aaccttiiovn 
1
ity.") viously all-white schools, and 34 of
ders in them enrolled in seven of t h e
seven Protestant denomi ations is- schools. The other 196 transferred
sued a statement -as in viduals" to all-Negro schools. The year be-
deploring "a new and d urbing fore, 19 of 126 eligible Negroes en-
rtreegnadtioin
wthiethSosuutbhv'e' rtsoiolnin.ktS e e eight later withdrew.
seg- roNNII0edxvinmsLevEencAsmixEed schools, and
"What They Say.")
As the fate of the Nashville
(From Southern Sohool News) with allowance for "certain ad-
The fate of Nashville's grade a-
mimstrative problems,
LEGAL ACTION
Proponents an opponents of Plan limn was weighed, a two-
"grade-a-year" desegregation in year-old law-suit seeking desegre-
Nashville city schools squared off
again in Cincinnati as the U. S.
Circuit Court heard arguments in
a double-barreled appeal of the
Nashville school case. (Kelley et
al v. Board of Education.)
With the second year of the
stairstep plan almost completed,
three appellate judges heard at-
torneys for the city board of edu-
cation argue that Nashville is pur-
suing "a good, safe implements-
lion" of Supreme Court require-
ments while Negro attorneys for
Negro plaintiffs charged that 12
years is too long to spend in the
process.
TWO-PLY APPEAL
Both sides appealed the district
court decision but on different
points. Counsel for the parents of
21 Negro children who filed the
lawsuit contended the high court
decision was being circumvented.
Attorneys for the school board di-
rected their appeal toward t h e
lower court's invalidation of the
parents' preference law.
gation of Knoxville schools (Di-
anne Ward et at v. Board of Edu-
cation) remained untried. Feder-
al District Judge Robert I,. Tay-
lor still had under advisement a
motion by school board counsel to
dismiss the case for technical rea-
sons.
should be thrown out because itn:
The board contended the suit
fails to name as defendants three
present board members. Counsel
for Negro pSaintiffs said the suit
was brought against the board as
a legal entity — not as individu-
als.
KLAN HASSLE
A wrangle between two factions
of the Kim Klux Klan at Chatta-
nooga was set to go before U. S.
District Judge Leslie R. Darr this
month. It involves UAO of t h e
name, paraphernalia and symbols
of the organization.
Eldon L. Edwards of Atlanta fil-
ed the suit as Imperial Wizard of
the U. S. Kiang, Knight of the Ku
Klux Klan. He charged a Chat-
tanooga group, Dixie !Clans,Calling for complete deaegrega- Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, haslion immediately, lawyers Z. Al- infringed upon the copyright ofexander Looby and Avon Williams fhaisEirdowcrdoaemrrdpsaenfidfisvcaeoidmamoDistiexdfoothmeraunna:
headed by Jack W. Brown, had
forced U. S. Klans "to the wall"
based part of their argument on
the fact that none of their clients
ever would be allowed to attend
a desegregated school if the pres-
ent plan continued, nor would any in Chattanooga. He has asked forother Negro child who was beyond damages and a court injunctionthe first grade when the program to res;train Brown's group frombecame effective, use of Klan titles, rituals, etc.
The transfer setup approved by POLITICAL ACTIVITY
the court to accompany the plan .Eight Negroes qualified as can-
was a prime target of the Negro dictates for six of the 21 seats in
attorneys. Williams said the trans- Nashville's City Council, two of
fer provisions are "designed to them already held by Negro at•
perpetuate segregation." N a a h- torneys. A Negro upholsterer an-
ville parents may obtain school flounced his candidacy for vice
transfers for their children if they mayor in the May 14 municipal
they 
zaornee do f into t re minoritysch oo I 
race. 
whe r e cic a election.
ansisdp.darna
a 
cand ate i:fesc: 
the name of John
He said Negroes "may not safe• 
r mayor and a man
raised by a woman
ly assume that the Nashville
school board will fairly advise Ne- who announced for vice mayor.
gro children of their legal deseg-
regation rights." He contended
many Negro parents do not under-
stand the transfer provisions.
'CLIMATE' CITED
Asked by Judge Emmett Choate
of Miami whether he thought pres•
sure had been applied to get Ne-
gro pupils transferred from pre-
viously all-white schools. Williams
replied the transfer requests re-
sulted from "the climate" crest-
ed by the school board.
The Negroes "were not urged
to stay in desegregated schools,"
he asserted.
Edwin Hunt, attorney for t h e
school hoard, contended transfer
privileges were needed to "reas-
sure parents" living in an area
where racial segregation had ex-
isted for a century. "When the
court wipes out a precedent," he
declared, "it cannot wipe out 100
years of history."
Hunt added that teacher recruit-
ment had to be considered be-
cause most instruction personnel
must come from the Nashville vi-
cinity and have a segregation
background.
SAYS PLAN WORKS
Reber Boult, another attorney
for the school board, said "the
gradual plan is working as it was
designed to work. We have had a
peaceful integration. Nashville is
further along and more peacefully
along than many other cities."
When Hunt said racial differ-
ences in academic achievement
pointed toward a gradual desegre-
gation, Williams replied: "If the
achievement record (of Negroes)
is low, it shows a need for inte-
gration now."
Discussing community attitudes
as a factor in reaching a desegre-
gation plan. Williams said the Su-
preme Court had barred commu-
nity hostility as a reason for de-
lay. Judge Choate remarked that
thr high court had not ruled
against considering preservation
of order as a factor, and Wil-
liams replied that the tribunal had
prescribed "all deliberate speed"
0th Mrs. Bessie May Williams, a
housewife who once picketed a de-
segregated school, and Henry A.
Jarrell said Kasper would man-age their campaigns.
UNOPPOSED
Hobert E. Lillard, one of the
two incumbent Negro councilmen,
has no opposition for re-election.
The other, Z. Alexander Looby,
has one opponent, also a Negro.
Thus, continuation of at least two
Negro members is insured, repre-
senting areas with predominantly
Negro populations.
Negroes are opposing white can-
didates in five other councilmanio
districts. In the event no candi-
date gets a majority of all votes
cast, the top two vote•getters will
be thrown into a runoff two weeks
later.
Leo Lillard — no relation of the
councilman — is the Negro candi-
date for vice mayor against Jar-
rell and incumbent H. Sanders
Angles. Sirs. Williams is Mayor
Ben West's only opponent for re-
election. Opposition to both major
officeholders was considered nom-
inal, and the election appeared to
be attracting little interest.
At the end of April Kasper had
made no public appearances or
statements about Nashville politics
claiming his endorse e stndh ss
launched a campaign of any ex-
tent.
WHAT THEY SAY
Eleven social action leaders of
seven Protestant denominations
issued a statement through a
Nashville minister expressing con-
cern as individuals shout what
they called "the cynical attempt
by some who oppose racial deseg-
regation to label those who dis-
agree with them as Reds, fellow-
travelers or dupes of the Com-
munist conspiracy."
The Rev. Will D. Campbell of
Nashville, associate executive of
the Department of Racial and Cul-
tural Relations of the National
Council of the Churches of Christ
in the U.S.A., said he and the
other signers of the statement
were speaking for themselves —
not as representatives of their
denominations. But they said they
were in harmony with positions of
all major religious bodies.
- The statement declared that at-
tacks which started against the
NAACP now are made on "the
white southerner. . .who tries to
work at this sensitive problem" of
desegregation. Goal of such at-
tacks, they said, is "to silence
those who do not accept the ex-
tremist position. . ."
DISTURBING TREND
"We raise our voices in protest
against a new and disturbing trend
in the South," thg statement open-
ed.
It said "innuendoes, half-trutho
and distortions" are used to cast
doubts "on the motivation a n
background of individuals nt
groups seeking compliance with
the law of the land."
The signers, five of them Nash.
villians, hold offices in the South.
ern Baptist, Episcopal, United
Presbyterian, Methodist, Church
of the Brethren, Disciples of
Christ and Congregational denom•
inations.
SHORES SPEAKER
A Birmingham Negro lawyer,
Arthur D. Shores, told a NAACP
rally at Nashville that advocacy
of a "cooling-off period" on de-
segregation is 'part of the South's
offensive against social equality."
He said this means the NAACP
"must increase its efforts.'
Shores told his audience: "Floe
you're-pressing-too-fast argument
is part of the South's offensive to
maintain the southern way of life
—not exactly the same thing as
the American way of life. . ."
A repent editorial in the Pitts-
burgh Courier, Negro weekly
newspaper, said the Nashville
school desegregation plan ''h a $
shown the way to hundreds of oth-
er southern cities where officials
have been walking around in cir-
cles. ."
However, the paper took excep-
tion to the "implication that this
desegregation (beginning in the
lower grades) was successful be-
cause the youngsters were n e I
old enough.,,"
WELL - BALANCED MEAL—
Students at Hyde Park ele-
mentary school are on the Na-
tional School lunch Program,
aid here three are seen as
they come through line with
meal of salmon croquettes,
whole kernel corn, tossed veg-
etable salad, hot rolls, coco-
nut cake and milk.
Carmel Baptist church will be a
fashion show. It will be held Sun. Pleasant Hill Baptist church. Pleas.
day, May 17, at 7 p. m. ant Hill is holding ita financial
Vivacious Mrs. Vivian Ford will drive. Rev. Wade is the pastor.
be feature model for the show The membership is getting a.
which promises to be outstand-,head start with its plans for Men's'
ing. Other models will take part
in presenting a parade of fashions
will be Mrs. Jean Thomas, Mrs.
Louise Louis, Miss Wilma Brent,
Miss Ruby Lee Brent, Miss Eve-
lyn Mitchell, Miss Irene Gray,
Miss Gloria Rogers, Thurman
Hughes, Arvester Hughes and Miss
Jimmy Austin.
Annual Alen's Day will be ob-
served at the church on Sunday,
June 21.
NEW TYLER AME
! The Rust College a capella choir
will be making its second ap-
pearance in the Binghampton area
of our city when they make a re-
turn performance at the New Ty-
ler AME church, Sunday, May
17. A capacity crowd is expected
to hear the well-known 30 voice
group. The musical presentation
will commence at 7 p. m.
At the church last Sunday, the
congregation held a special pro-
gram honoring Mother's day.
Rev. Robert McRae is the min-
ister.
MT. MORIAH`BAPTIST
Busy with plans for Woman's
!Day. Already several committees
,have been set up and are Begin.
ning to function. The Day will be
'observed Sunday, July 19. John
A. Taylor is the general chairman.
The public is cordially invited to
attend all nervices at this sanc-
tuary.
MARTIN TEMPLE CME
' Martin Memorial Temple CME
church was host to the Ushers
Union meeting last Sunday at 3
p. m. Rev. B. H. Davis of Mace-
donia Baptist church was guest
speaker.
The Ushers Union meets every
second Sunday of each month. The
next meeting will be held at the
Featherstone CME church. Rev.
Phillip E. Brooks is the pastor.
Eugene Lewere is president of,
the Ushers Union.
Following the meeting at this
house of worship, the J. C. Martin
chorus held its tea. The colorful
affair was held in the lower level
of the church from 4 to 6 p. m.
Estus William Is the president.
Rev. L. A. Storey is the minis-
ter.
The world is filled with tragel
dies. One does not have to go far
before he runs into one tragedy
or another. The tragic thing about
many of these tragedies is more
tragic because those involved do .
not realize that they are tragedies,1
A along time ago a man camel
here on earth and stayed for al
long time. He grew some but never:
grew beyond the stature of a boy.'
We live in a world today filled
with "Tom Thumbs." Daily I
come in contact with people who
have never grown up. The fact,
that they have never grown up to
a large extent makes them behave
as they do.
A few days ago I was aboard
one of the local buses. On this
bus was a lady who only a few
zt TR1-STATE DEFENDER
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The Beale Street Rescue Mission
and its directors are sponsoring
a program at the Greater Middle
Baptist church on Thursday, May
Day at the Mt. Moriah Baptist
church are the many committees
set up for the celebration. Wom-
en's day is sintecl for Sunday, May
21, at 7:30 p. m. The sanctuary 24, at the house of reverence.
pastored by Rev. B. L. Hooks, is Mrs. R. Nornworthy is the gen-
located at 821 Lane ave. eral chairman. Rev. R. Norsworthy
Featured speaker for the ocean- is the pastor.
ion will be Rev. Blair T. Hunt, pas- EAST TRIGG
tor of the Mississippi Boulevard Proud are the youths at the East
Christian church, principal of Book- Trigg Avenue Baptist church as
er T. Washington high school and they prepare for another enjoy-
noted public figure of our city, able day of supervision of their
Mayor Edmund Orgill and all the church. The young people will be
city and county officials of the city in charge of all services at the
have been invited. church Sunday.
To supplement the main address Rev. W. H. Brewster is the pas-
will be an interesting program. tor.
Rev. .B. L. Hooks will be master FIRST BAPTIST BROAD
of ceremonies. Revival is presently in progress
Responsible for the steering at the First Baptist Broad church
el plans for this program is Mrs. at 2849 Broad ave. Rev. H. C.
Noah Bond, chairman. Cherry. the pastor, is conducting
Rev. James L. Gleese is the au- it. The revival climaxes on Sun-
perintendent of the Rescue Mis- day, May 17, with a baptismal
sion. service.
MT. CARMEL BAPTIST . Sunday, also, the pastor of First
One of the many activities lead- Baptist Broad will speak at the
ing up to Men's Day at the Mt. Pleasant Hill Baptist church. Plea
ant Hill is holding its financial
ss.
Dig Crown Sets !NAACP YOUTH SPEAKB
Attenda nceMa rk,
By HENRY RIEGER
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) —
Baseball's greatest crowd, in spir•
it and size, added to the living
legend of Roy Campanella.
A record crowd of 93,103 jam-
med Mem. Coliseum last Thur-
day to see the hometown Dodgers
play the world champion Yank
ees in an exhibition game — and
to honor a player most of his fans
never saw in action.
The outcome of the game —
won by the Yankees, 1-2, was
of secondary importance for the
Los Angeles fans, who waited
more than a year to pay their
respects to the partially-paralyz-
ed Campanella on his big bene•
fit night.
The crowd was almost 7,000
greater than the previous base-
ball record — 86,288 set at the
fifth game of the 1948 Indian-
Braves World Series in Cleveland.
"This is something I will never
forget for the rest of my life,"
said Roy, after he was wheeled
to second base for the *e-game
ceremony. The crowd stood as one
for a spontaneous cheer that last-
ed nearly three minutes as Cam-
py, tragically injured in a 1958 auto
accident, was wheeled on to the
field by former teammate Peewee
Reese, now a Dodger coach.
The former Dodger catcher,
three times honored as the Na-
tional League's Most Valuable
Player, sat silently as baseball
officials — among them loop
president Warren Giles — and
civic leaders praised his courage
and faith.
Then, as the crowd became quiet
Campanella spoke briefly, slowly,
carefully.
"I want to thank each and every
one of you good people for this
ceremony," he said. "This is some-
thing I will never forget for the
rest of my life and I want to
thank the Yankees and Mr. Del
Webb for their part in it, and
the Dodgers and Mr. O'Malley for
making it possible.
"I thank God I'm here living
to be able to see it."
Later, in a strikingly simple
ceremony, the lights were turn-
ed off and the public address
announcer called on the spectat-
ors to light matches to "make
believe" they were lighting cand-
les for a cake for Roy. The tens.
of-thousands of candles lit the
huge stadium almost as bright-
ly as if the field lights had been
turned on.
Giles told Campanella the game
was a "great moment for base-
ball and for you, Campy." City
Councilwoman Rosalind Wyman
and Councilman Ernest Debs pre-
sented plaques extolling Campa-
nella for his courage.
Each of the participating play:
era in the game also received sil-
ver baseballs in appreciation of
their efforts to make the game a
success.
In addition to the record crowd
inside the Coliseum, another 15,000
persons seeking the last 10,000
bleacher seats put on sale lost
out in an attempt to see the game.
1 Police helped avert what might
have been a sour note to the
evening's events by controlling
the shoving, good-natured but
disappointed fans — thanks to
reinforcements that Included all
available motorcycle units.
Campanella's wife, Ruth, and
three of their children, Roy, jr., 10
Tony, 8, and Princess, 5, watched
the ceremony and game from a
heavy medical expenses, gets a
big share of the proceeds of the
game. Another meeting of the
Yankees and Dodgers for the same
purpose will be held next year In
New York.
Shortly before the game started,
the crowd broke over the wall
setting off the bleachers and raced
to the outfield fence which circles
from center to right field in the
deep, pasture-like coliseum floor.
Giles, who represented the Na-
tional league, told Campy this was
a "great moment for baseball and
for you, Campy, too.
"It is a tribute to your cour-t
age," Giles said.
Then he turned his remarks to
the large crowd on hand. "To You
here tonight this indicates your
great interest in baseball and you
can be proud to be part of what
apparently is the biggest crowd
of all time — for a baseball
game."
By GEORGE
Democracy in human relations
is gripping the American mind
and conscience Questions about
and concerning Negroes are the
most discussed topics these days
in forums, in drawing rooms,
and in bars. The battle of today
is, frankly, between equality and
a so-called master race. The pres-
ent doctrines and practices we do
some Americans to look afresh at
and teach, u a nation, have led
our undemocratic, and illegal
practices concerning race rela- 1
tions.
The police and the courts have
not always shown fair play or
justice. Police brutality against
Negroes have become an open
scandal. Juvenile delinquency is
alarming. Whites and Negroes
have clashed on streets. These
practices and others have become
common in discrimination against
the Negro people. These problems,
however, are mostly located in the
Carver Students
Tour Nashville
Recently the Carver high school
social science department spon-1
gored a trip for the school stu-
dents to tour Nashville on an ed-
ucational stint. Eighty-five pupils
visited the Capitol city and took
in the interesting sights of t h e
"Athens of the South."
The trip represented the second
such trip enjoyed by the students
under the directorship of John L.
Outlaw, Mrs. Otha Sermons and
Miss J. J. Blackshire.
Two buses carried the eager
group to their headquarters at
Tennessee Add State university.
Quite an experience was gather-




NEW YORK — (UPI) — Victor
Zalazar, young Argentine middle-
weight, will get a main event at
Madison Square Garden because
of his impressive upset victory
over Canadian Champion Willie
Greaves at St. Nicholas Arena,
Teddy Brenner, Garden Match-
maker, said "1 want him for a
Garden Main Event, possibly
against Gene Fullmer (ex-world
champion) or Ralph Tiger Jones."
Lanky Zalazar, who weighed
160 1-2 pounds to Graves' 183,
floored blond Willie once in the
10th round with a right and had
him so helplessly groggy when
be rose that the final bell prob-
ably saved him from a knock-
out.
Referee Teddy Martin said he
was ready to stop the fight just
when the bell rang.
Twenty-two-year-old Zalazar, an.
11-5 underdog, won the unanimous,'
decision on a rounds basis: 7-3,I
8-2, 7-2-1. However, the Argentine'
kayo specialist will be out of ac-
tion for about six weeks because
of a six-stitch gash below his left
brow suffered in the fourth round.'
Zalazar was automatically su-
attended for 30 days by the State .
Athletic Commission to prevent
hilt fighting before the wound
heals.
Despite the brow cut, Zalazar
gave 39-year-old Willie of
Windsor, Ont., a thorough bat-
tering with long-range left jabs
and straight rights in the sec-
ond half of the bout.
It was the South American's
hours before had had an argu• pie, We can't fool ourselves any The Sophisticates club has gar- 16th victory in 19 bouts, and It
ment with her husband. For some longer in believing that we can do, nered resounding hurrahs by the was his first win on a decision.
unknown reason she did not finish when we know that we have noth- invited guests to their recent His is previous triumphs were on
the argument at home so she set Mg to offer. We need people at the, stellar Hobo Ball held at the Fla-
out to tell the lady sitting next to wheel today who know where they I mingo club, 
knockouts.
her what she should have told her are going and have a well-planned, Flamdboehteygahntd 
with 
for tmcanthe .nighat 1
husband at home, map of how to get there. It 'is were 
heaval she said, "Nobody tells me life.
where to go, when to go and when
to come back. My mother and
In her display of emotional up- no longer a hit and miss pattertnimoef
NThe hymn writer a long e effect o literal hobo smart pants and blue and white
w7ifeehasdeytooroelnuetamddthoiohrneg thtientowcaatfhlnlesa do; thlahaiellisrsootcaamiri
ago cried out, "Rise up, 0 Men' striped poncho tops. . .and theyUtopia in the swank interior.father never told me that!" of God:" Today we need those; On entering the ballroomguests are Sophisticates Bernice Barber.I felt like turning around and men of God and the men of good - Mae Davenport, Sue Ish, Cenetawere presented red and whitetelling , "Yes, at s exactly Qualls, Ruth Leintentions to rise. up and do that gingham napsacks tied on sticksthe reason you are on this bus which they know is right We need: the better to complete the tin, Dorothygoing on that job this morning'" these men to take over the leadel.' togs donned the evening of ultra Rivers, JewelThe very fact that she or anyonel of current world conditions
'
would get on a public bus and blab,and make a real society of the
out her personal business is ovi-, chaos and confusion of today.
dence enough that she had failed
to grow up, yet this happens every- We need men who have learned he Stevens announced the prizeste discipline themselves. The factday — twice a day going to work — 
and coming back home, that mother and father never told for the best-dressed hobos. . .who
But it does not stop there. All, you when to go or where to go is cut a wide swath as they mean-
along life's highway you find people. no need for us to think that there dered around in their disheveled
artistry. Prizes of cans filled'who have not grown up to the point. should be no restrictions on either, 
that they are willing to do anything 
with vegetables were awarded I,)We need people who have learned
.to gam publicity. When one reads to discipline themselves that they 
the winners. . which previously
were displayed around the band-might be in a better position tothe 'Letters to the Editor' In one
stand as a part of the decora-teach discipline to others. We need' of our local papers or listen to
not boast that we have never been lions''Party Line' on one of our local
radio stations he has to stop and exposed to discipline. This very 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Bowen,
wonder just how popular is the fact means defeat within itself., 
won prizes for their outfits as "Ho
idea advanced here. As you read Every person who has ever madel 
Mo".while Mr. and Mrs.,
,or hear some of the attitudes ex- , anything of 
Today 
himself had to first Maceo Walker were a delight.,
I I pair. 
' 
both in oversized sus-
wonder 
pressed in either media one has to discipline himself. ay we need suits, the pants of whichwhat has 'happened to people who have learned the lesson 
pended 
of discipline. reached nigh to the shoulders. .the well.meaning people of society. rolled legs. . nondescript hats,In the mind of this wrier it is We need not fool ourselves into and even the "lost" facial count.quite evident that the writers of the false idea that we can live enances usually associated withsuch letters and the makers of such under false pretenses and live a the uninhibited roamers of thecomments as I frequently hear worthwhile life. The two do not country's highways, by-ways andhave failed to grow up. This in it• go hand-in-hand. If we are going freights. Other winners wereself is tragic — very tragic. Today to make a worthwhile contribution John L. Brinkley who capturedas never before we need men who to our day and time we are first first prize for his interpretation'have grown up — men who have going to have to be somebody our- which Included his handkerchief
come to grips with the vital things selves. The only way that we Can
of life, themselves, and are now in do this is through growing up in
a position to assist other people to every respect. There are too many
do the same We have far too many 'Tom Thumbs' now trying to rule
people in this generation who have this world. This luta never been suc-
someone else to grow"up.
The Bible reveals that one day
Jesus walked up to t h e group of
people and revealed that the spirit
of the Lord is upon me because
He his annointed me to preach
the gospel. Jesus was acknowledg-
ing that he was now grown to the
point that He was able to do the
work before Him. We need men
today who are grown to the point
that they know where they are
The condition of the world in Hobo Ball
going.
which you awoke this morning 
isl Successno lone; a thing that can be runi Big 
by inexperienced or immature peo- By MAJORIE I. ULEN
sophisticated low-brow shennani-
gana.
Gauche fun reigned supreme,
especially when Sophisticate Cal.
filled with cigarette butts, stale
corn muffine, bons, tattered read-
ing matter. et al ErdmOn Mor-
ris. Charlie Tsrpley. Malkin Tar.
lieve me — they were "something
else "
Members of the club were bet-
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conirgled freely with the college stu-
dents of A&I. Many Carverites
expressed a desire to attend Mai
when they finish high school.
VISIT CAPITOL
During their tour of the Capitol
building the group occupied t h e
seats and desks of the members
of the House of Representatives.
Their guide explained to them the
voting system and other interest-
ing things that took place in thei
chambers.
Governor Buford Ellington's of-
fice was next on the agenda and
the group marveled at the solid
gold telephone located in the exe-
cutive's private abode.
The War Memorial building, thel
Children's museum. Fort Nashbo-1
rough, the Land L Tower, the Par-
thenon, Fisk university, aleharryl
Medical college, Vanderbilt uni-
versity, Pearl high school, Cordelll
Hull building and the Hermitagel
(home of President Andrew Jack-
son) were all sites of Nashville
that left a glowing imprint on the
minds of the Carver high students.
R. B. Thompson, Carver high
principal is contemplating Wash-
ington, D. C.. as a site for the
next such tour.
Yes Madame
With the Cotton Carnival
coming to a joyful climax, and
the closing of school parties
given. Mother is ever looking
for party treats that will allow
her time to enjoy herself.
Jack Sprat is that depend•
able helper for all thrifty
housewives, llow appetizing
can the simplest meal be made
with the addition of Jack
Sprat's hot buttered biscuits or
Jack Sprat's Cone Pones and
they can be made so quickly.
modified or dispensoi with, it,
must be demolished, and forgottenl
and regretted. Segregation, in my
opinion, tends to defeat the inspir-
ing work of democratic education.1
The Constitutions of most south'
ern stat require that there shall
be equal, ut separate, schools
for Negroes. exa ation, bag-
ed on a publishe report of the
expenditures for Negroes and white
education in some states indicated
that segregation in education
meant not equal 'but inferior serv-
ice to Negroes.
Yes, we as Negroes, are pres-
ently seeing the worse and of ra-
cial discrimination. But in due
time, segregation, racial discrimi-
nation socially, economically, re-
Igiously, and politically shall van-
ish from the face of the earth.
If a nation is to be so demo-
cratic as the U. S. claims to be,
it must rid itself of all discrimi-
natory policies. The most direct
and immediate way of dealing
with the problem is to make ra-
cial discrimination illegal, a n d
only until this is done, will the Ne-
gro be satisfied with the form of
those freedoms that should be the
hopes of the world.
Take a hot delicate Jack Sprat
Biscuit, butter it—add fresh
sliced sweetened strawberries
and whipped cream—there you
have a dessert fit for a king.
Today we v:ill use Jack Sprat
Self Rising Flour for our "Hot
Biscuits."




Heat oven to 475 degree F.
Measure flour into bowl. Cut
in shortening until moisture
looks like small grains.
E. PIPKIN
South.
Racial tension sums up the ugly
trio of bias, prejudice and dis-
crimination — so repulsive to
any generous, fair-minded person
and yet permitted to play so im-
portant a role in our America.
I believe that the problem of
race prejudice is a challenge to
education. Foreigners are also puz-
zled by America's policies regard-
ing her Negro population.Let it
be pointed out that segregation is
not only southern, but national.
Much of the uncertainty a n d
tension in connection with our
American race relations grows out
of the conflict in these policies of
segregation and education. Edu-
cation, in my opinion, is one of
the most hopeful aspects of an
American race relation. Segrega-
tion is one of the most puzzling as-
pects of American life, and one
of the most difficult questions in
American race relations. We as
Negroes, generally recognize it as
our "number-one" problem and is
insisted upon by many whites as
the one thing in the American race
scene that can never be modified Strawberry Mousse
or dispensed with.
Fortunately, f o r justice sake Is Pretty Dessert
they (the whites) are so tern- Strawberry lime mousse is a
bly wrong. Not only must it be party-pretty dessert.
Soften two tablespoons unfla-
vored gelatin in ,3 cup lime juice.
Heat another V2 cup lime juice to
boiling point.
Stir a little hot juice into
gelatin mixture and then combine
remainder, by pouring gelatin in-
to rest of hot liquid. Stir until
gelatin dissolves. Cool.
Combine three cups heavy cream
and two cups confectioners' sugar.
Beat until stiff.
Fold cream and 2 pints fresh
strawberries, sliced, into gelatin,
turn into ten-inch ring mold and
freeze until firm.





ship" was the theme of the itati-
tute conducted under the local
board of Christian Education of
Collins Chapel church April 20-21-
27-28-4 were historic days in Col-
lins Chapel as 62 persons register-
ed for Christian service trainng.
First class was taught by Rev.
William Smith, director of Chris-
tian education of the First Epinco-
pal District. Title, "Methodism in
Action." Course 210a, "The Chil-
dren We Teach," was instructed by
Mrs. Winnie L. Hill. Course 311a,
"Teaching Youth," was instructed
by Mrs. Vivian U. Robinson, and
Course 411a, "Teaching Adults,"
was instructed by Mrs. Lytia Mc-
Kinney.
Each evening at 8:20 p. m, medi-
tation messages were brought by
various speakers of the city.
Among them were Rey. J. C. Mil-
ler, pastor of Provident AME;
Rev. L. A. Story, pastor of Martin
Temple CME church and Rev. C.
. W. Allen, presiding elder ofAlli
I Memphis district. On Thell.
I evening J. W. Dickey taught the
i entire school the point system that
lhe introduced in Collins Chapel
'nearly two years ago.
Each teacher was well prepared
to do the job assigned and we were
inspired to go back to our classes
and give a better account of our
stewardship as a result.
On Wednesday evening, April
29, the Institute came to a close
with the awarding of 24 certificates
for credit and the rest were award-
ed Character Enrichment certifi-
cates.
Mrs. Albrie J. Thaler, chairman
of the Board of Christian Educa-
tion of Collins Chapel, assisted by
Mrs. Ruth C. Smith, director of
Christian Education left no stones
unturned in preparations for the
Institute. The Board elected Prof.
J. G. King, dean of the Institute
who directed the affairn each
evening with dignity and pr .-0
sion.
On Wednesday night, the clos g
night, the refreshment committee
and Mrs. Curnaria Cooper and oth-
ers served a delicious repass, and
we enjoyed a wonderful fellowship
in the first unit of the church. Pas-
tor Rev, D. S. Cunningham was





701H ft., N.C. 77 Alabama St.,
WashIngtse sac. /Mut' 3. Ilier
BEREAVED
Solve the problem of contacting scores of friends right
away with a notice in the Tri-State Defender Death
Notices Column. For details, call
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 So, Wellington JA. 6-8397
Add milk into center of dry
ingredient mix until ingredients
stick together.
Turn dough on lightly floured
„hoard on wax paper and knead
gently. Roll out and cut in de-
sired shape. Place on ungreas
ed baking sheet. Bake 10 to 12
minutes until biscuits are gold-
en brown.
Believe it or not, Jack Sprat's
3elf Rising Flour makes real





"EAST SIDE, WEST SIDE, ALL
AROUND THE TOWN... THE
STORES THAT GIVE YOU












































Graduating exercises of Su
gall high school were held Thurs-
day night, April 30. in the school
gym. Rev. E. L. Currie, eastor
of the First Baptist church Brown-
ville. Tenn., delivered the address.
D. H. Tuggle, principal of Stigall,
presented the perfect attendance
and honor awards to the mem-
bers of the class. Mrs. N. F. Wil-
liams, home econmics teacher,
presented tokens to six young la-
dies who had been outstanding in
the NTIA for four years.
The honor students of the class
Were Misses Julia Landers, vale-
dictorian, Sadie Carter, salutator-
ian. Lavern Carter. Yvonne Sims,
Mattie Warlick, Dorothy Gooch,
Doris Croom and Annie Collier,
W. E. Wilson, school superintend-
ent, presented diplomas to t h e
•
Mrs. 0. V. Baskerville, basileus
of Sigmaa Gamma Rho sorority,
Jackson chapter, presented Miss,
Doris Croom, who was Miss De-I
butante of 1959, with a scholarship'
award to Lane college 1
The Gillispie Kindergarten dos-,
log school exercises were held
Thursday night, May 7, in the Sti-
gall gym. The little people who
completed their work at the kinder-
MAY QUEEN CROWNED —
Pictured Is the May Queen of
Washington•Douglas element-
ary school of Jackson, Tenn.
She was Carlois Jones (center)
501 grade student. Her attend.
ants are Carmille Day and
Clara Jones. The coronation
took olace at the May Day
festivities for the Jackson City
schools held at the fair
grounds.
garten presented a very good pro-
gram. One feature of the event
was the dramatization of t h e
-Three Bears." William (B i I I y)
Baskerville was papa bear. Shir-
ley Jackson, baby bear and Gwen-
dolyn Robinson was mama hear.
Myrthel Stinson was Goldilocks.
Their certificates were presented
by Mrs. W. S. Vance, chairlady
of the board of directors. The al-
dress for the occasion was deliver-
ed by D. H. Tuggle, principal °II
Stigall high.
The Gloxins Art and Garden club
held its monthly meeting in the









1J. W. Johnson on Harpers Chapel
Aid. with Mesdames Eva Johnson
and Elnora Armoour hostesses.;
. The business was presided over
by President Mrs. Jennie Vance.!
All of the business concerned the
preparalion for the Garden Party
to be given when the State Fed-
eration of Women's clubs convenes
here in June.
A delicious menu was enjoyed
by all. If you have news to be
printed please call Sunset 4-9625.
We can't send news to be printed
252 Make Honor
Roll At LaRose
as, Irman Turner, Marie Wesson, •
Eliza West, Wendolyn Wooten,.
SECOND GRADERS
Second graders were willie
Howard Abram, Aubrey Adams,
Nathaniel Christian, Vertis J. Cle-
mons, Tommie Connie, Katharine
Cowan, Inez Crowder, George
Crump, C. D. Davis, Joe Lee
Dunlap, Sandra Ellis, Emmett
Epps, Lana Kay Flagg. Keith
Ford, Pamela Gates. Connie Lee
Gladney, June Ann Gray, Gaynell
L. Hill, Larry Hill and Amy Jo
Hobson.
Also Susie Lee Hodge, Theresa
Ann Houston, Sandra Hurt. Sam-
tie! Jackson. Delois Jefferson
, Thomas Jones, Richard Kee, Mi-
chael Kenny, Margaret Lacy,
Dorothy Ann Lewis. Louise Mar-
shall, Carl Mason, Charles Mc-
Color, Irene McGhee, Larry
Mhoon, Hernias Mitchell, Cora
Lee Moore, Ruby Murphy, Jeral-
dine Myers and Rogers Prewitt.
And Grace Randle, Velma Rob-
inson. Minnie Belle Sandi or d,
Stanley Sanders. Nadolyn F. Sell.
era, Chew S. Shannon, Guiella
Ann Sharp, Mary Elizabeth Shel-
•by, Phyllis Taylor, Charles Tie.
if your readers don't call us and  --
give it to us.
a
= DR. JAMES L. STUART,
• It's Convenient chairman of the Business De.
P.. • Fast -....-_
=
=
_ • Safe Ex'.e.= -15
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM E
partment at A & T College.
has been selected a featured
visiting professor for the 1959
Summer Session of the School
of Business Administration at
the University of Denver, Den-
ver, Colo. A graduate of
a Hampton Institute, he holds
a MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.
Formerly
I MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY CO.IllIlIIIIIIIIIItIIIIIIIIlIIIlIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlIIItIlIIIIDhIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlI 
HEAR CONGRESSMAN
CHARLES DIGGS, JR.
of Michigan Speak at
NAACP's






Mason Temple 3:00 p.m.
ADMISSION FREE
= the M. C. S. degree from
= Boston university and thea Ph. D. degree from Ohio
= State university.
Boat Accident Is Fatal
OTTAWA, Ill. — (UPI) — Tho-
mas Murry, 23 of Ottawa, was
killed Sunday while racing his
runabout boat In the Illinois Riv-
er. A second runabout, piloted by
Dave Neurohr, sm ashed into
Murry's boat broadside.
JESSE J. LEWIS, president of
Jesse J. Lewis and associates,
Inc., has been selected for a Ilst-
hie in this year's edition of "Who's
Who in Public Relations." Mr.
Lewis has his offices in Birming-
ham, Ala., and specializes in sales
promotions as well as public rela•
dons
The one gin that tastes great
mixed...1 "chased:1 or straight...
reel like a straight or a mixed drink?
Gilbey's is the one gin teat's great, either
way. Just enough flavor to spark up the
mixed drinks, yet so smooth and mellow,
the taste is great straight. That's why
it's the great favorite, all around the world.
the one gin distilled in
15 countries and served
around the world!
40
CHREY'S DISTILL LONDON DRY GIN 90 PROOF. 100% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIniTS. W.A
SUM, LTD., CIN,INAYI, OHIO, DISTRIBUTED BY NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS ca.l
•
A total of 252 students at the
..aRose elementary school made
the honor roll for the fifth six-
week period which ended recent-
ly, according to the principal,
Prof. J. L. Brinkley. The t op
class with 59 students on the list .
was the second grade.
First graders on the list were
Arah M. Allen. Beverly Abram,
Nathaniel Austin. Delois Barnes,•
Betty Boyd, Will Boyd, Joyce
Bowen, Barbara Burks, Dianne
Burns, Sharon Bradley, Kather-
ine Doty. Gwendolyn Bugger and
Vernon Fleming.
Also Mary Gavin, L. D. Gallo-
way, Gloria Grant, Darnell Har-
ris, Lawrence Hawkins, Reginald
Hirsch, Maurice Hunt. Alvin Hunt-
er, Clemmit Jackson, Ricky Jack-
son, Patricia Jeffery, Frederica
Jones, Maxine Johnson, Harold
Kee, Verna Lewis, Cheryl Mar-
shall, Alf reds 51hocrn, Barbara
McCray. Margie McRae. Ernest
Myers and Bobbie Nelson,
And Carolyn Noel, Cerser Lee
Price, Cynthia Robinson, James
Sandifer, Geneva Stokes, Rita
Stotts. Jessica Smith, Helen Kay
Suttle, Carl Taylor, Robert Thom.
We salute the aged of this vi-
cinity this week Brother S a m!
, corky, who will be 100 years
young this December. is failing in:
health. Those of you who know,
!ism would help him by going by,
. and saying a cheery hello. Brother,
. Tom Moore of Dyer, who has al-,
ready passed the "100-mark."'
has good days and bad days, but
he still likes to sitrg when he is
feeling well. "How Tedious and
Tasteless the hours" is the almost
daily song, and his voice is very
strong as he sings this beautiful'
hymn, commonly called the "De-
cember Song."
Brother Will Mullins, the young-
est of this group celebrated his
89th birthday on Sunday last. His
travels are confined to wheel,
chair limits, whereas the other two
can get about with aid from others.
Mrs. Effie Mullins, daughter of
Mr. Mullins, and Mrs. Macie Gad-
lin. were hostesses for a very elab-
orate dinner. Among those at-
tending were Mr. and Mrs. Ben-
nie Tharp, Mr. and Mrs. ,Jack Mul-
lins, Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Mul-
lins, Mrs. Bertha Mays and son,
Miss Jennie (linden and children.
Mrs. Booker T. Ball, Mrs. Emma
Simpson, all of Rutherford; Mr.
and Mrs. Erict Guiden of Dyer,
Mn. and Mrs. Earl Partee and
granddaughter; Mr. and Mrs. Coy
Cross and children, and sister,
Miss Victoria Cross and children,
and sister, Miss Victoria Cross all
of Woodland Mills; Mr. and Mrs.
Boots Abbott, Mr. and Mrs. W.
C. Davis and Chester Goods of
Tiptonville. Others who called
&luring the day were Mesdamem
Minnie Bell Farris, Shirley Eskew,
Mr. Torn Booker and children and
many more.
Brother Mullins stated that all
his children really made him hap-
py Sunday. All that he has had
anything to do with their rearing
at all, he calls "his children."
It isn't a formal celebration at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ell
'vie in Dyer but whenever their
son, Dallas, visits home, every-
thing is done in the form of a
celebration. Mr. !vie is a veteran
in the U.S. Navy and travels in-
ternationally. He always brings,
home to his parents and relatives,•
gifts from many lands. 1I
Mrs. Rip, who is a lover tf
beautiful ornaments has a display
well worth your time to go by
and see. On this particular trip,
her son brought many gifts that
play the songs of their native lands.
Mr. and Mrs. Gert (Bill) Elting.
'ton, accompanied by Mrs. Sallie
Carr and Sir. W. C. York of Tren-
ton and Miss Bertha Mae Willa
of Dyer, spent a few days in Chi-
cago last week. Mrs Pauline
Ross of Metropolis, III., spent the
weekend in Trenton visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. James Lan-
dis.
Miss Sue Pigue left fcr Chicago
on Saturlay last. She expects to
make her home there. Mrs. Cora
B. Smith visited her sister, Mrs.
Lizzie Brussell in Hu,nteldt, Sun-
day.
Those persons that attended the
Peppermint Ball given by Delta
Sigma Theta chapter in Jackson
Monday night were, Dr. and Mrs. I
0. W. Boush, Dr. an Mrs J. T.
Seat and Mr. and a. . L. Rad-
ford, Mr. Dennis irns was hos-
pitalized Thursday of last week.
Johnnie Jamison is home from
Kennedy General hospital and do-
ing nicely. Most of the others that
have been reported on the sick
list are doing nicely.
Mesdames Maggie Alexander
and daughter Lillie Mae Belmont,
left Rutherford to spend Mother's
day with Mrs. Kathleen Callus
and family, of St. Louis, 51o.
CHURCH ACTIVITIES
Martin Tabernacle CIVIE church
sponsored an overall rally Sunday.
This unusual attire struck the fan-
cy of many men for they turned
out in large numbers.
Installation Day was observed at
Dyer CME church Sunday. T h e
services were conducted by the
Pastor, Rev, W. C. Rogers. Mrs
Lena Blake was hostess to Rev.
and Mrs. W. C. Rogers and Mr.
and Mrs. W. L. Burnett, jr., and
son, Louis Kent Sunday for dinner.
May Day was observed at the C. P.
church In Rutherford Sunday. Din-
ner was served and several visit-
ing churches were present. The
Blue Heaven and The SlIvertone
Quartet sang that night. Rev. G.
H. Doaks is pastor.
TIIIIS AND THAT
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Porter of
Dyersburg were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. T. L. Buchanan Sunday. Mes-
srs. James Harris and Sylvester
Burps. Mmes. Lovie Carter, Dovie
Buchanan and Sallie Webb were
all visitors in Halls, Sunday. Mmes,
Alberta Jamison, Erma Wynn and
Lillian Boush met with Gloxinia
Garden club of Humboldt, in the
beautiful home of Mrs. Eva Ray
Johnson on the outskirts of Tun-
ton.
An ordinary visit with the John-
sons, the Mr. being Mr. J. W.
is a rare treat, but to go as guest
in a club, when everything is in
apple-pie order is simply out-of-
this-world.
The club's flower, Gloxinia, was
the centerpiece of the coffee table
and the "dumbwaiter" was kept
busy making fruitful trips to the
kitchen with the delicacies of the
hostess, who was assisted by her
sister, Mrs. Elnora Armour. The
flowers were in evidence through-
out the house in various arrange-
ments and beautiful beds of an-
nuals and perennials were attrac-
tively arranged about the yard,
that made one really feel that he
was attending a flower club meet.
int.
From all appearances, one might
say that the Johnson's are strict-
ly a "Live-at-home" family. Mrs.
Johnson is a teacher at Rosenwald
High school in Trenton, quiet and
unassuming, but very much felt
when she is around, and most cer-
tainly, one of Gibson County's
most versatile hostesses.
By the time you read this, the
schools will be closed for another
year In this area. The closing ex-
ercises were held in Rutherford
Thursday night with a nice group
of parents and patrons in attend-
ance. We will tell you about the
others as we learn about them.
With this we leave until next
week. See you then!
HARVEY SALES CO.
Offers to you, the public, the hest in Home Improve-
ments. Licensed and Bonded CRAFTSMEN to fill
your improl ement and remodeling needs.
FHA TERMS. Specializing in Room additions, car-
ports, ornamental iron, siding, roofing, paint, side-
walks, porches, patios and awning, featuring WORLD
FAMOUS ALCOA clapboard siding screens — storm-
doors.
HARVEY'S SALES COMPANY
235 E. McLemore Ave. Pass.. W11 5.11535Nil. BR @ION
RECEIVING NEA AWARD —
Lena Mae O'Bannon (left) re.
eeives the Student National
Education Association award
from Elise Cox, president of
the Rufus J. Hawkins chapter
of Le5loyne college's Student
NEA. The award was one of
those presented at LeMoyne's
Honors Day. ROLAND photo
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dale, Loretta Vanderbilt, Harr y'
Wade, Ada B. Ward, Franklin
Warren, Gloria White, Madelyne
Wicks, Mary Louise Wilson, Dan-
ny NVilliams and Earnestine
Wright.
THIRD GRADERS
Third graders were Mary Bal-
four. Fayette Boy-land. Helen
Britton, Linda Brown, J en i se
Cumby. Louis Gary, C. W. Gallo-
way, Jeanette Gladney, LaVaughn
Gladney, Lanett Gladney, Priscil-
la Ilayes and Percy Harvey.
And Jasper Ilirsch. Daisy R.
Hodge, Danette Jones, Carolyn
Johnson Willie Mathis Cecelia'
'Morris, Rose M. Morrison, Rose.
I M. McKinney, Mary K. Price,1
ars SHarp. i4uiertuyn .
Clyde Taylor and Marshall White.'
Fourth graders were J o yee
Abrams, Debris Austin. Wesley
Blair, Gloria Brody, Nlargarcti,
Buckley. Annie L. Cheatham,
Bessie Cowan, Gwendolyn Dun-
lap, George Dunlap. Colandis Gib-
son and Barbara Goodall.
MORE HONOR STUDENTS
Also Doris Hayes. Carl Hurt,
Jesse Jones. Linda Jones, Patri-
cia Lane, Elbert McKay, Rita
Mhoon, I.averene Robinson, Am-
rott Smith, Margaret Smith and
Geraldine Wade.
Fifth graders included Verline
Abram, Dorothy Agee, Betty Jean
Austin, Queen Berry, Patricia
Bradley, Mattte Britton, Donald
Campbell, Mary B. Clifton, Cal-
Sat., May 16, 1959
Two Chicagoans
Held For Dope
SOUTH PAVEN, Mich. — *Two
Chicagoans were arrested with a
Michigan man Monday night when
Federal agents and Michigan state
police seized 134 pounds of mari-
juana valued at up to a quarter
of a million dollars.
State ,police said this was the
biggest cache of the narcotics
ever found in Michigan.
The marijuana was found in
small gunny sacks, containing one
pound each, hidden behind a
secret wall in the home of Santi-
ago Luna, route 3, Fennville,
Mich.
Appn:—zided along with Luna
were Frank Ramirez. 39. a n d
Alaniz Santiago, 32, both of Chi-
cago, and Luna's four sons, two
of them minors. State Police Lt.
Carl Robinson said all will be
prosecuted under Michigan nar-
cotics law.
yin Conner. Matha Jane Bugger,
James Foster, Mary Halley, Jer-
ry Hill. Mona Faye Hubbard. Bur-
nell Hurt, Rita Jackson and Ee-I
erett Jones.
Also Marilyn Kerney, Noel La.,
cey, Milton Lane, Shirley Lewis,
Sylvester Lewis, Earline McDon-
ald, Booker T. Middleton, Mina
Oliver, Betty Redmond. Jimmie
Ross, Robert Saulsberry, Eugene
Scott, Joseph Shannon, Bettye J.
Siggers, Melvin Sullivan, Tyree
Vernacto and Robert White. 1
SXITII GRADERS
Sixth graders on the list are
Rubystein Blake, Eddie Boyland,1
Sweetie Brooks, Ella B. Byers,,
Carolyn Edmonds, Bettye Ed-
wards, Golden George, Tommie
Green, Gladys Harvey, Peggy
Irby, Erma Lynn Johnson, John
Kurpkenehill. Tressie Levy, Rosie
'Lewis and Eleaine McGowan.
And Johnson McKinley, Lolita
' McKissick, Bessie Mitchell, Jane
I Mitchell Clara Morrison, Iola
and Viola Patterson, Nathaniel
Perry, Mary Pattres, Evelyn Rob-
linson. Richard Rose, Frank Smith
and Emery Somerset.
Seventh graders were Rena
Broadway, Mildred Brown, Doro-
thy Clayborn, Diann Daniel s,
Shirley Epps, Ronald Ester, Au-
drey Gray, Callie Hunt, Carol A
Jackson, Sarah Kennedy, Be;lt
trice Miller, Ernestine M o ci r r,
Floyzell McQueen, Jennie Si,!
gees, George Stevenson, Ruby-
1 stine Turner, lona Walthall, Mary
-;;'// DAISY
WHAT KIND OF A WOMAN
COULD LOVE A GANGS1ER7/4'
MOBSTER
• at e •
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stsrint ALAN FREED • JIMMY CLINTON
SANDY STEWART • CHUCK BERRY
Th• CADILLACS Th. FLAMINGOES
SUFFRAGE DATE
U. S. women were granted the
right to vote in 1918.
Frances White and Mildred
Young.
Eighth graders on the list were
Franeenia Brown. Ruthie Cun-
ningham. Robbie Ford. Essie Lon-
don, Rickie McGraw, James Ruc-
ker, Bobbie Raybourn, Dorothy
Sims, Florida Taylor. Erma Trib-
ble and Samuel Woods.
FOR SALE 
_ _-
Piano, Nice and Low Cost
Call JA 3-2733
LIKE NEW
Used Clothing - Men - Werner, -
Children Babies Shoes - Cosmetics •
Many Other Kinds of Merchandise.
DALES CLOTHING MART
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In '92 you get the "best at the barley" grain
...TWICE REFINED.
It's this refinement that gives '02 the high. otk.a
wide and happy taste that everyone's talk- it •
Ing about! 0 colS10
Have you had a '92 lately?
•wir
Or eeforhwor,u4LY 001 ,,,,, frOeNVOOV •Inever“ • ".ei".•




NASHVILLE, Tennessee. — The revenue for schools.
South neared the fifth anniversary POSTPONES
of the U. S. Supreme Court's de- ARKANSAS — The Pine Bluff
segregation decision with 802 bi- School Board, saying that "under
racial school districts desegregat- existing state laws it is not prac-ed and some 2,100 still segregated, tical to proceed with integration",Southern School News reported announced it was postponing indef.last week.
linitely its segregation plan.
These figures represents totals! DELAWARE — The first state-
in 17 Deep South, middle South wide stairstcp grade-a-year deseg-and border states and the District regation plan, approved by U. S.
of Columbia which had compul- District Judge Caleb R. Layton at
sory racial segregation in public ,Wilmington. becomes effective in
schools before the court's May 17, Delaware with the fall school term -
1954 decision. I DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA —
The region has an overall total Southern officials testifying before
of 8,597 school districts, of which congressional committees studying
5,688 are not biracial.
Records maintained by Southern
School News show that by the close
of the 1956 school year 450 of the;
biracial districts had desegregat-
ed. In 1956-57, 270 were added. 60 1
in 1957-58 and 22 thus far in the
1958-59 school year.
FLORIDA SCHOOL
Prospects at present are that two
districts will be acided in the fall.
Dade County (Miami), Fla., has
announced it would desegregate
a grammar school and Charlottes-
ville, Va., is slated to be the fifth
Vireinia district to do so.
Of the desegregated districts
s. n egra e 3lnce
civil rights proposals described
them as "civil strife" bills.
FLORIDA — In the first three
weeks of the current legislative
session 22 new pro-segregation
measures were introduced.
GEORGIA — A year's delay in
the showdown on Georgia's segre-
gation-desegregation crisis appear-
ed likely.
KENTUCKY — Louisville an-
nounced a new program for slow
learners in a move to reduce the
drop-out rate among pupils.
LOUISIANA — The head of the
state Citizens Councils resigned




I know that you are all well
aware of the fact that another
school term is about to come to
a close. Have you chosen to relax
over the summer, or are you go-783 are in the border states: Dela- ing to work? We have scads of
ware 12 of 57, plus five all-white news so let's get into the gab.
ti,stricts which also have policies
of desegregation; Kentucky 123 of
175; Maryland 21 of 23; Missouri
211 of 244; Oklahoma 237 of 271;
Texas 125 of 722: and West Virgi-
nia all of 43 plus four all white
which have announced desegrega-
tion as a policy.
In the mid-South Arkansas has
desegregated eight of 228 districts; 
feature of the Festival of Living
I Series underway at the college forNorth Carolina, four of 172: Tenn-
!the past month and was also aessee, three of 141; Virginia, four
part of the National Music Weekof 129—a total of 19.
COLLEGE LEVEL 
observance at the college.
Hosea Taylor. assistant direct'There has been no desegregation or of „bands. assisted Carlson withof public schools in the Deep




and South Carolina. There have
her., some Negroes enrolled at
the 'eae level in Louisiana and
Fir
kr,....,ximately 439.000 Negro
school pupils are in what is called
"integrated situations." This means
districts which have begun or com-
pleted desegregation. But the act-
ual number attending schools with
White children is about 140.000.
Other developments by states:
ALABAMA — The state Legisla-
ture began assembling for a regu-
lar biennial session starting May
5 with new segregation and civil
rights proposals sharing interests
with the problem of finding more
• • •
The A&T COLLEGE Symphony
Band scored in its annual spring
concert held last Sunday afternoon,
May 3, in the Harrison Auditor-
ium under the baton of Walter F.
Carlson, jr.
This concert was a concluding
In close balloting the popular
award at the 18th Annual ATLAN-
TA UNIVERSITY Art Exhibition
went to James Watkins of Akron.
Ohio, for his portrait "Widow Wom-
an." "The Garden" by Romeyn
Van Lippman of Boston, Mass.,
and "St. Joan" by June Hector,
a Spelman College student, were
second and third in the balloting.
In addition to these awards ten
other purchase awards totalling
91300 were announced at the open-
ing of the exhibition. All the prize-
winning works became part of the
Atlanta University Permanent Col-
lection.
• • •
The annual observance of Moth-
-
140V4 400 IWO V4i. NAVE SoME—
IWNG ELSE 1-01:00 'BESIDES I1AK1
FOUL. REMARKS 10 l‘kE WOMEN
AS INEtr,
RATIFIES
MARYLAND — The General As-
sembly finally got around to rati-
fying the Fourteenth Amendment
at a 90-day session; no racially
significant laws were passed.
MISSISSIPPI — The lynching of
a Negro prisoner by a mob was
viewed by white and Negro offi-
cials as a grave setback to racial
relations.
MISSOURI — A Negro was elect-
ed to the St. Louis Board of Edu-
cation, the first of his race to be
chosen for public office in a city-
wide vote.
NORTH CAROLINA — Court
hearings were held in cases in
which Negroes seek admission to
white schools in Durham, Greens-
boro and Mecklenburg County.
OKLAHOMA — Faculty integra-
tion in public schools received a
setback with the disclosure of a
Negro's dismissal from his teach-
ing job in a mixed school.
SOUTH CAROLINA — Gov. Er-
nest F. Hollings told congressmen
that federal desegregation and civ-
il rights moves are "clearly un-
constitutional."
TENNESSEE — A U. S. Circuit
Court of Appeals took under con-
sideration a request that Nash-
ville's desegregation be made
complete in one step instead of
one grade at a time.
REUSE FUNDS
TEXAS—Dallas and Pasadena
a community near Houston, turn-
ed down funds from the National
Defense Education Act.
VIRGINIA — "Massive resist-
ance" as the official state policy
in Virginia was replaced by a local
option plan for pupil assignment.
The Legislature approved the
policy change by a one-vote mar-
gin but delayed implementation
of the new program until March
1,1960
WEST VIRGINIA — An educa-
tor and author said failure of Ne-
gro pupils to fare well on achieve-
ment tests is ''a reflection of
slavery and isolation" and "time
will take care of this."
  Rev. Dr. William Holmes Borders
of Atlanta, Ga.
Music for the occasion will be
furnished by the Langston Univer
Esity Choir, Mrs. A. R. Taylor, Di
1 rector.
The Institution extends a cordia
invitation to the public to attend
the activities planned for the Day
er-Daughter Weekend at HOWARD
UNIVERSITY brought some 200
mothers to the campus May 8-10.
Weekend activities included a
workshops, two public meetings
and three social events.
Howard coeds modeled their
personal clothing in a fashion
show Saturday evening in Baldwin
Hall at 8 p. m. The show is pre-
sented by the Washington How.
ard Mothers Club, with Mrs.
Jenny Walburg, 2219 F at., north-
west, as chairman.
• • •
The ALCORN COLLEGE Music
Department made its contribution
to the 36th Annual Observance of
National Music Week, May 3-10.
• • •
By popular vote of the FORT
VALLEY STATE COLLEGE stu-
dent body, MISS EDNA WHITE
of Cairo (Ga.) has been elected
"Miss Fort Valley State College"
for the 1959-60 year.
• • •
"There once were eight dolls
of rare beauty,
Who for glory competed, not duty;
From this group they'll name
Just one for acclaim
A Homecoming Queen
cutie.
This lovely and lucky lass will
be named and crowned queen of
ROOSEVELT UNIVERSITY'S 1959
homecoming this Friday night a
9 30 p. m. at a' dance in the 2nd
floor stydent lounge, 430 S. Michi-
gan.
ROY HAMILTON, editor of the
student newspaper, "The Torch,"
will introduce the royal lady who
will be crowned by last year's
queen, Marlene Rosenberg.
CENTRAL STATE COLLEGE
will honor its athletes at the an-
nual athletic banquet on May 28th
with Woody Hayes, Ohio State Uni-
versity Head Football mentor as
the speaker.
Miss White, an honor student, LEFTY alcFADDEN, sports
majors in English. She is a mem- commentator WHIO and associat;
her of Alpha Kappa Mu Honor ed with the Jim Flynn's Sporting
Society and was elected to Who's, Goods Store will be the toastmas-
Who in American Colleges a n d ter.
Universities. She is a member of Athletes will be honored in foot-
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority.
Senior attendant to Miss White
will be MISS BETTY LOCKHART
Miss Lockhart, too, Is an honor
student majoring in mathematics
She is a member of Alpha Kappa
Mu Honor Society, Beta Kappa scientists, having used the moon
Chi Scientific Honor Society and as a radio wave reflector for more
was elected to Who's Who in than a year, now are going to
study how large an area of the
sphere actually is doing the re
fleeting,
The study will be undertaken
next month under sponsorship of
the Army Signal Corps by Prof.
Harold D. Webb of the electrical
engineering department, with Prof.
George W. Swenson, jr., of elec-
trical engineering and astronomy
as consultant.
A U OF I engineer is using ra•
dio signals from the sun to cali-
brate precisely a big antenna used
to receive signals bounced off the
moon.
For nearly two years, Prof. Har-
old D. Webb has been studying
moon-refletted signals in a pro-
ject sponsored by the Army Sig-
nal Corps.
Signals are beamed at the moon
from Fort Monmouth, N. J. and re-
ceived with a dish-shaped reflect-
ive antenna 28 feet in diameter on
top of the Electrical Engineering
Building on the campus here,
American Colleges and Universi-
ties. She is a member of Leta Phi
Beta sorority.
• • •
Three secretaries of F. V. S. C.
are listed in the Underwood Cor-
poration "Who's Who
They are MISS ODESSA HAR-
DISON, secretary to Dr. W. W.
E. Blanctret, administrative dean;
Mrs. CLITA ISOM JACKSON, sec-
retary to Houser A. Miller, regis-
trar and Miss LOVEREE McCRA-
RY, secretary to Dr. C. V. Troup
president. All of the young ladies
are graduates of the Fort Valley
State College business education
department.
• • •
Laura (Frankie) Sawyer, a ris-
ng sociology ma-
jor, of Salisbury,












for every member of the family,
students in clothing and textiles
at Bennett learn the art of mak-
ing slip covers for furniture,
The combined program of the
Thirteenth Annual Spring Convo-
cation and the Twenty-Second An-
niversary of Founders' Day of the
Oklahoma School of Religion, Lang-
slim, Okla., will be held Thursday
afternoon, May 21, at two-thirty
o'clock.
The convocation-Founders' Day
address will be delivered by the
• • •
Sister M. Madeleva. C. S. C.,
president of ST. MARY'S COL-
LEGE will receive the fifth an-
nual Campion Award for "long and
distinguished service i the cause of
Catholic letters"
Athletic swards will be present-
ed to 111 HAMPTON INSTITUTE
athletes at the annual Awards
Night program in Ogden Hall,
Thursday, May 14. The awards
will be made in football, basketball,
baseball, swimming, track, tennis.
cheerleading, and to sports an-
nouncers for the academic year.
The program will be highlight-
ed by an address by F,. FRED-
ERICK MORROW. Administrative
Officer for the Special Projects
Group In the Executive Office of
the President of the United States.
Presiding at the program will
be DR. ALONZO G. MORON, pres-
ident of the college.
Making awards in the different
areas will be Dr. Herman N. Neil-
son, Director of Athletics and ten-
nis coach; James M. Griffin,
coach, track; Sylvius S. Moore,
enacts, swimming; Frank E. Enty,
coach, basketball; Benjamin F.
Whaley, coach, football and base-
ball; Lois Martin, instructor, Ear-
ly Childhood Yducation, cheerlead-
ing, and William Kearney, direct-
or, Audio-Visual Aids, announcers.
A special feature of the program
will be the presentation of the
Townsend Trophy.
Featured on the program will
be CAROLYN STEPHENS, OTEL-
A MeINTYRE, HUGH KNIGHT,
7nd ROBER JOHNSON.
The yearly evening of activities
will also include a banquet in
Cleveland Dining Hall.
Remarks will be made by Clyde
Clack, and Adrian Nelson (co-cap-
tains, football team:) Earl Max-
well, and Walter Ward (co-cap-
tains, basketball team); Harvey
Riley (captain, baseball team:)
Hurl Taylor (captain, swimming
team); Horace Turner (captain,
track team;) James Stroud (cap-
tain, tennis; team) and Dr. Her-
man N. Neilson, director of ath-
letics.
The 56th (1959) Convention of
The American Teachers Associa-
tion will meet at KNOXVILLE
COLLEGE July X-29
ball, basketball, track, swim- Dr. James A. Boyer, president
ming and baseball. The captain or of ST. AUGUSTINE'S COLLEGE
co-captains for the ensuing grid has announced that the 92nd An.
season will be announced. nual Commencement will be held• • • on May 23-25. On Saturday, May
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 23, the Senior Class exercises are
scheduled for 10:30 a, m. on the
college campus.
On Sunday, President and Mrs.
James A. Boyer will be at home
sl C10411414
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On recent Sunday mornings,
worshippers in Minneapolis chur-
ches have found in their pews a
new kind of pledge card.
Above the signature line are
these words:
"I will welcome into my neigh-
borhood any person of good char-
acter, regardless of race, color or
national origin."
The sponsorship of this pledge
by the Greater Minneapolis Coun- .
cil of Churches is no isolated phe-
nomenon. It is part of a growing,
movement in U. S. churches to
break down the barriers of resi.I
dential segregation that bar Ne-
groes from the suburbs and other
desirable areas of virtually all
American cities, in the North and
West no less than in the Deep
South.
OTHER CITIES
The tactics used in this drive
vary from one community to
another. In Palo Alto, Santa Cla-
ra and several other California
cities, churches are circulating
pledge cards similar to those user,
in Minneapolis.
In Philadelphia, Hartford, Conn
Lincoln, . Neb.. and Champaign
III., churches have helped to &-
thin. hundreds of signatures for
full-page newspaper advertise-
ments proclaiming the willingness
of the signers to have Negro fam-
ilies for neighbors.
In Ann Arbor. Mich., and many
other communities, churches have
asked their members to sign
"open occupancy convenants" —
a reverse twist on the restrictive
real estate covenants that have
continued to bar Negroes from all-
white neighborhoods long after
they were held unenforceable in
court.
BUS TOUR
Denver churches organized a bus
tour of the city so that members
could see for themselves the pat-
tern of housing segregation — and
its usual result of confining mi-
nority groups to the less-
desirable areas of town.
In Princeton. N. J., all members
of the Pastor's Association backed
— with their own money as well
as their endorsement a newly-
organized corporation to develop
integrated housing projects.
In Rhode Island, Washington and
Massachusetts, church councils
fought for enactment of state leg-
islation to ban discrimination In
housing sales or rentals.
In San Jose, Cal., churches are
supporting a "planned dispersion"
program under which some 40 non-
with the president's annual re-
ception for seniors, parents, staff,
alumni and friends.
On Monday, May 25, the Rt.
Rev. Thomas H. Wright, D. D.
Bishop of the Diocese of East Caro-
lina, will deliver the commence-
ment address at 10:30 a. m. on
the quadrangle. In case of rain,
the program will be held in Tay-
lor Hall.
The Annual Student Art Exhibit
at St. Aug. was held on May 7.
Exhibitions consisted of works in
pencil, water colors, tempera, pas-
tels and oil. A great deal of em-
phasis has been done in still life,
landscapes and problems execut-
ed in desigile for textiles and
china.
Othello W. Poniard, SOUTHERN
UNIVERSITY senior student and
English major from Crowley, La.,
is the recipient of an assistantship
to Howard University for gradu-
ate study.
Bye Bye for now,
Carol
j white families with good educa-
tional and economic qualifi-
cations have already been success-
fully settled in white communities'
of matching cultural level.
The general board of the Nation-
al Council of Churches took note
of all this activity at its most re-
cent meeting. It adopted a res-
olutioti commending the churches'
involved, and urging other Chris-
tians to join the battle.
The resolution asserted that
racial segregation in any area of
life is incompatible with the Chris-
tian gospel, It said residential seg-,
regation is the key to the wholej
problem in northern and western'
communities, because so long asl
it prevails, it is academic to talk
about achieving "racial Inclusive-
ness in churches, schools and
1
other community institutions."
Churches and their members
share in the "guilt" for residen-
tial segregation, the council lead-
ers said, because their "evasion
and indifference" has helped tol
maintain the fences around all-
white neighborhoods.
Church leaders are under no
illusion that aroused moral eon- :
cern will quickly topple residen-
tial segregation barriers that are
quietly but formidably enforced by
most real estate brokers and morb•-.
gage lending institutions. •
But they do believe that such
gestures as signing "open occup-
ancy" covenants have a practical
value.
"Many people who are thent- :
selves opposed to racial discrinr-
ination refuse to sell or rent prop-
erty to Negroes because they 1 11
take for granted that 'the neigh-
bors wouldn't like it,' " one
church official explained.
"Well, it's time that we all quit
hiding behind one another's as- ,
sumed prejudices.
"If committed Christians in
every neighborhood will proclaim
their readiness to welcome Ne-
groes as neighbors, they may find
a lot more people who share their




Dear Mme. Chante: I am desir-
ous of meeting a gentleman who
is seeking a wife. If there is a
gentleman that has no immediate
family ties and between 35-49, ser-
iously in search for a mate, please
write me. Miss M. Moss, P. 0.
Box 9143, Chicago 90, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am 28
years of age, 5 feet, 3 inches
tall. I am interested in American
pen pals — male or female. Hop-
ing to hear from soneone soon.
Uilma Millis, 16 Greenwich, Cross
Roads, P. 0. Jamaica, BWI.
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a man
45 years old, 5 feet, 10 inches tall.
Would like to correspond with a
lady between 25 and 35, small in
size, weighing between 115 and 135
lbs. Complexion does not matter.
Will answer all mail — please
send photo In first letter. Would
like to hear from a lady that in
free to come where I am. D. Wil-
liams, 814 Marcy Ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y.
• • •
Dear Mme, Chante: I am a gen-
tleman, six feet tall, brownskin,
(Jack hair, not bad looking — own
my own business. I am looking for
a nice young lady between 18 and
35 — must be attractive and edu-
cated. Someone who is interested
in the finer things in life. Earl
Smith, nu S. Vincennes, Chica-
go 43, 111.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a 48-
year-old man with small children.
Would like to hear from women
of all ages. Please send photo In
first letter. Do not write if not in-
terested in marriage. C. Johnson,
7236 S. Yale Ave., Chicago 21, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: Through
your Pen Pal Column, a friend of
mine was made very happy. I, too
would like to be happy. I am a
Jamaican girl, 30 years old dark
complexion, 115 lbs., 5 feet, 2 inch-
es tall. I wish to correspond with
men and women between 30 and
60. Dorothy 51cDean, F. A. Home-
stead Rd., Kingston 2, Jamaica,
BWI.
Door r Nutt
0 Pm Gooso s-regeOY
WAIF` vatiew_113
Dear Mme, Chante: I am a sin
gle lady, age 44, weight 170 lbs.
5 feet, 5 inches tall, tan complex
ion. I wish to meet a nice intelli
gent gentleman between 53 and
60, 5 feet, 9 inches tall, weigh
ing between 180 and 200 lbs., dark
brown complexion with car and a
business. I sin interested in mar-
riage and would like to meet
someone who is also willing to get
married. Vera Newton, 4133 S.
Prairie Ave., Chicago 53, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to correspond with gentlemen be-
tween 24 and 30. I am 21, 3 feet.
G inches 'tall, 120 lbs., brown
complexion, black hair. I am still
in school. Please let me hear
from someone As soon as possi-
ble. Claire James, 15 Jackson Rd.,
Rollingtontown, Windward Rd., P.
0. Kingston, Jamaica, BWI.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante! I am seek-
ing a companion for an elderly
widow who Is very, very lonely.
She Is desirous of meeting a man
between 69 - 70 years; Christian,
church going, one who does not
drink nor smoke, a pensioner or'
one retired. She is in her late 60's,
small, sweet and would like to
hear from someone in Chicago. No
interest in youciger men. Will an-
swer the right type letters. Do not
write if not sincere and interested.
Mrs. Ellen Francis, 5622 S. Wa-
bash Avenue, Chicago.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
lonely wohian, 33 years of age, 5
feet, 5 Inches tall, 147 lbs., medi-
um brownskin — not bad looking.
I'm a Christian and love to go to
church. I would like to meet a
man who is interested in getting
married and settling down a n d
working along with his wife to
have something in life. I have a
son 5 years old who needs a fa-
ther, I hope some nice, sincere
man wants a good wife! Would
like for him to be 5 feet 10 to
8 feet tall, between 36 and 44 years
old. Please send photo in first let-
ter. Miss M. K. Saunders, 3338 W.
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Our Opinion
France May Have A Negro President
I The probability that a Negro may be-come President of the French Republic,
though remote, nevertheless it cannot be
dismissed as wishful thinking. The presi-
dential succession, in France, is not left to
the whims of chance, but is determined by
explicit constitutional requirements.
Upon the death of the French Chief of
State, the President of the French Senate,
being second NM line of executive command,
automatically becomes President of the Re-
public. This is one of the old constitutional
provisions, dating as far back as the found-
ing of the first Republic, which the framers
of the new Constitution did not scrap.
The election of Gaston Monnerville to
the presidency of the French Senate, the
other day, brings a black man closer to the
shadows of the Elyse* Palace (French
ItThite House) than ever before.Monnerville is an able lawyer and a bril-
liant parliamentarian from French Guinea.
He is a decorated World War H hero. Since
1947 he has been elected three times to
the presidency of the French Senate — a
recognition which few Frenchmen have
achieved. He is a skillful politician who en-
joys the respect and even affection of all
the various political factions that make up
the all-important French Parliament.
Monnerville's popularity is of such a
character that a campaign was launched a
few years ago to have him succeed Vincent
Auriol as France's President. Monnerville,
however, did not throw in his hat in the
ring. That took all the zing out of the agita-
tion; the movement died aborning.
Whether he could win enough electoral
support to smash his way into history by
attaining the presidency of one of the
.ivorld's great powers, is open to serious
doubts. His popularity so far has not been
tested in the crucible of a spirited national
contest for the poet of Chief Executive.
It is possible to imagine all sorts of weird
yet formidable political alignments that
would be formed overnight to defeat Mon-
nerville's candidacy. Ultra conservatives
with large colonial holdings, socialists, right-
ists who would be actuated by fear of the
decline of French power both military and
monetary in the international scheme of
things — would heal their factional strife
to dash Monnerville's hope to the ground.
He might get strong backing from the
French Communists, but that would be the
kiss of death. The Red support would simply
weld disparate political factions into a solid
opposition front.
Race as such might not be a leaven to
inflate popular mistrust. For Frenchmen
are accustomed to seeing black Frenchmen in
position of responsibility and power. During
the first world war the military Governor
of Paris was a black man while another
Negro held the rank of Rear Admiral in
the French navy. The presidency is a dif-
ferent matter. There would be all kinds of
misgivings and subtle propaganda to muddy
the political streams. Short of a miracle, a
Negro could not succeed to the presidency
of France via the ballot box.
Only accident of death of sudden res-
ignation would catapult Monnerville into
the Elysee Palace. But these two contingen-
cies should not be ruled out.: Gen. Charles De
Gaulle came to the Presidency as an old man
approaching his 65th birthday. Whether he
can live out his seven-year term will de-
pend largely upon fate — a factor which is
beyond prediction.
However, should death cut his career
short, or should the condition of his health
force him into retirement, France and
French politicians would be obliged to fol-
low their Constitution and install the Presi-
dent of the Senate into the presidency of
the Republic. In the words of an outstand-
ing French political and military figure:
"The presence of a man of color in the
Elyse. Palace would provide the best an-
swer to those who tax France with coloni-
alism and imperialism in her overseas ter-
ritories."
California Fights Fair Practices Act
The Fair Employment Practices Act,
which Gov. Edmund G. Brown signed after
a speedy enactment by the California Legi-
lature, is today under severe attacks. A
move is under way to have the voters undo
the Act.
A statewide initiative petition is being
pushed by a retired San Francisco banker,
who contends that the law gives "lip service
to the usaemployed, but discriminates in
ii-,,favor of all social clubs, fraternities,
&charitable, educational and religious groups
and corporations 'not organized for profit'
and firms employing less than five persons."
Mr. Mason has hired a professional firm
If petition circulators, to collect the requir-
ed number of valid signatures so that the
question can get on the 1960 ballot. This
repeal drive has infuriated Gov. Brown.
The exclusion of commercial houses not
run for profit and firms with fewer than
five employees leaves such organizations
"free to discriminate without regard to the
basic equal right to life, liberty and property
guaranteed by the United States Constitu-
tion," Mason said.
But a peculiar situation has developed
f The People Speak
out of the repeal drive. While Mr. Mason
seeks to overturn the Fair Employment
Practices Act for the reason that it isn't
fair enough, powerful employers have
grouped themselves together in the hope
that they will be able to knock out the law
because it is too drastic.
A meeting of leading employer organiza-
tions both in San Francisco and Los Angeles
has been called by the San Francisco Cham-
ber of Commerce to discuss grievances
stemming out of the new law. The conten-
tion is that business organizations were
snubbed by Governor Brown and the Legis-
lature so that they did not get a fair hear-
ing while the bill was before a legislative
committee.
This is pure moonshine which we hope
Gov. Brown will be able to counteract. The
California Fair Employment Act guaran-
tees employment to every individual re-
gardless of race, color or creed. It also rec-
ognizes the right of every citizen to belong
to labor unions. It is one of the 12 points
set forth in Governor Brown's new program
of "responsible liberalism." And it should
not, must not be repealed.
Chicago Police Chief the fact that betth of these Offi-
cers are outatending policemen,
Dear Editor: After having read both have been for some t i tft a.
the statement of Mrs. Eernalt R. But neither of the*. Men are set.
Rather, in the Bulletin, of April geints. I think every0fie knows
16th Witt, it gives one CiluAt to they are capable of holding the
wonder. Does Mr. Rather know position of sergeant. Why haven't
what he is talking a b to ii t? As they been promoted?
everyone knows prejudice &Ns There is els° the ease Of De-
aiid probably will always exist in tettive Joe Geither. The Officer
the Chicago Police Departtnitat has been iii the Det. Itureau for
unless some tit end corr.( tweaty years Or riser!, but has
tine action is takes not been found fit bto be a ser-
If Police Commissioner O'Con- gEant. Why!
nor is not guilty, theft who is? There are more Negro police..
'The Commissioner is the Chief ad men today than ever in the his-
rninistrator of the Department, tory of the city. Promotions have
therefore if any policies are put not kept pace with the growth
Into effect that he does not agree in the department. For twiny
*with, he has 
net made it known. years Negro policemen have &-
Mr. Rather has Aimed Officerl monstreted that they art cepa-
treson and Sires as exiMplei ef ible and good reMacientieue law
advancement in the department. enforcement officers Their tie -
Usti IF se assuassat eaaausuul Wes hare brought little of any
y NAT D WILLIAMS
YOUR INSURANCE MAN others to listen with respect to an-
This is National Insurance other Negro offering a good busi•
Week. So, if an easy talking, pur- fleas proposition. The Negro insur-
poseful man of color has ap- ance agent was the nation's first
proached you any time this week Negro business man to carry a
and started suggesting that y o u Negro business proposition to his
take out additional industrial or people. . .and not wait for his
ordinary life insurance, don't be people to come to him.
alarmed. He's simply keeping in He was one of the first and
step with the major objective of few Negroes to speak with respect
insurance folk all over the nation to a Negro prospect lie was one
. .to hang up the biggest produc- of the first business men to treat
lion record ever during t is e the Negro prospect with respect
week's observance and courtesy. . .one of the first
The insurance business is just businessmen to take off his hat
about the nation's and the world's in a Negro home. . .to address a
biggest business. It is undoubted- Negro as "Mr. and Mrs."
ly the largest busiiess Negroes He was the first insurance man,
own and operate. or any other kind of business
Here in Memphis, some of the man, to take time and explain to
nation's most competent and suc- Negroes what they were being
cessful Negro insurance men can asked to do with their money. The
be found. There are men. . .and Negro insurance agent was a
women. . . among them who can traveling eeacher whose etas 
command respectful' attention in room was the hue of the humble
any insurance circles. One c a n . .whose pupils were the ne-
start with A. Maceo Walker, pres- glected, operlooked, and retarded
ident of the Universal Life, fourth . . .whose salary check was a suc•
ranking Negro-operated insurance cession of nickels and dimes.
company in the world. Mr. Walk- Through it all the Negro insur-
er is one of the few. . .there are ance agent, continued as the leg
not over 10. . .Negro actuaries in man to build his race its largest
the United States. An actuary is and most successful enterprise in
about the last word in being pre- this highly competitive country.
pared for the insurance business. STILL STRIVING
TOP MEN HERE You ought to read some of the
Memphis can also boast of ser bulletins the agents are given to
era! Negro insurance men who keep them still striving. Saw one
are accredited L.U.T.C. men. . . issued by the Universal Life's
that means they are qualified by West Memphis office. It was spec-
the Life Underwriter Training ially prepared by one of the
Council. That means they have branch office clerks for the bene-
spent extra time in good schools fit of the agents during National
to receive advanced training in Insurance Week. The theme of the
insurance, bulletin was the "Need For In-
Then there are several ('LU crease" In production.
men. That means Chartered Life And that's the way insurance is
Underwriters. Those are the men . .that's the crux of the matter
who are qualified to speak with . . .forever shoving out for ex-
the highest authority about insur- pension. .production. . .as it
ance. All told, there are around should. Incidentally, do you know
10 or 22 men who fall into those the difference between "ordinary"
categories among local Negro in- and "industrial" insurance? Well
surance agents. the "Shadows" learned that "or•
But, back of them are those Ne- dinary" means insurance f o r
gro insurance agents who carry whioli the premiums are paid
on the traditions of the pioneer quarterly (every three months).
Negro agents. .the agents who semi-annually, or annually. . .
blazed the trail in teaching Ne- whereas "industrial" means in-
tro masses to respect the Negro surance that's paid weekly. What-
in business. chu got?
They are the fellows who know Let your agent help you, Mac
what it means to take a thick . . .he's ready, willing and able!
little book full of blank pages at Selah!
the start. . .and start up or down 
a street looking for prospects. . .
log for production, They are the 
NAACPDlooking for new business. . look.
fellows who know what it means Unit Head Forso have to do more than spell
the word "increase." 
THE AGENT 
During this National Insurance 
Violence Talk
Week observance some kind of NEW YORK — Following con-
special accolade should be given firmation of a newspaper report
that Robert Williams, president of
the past, the present, and the fu. the Union County (Monroe, N. C.)
to the Negro insurance agent of
NAACP branch, had advocatedtu Tr%
Negro agent of the past meeting "violence with violence"
knew what it meant to encounter and stopping "lynching with lynch.
the contempt of his own folk. Vet- ing," Roy Wilkins, the Associa-
eras Negro agents can tell some tion's executive secretary-, sent a
poignantly moving stories.. .some telegram directing Mr. Williams to
amusing, some tragic, some dis- "suspend activities as a local of-
couraging, and some very reveal- Deer pending consideration of
ing, about their experiences with
"your folks" and insurance.
They ought to be able to hear
still the disbelief, the distrust, the
condescension, the disrespect, and
sometimes hostility that rang in
the voice of many a prospect with
whom they sought to do business.
And yet, the Negro insurance
agent persisted. During his calls
raps
(his) status 'by the Board of Di-
rectors at its meeting May II."
Mr. Wilkins' telegram was dis-
patched on May 6 after he had
talked with Mr. Williams by long
distance telephone.
Citing the acquittal by a Union
County jury of a white man ac-
cused of attempted rape upon a
Negro woman, the North Caro-
and contacts with his black, linian acknowledged the correct-
brown, and beige prospects, he neon of the quotations credited to
was at once learning and teach- him and asserted that he would
ing. He learned a great deal repeat them on radio and tee-
about Negro personality, environ- vision,
ment, outlook, trends. The Negro He also said that he knew that
insurance agent is perhaps the na- the advocacy of violence was
tion's leading authority on the against NAACP policy.
Negro. He knows God's chillun 
from A to Z. He has to, CAPITAL TRANSFER
A TEACHER Michigan's state capital was
The Negro Insurance agent was moved from Detroit to Lansing
also teaching. He was teaching in 1847.
tanueminieineumninutunnumniunininannueltilltelltlelltetilf1111111111111111f11111111111111111111111111111111D
reward. Though Negro policemen
are assigned to Loop Traffic, does
not bide the fact that in the Die-
triet, they are not given that first
cleat duty assignments.
Mr. Rather points out that Nome
Negro policemen are assigned to
the North side, has he forgotten
hat there is now a large Negro
population ea the North side in
certain areas? I suggest that he
visit OM* of the housing projects.
To keep all of the Negro police-
men MI the !Muth side, the Com-
missioner knows that he would
have to transfer all of the white
policemen out. This he will never
de.
It would seem to serve a better
purporte for the Committee of One
tiundred to tither get a new leader
or let it be known that his ut•
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LAGOS, Nigeria — At long last,
I have put my feet upon the Afri-
can earth and have witnessed
some of its wonders, Two words
can be used to describe my first
impressions — heat and vitality.
The sun is bearing down and the
people seem to be in perpetual mo-
tion. The source of the energy of
these Nigerians under this unre-
lenting sun is a baffling mystery
to me.
My first stop in Africa was in
Kono, a town in the Northern re-
gion of Nigeria. The British Over-
seas Stratocruiser came down aft-
er eight hours of flying from
Rome at four o'clock in the morn-
ing. We filed into the modern air-
port lounge for a 40-minute wait
before we resumed our flight to
Lagos, the federal capital of Ni-
geria, on the Atlantic Ocean.
There were groups of Nigerians
waiting for planes at the airport
all dressed in the striking native
costumes. The clothes both the
men and women wear look some-
thing like fancy' lounging pajamas,
hanging loosely from the limbs.
The Europeans wear next to
nothing, shorts and sport shirts,
while the Nigerians seem over-
dressed by far.
At seven o'clock, two hours out
of Kono, the plane touched down
at the airport, 12 miles out from
the busy, big port city of Lagos.
When I walked into the customs
office for clearance, I noticed that
all the officers on duty handling
the passports and checking docu-
ments were Nigerians. Iw a s
amused at the reaction of one Eur-
opean who was being questioned
rather closely by a Nigerian offi-
cer.
Having dropped my gear at an
apartment in a modern building in
the suburbs which had been re-
served for me. I took a quick auto
tour of the central city of Lcgos
which is on an island connected
with the mainland by a modern
steel and concrete bridge.
Although this was Sunday morn-
ing, I was astonished to see the
throngs walking and bicycling like
mad all over the streets. I h e
streets were so crowded they re-
minded me if the crowds coming
out of a ball park after a big
game in America. The people
were going in all directions and I
was told that this is normal all
day long, every day.
Although there are several
thousand Europeans, the generic
term for white, in Lagos, the over-
whelming, dominant skin colors
simply blanket the city. This I ex-
pected but what shocked me some-
what was the agility and speed
with which the Nigerians seem to
move and walk.
My quick tour established t h e
fact that the big business and
commercial life of Lagos; stores,
warehouses, factories, shipping
etc., are owned and controlled by
Europeans or foreigners. Colonial-
ism is nowhere more pro:muneed
than in the economic life of the
people. The Nigerians are keenly
conscious of this fact also.
In the appearance of the coun-
tryside and in some of the streets
in Lagos, this part of Africa re-
minded me most of the Caribbean
Islands or some part of Florida.
The palm trees and lush vegeta-
tion with many flowers, would not
LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week
"In my dreams last night," said
Simple, "I went down to the sta-
bles of my fine old Virginia man-
sion which I occupies since the
Negroes took over Dixie, and I
carried a plug of chewing tobacco
to that nice old cracker what
takes care of my horses, Uncle
Tom Talmadge. He is a good old
white man, always got his hat in
his hand when Mister Simple come
around.
"I soya, 'Is the weather good
enough for you today, Uncle Tel-
madge?' which tickles him an he
grins from ear to ear, showing all
them big black teeth in his round
white face.
" 'Yan, sir, boss!' he answers.
"I's right tolerable. And how's
yourself?'
" 'Fine, Uncle Talmadge,' I an-
ewers, 'except that I am worried
about hew some of your white
folks are behaving, particularly
the young ones, wanting to go to
school with our colored children.
Mammy Faubus says she don't
know what's got into the young
ones, even her own kin. Do you?'
" 'Sure don't, Mister Simple.'
" 'Can't even spell the word IN-
TEGRATION yet they are mouth.
ing it so big! Did you ever want
to be Integrated, Uncle Tal-
madge?'
" 'Not since my name's been
Tom,' says Uncle Talmadge, yr.
he called jungles back horns. The
yellow, brown, and bright painted
cement buildings are similar to
those I have seen in Cuba, Puerto
Rico and the Virgin Islands.
Although English is the official
language and the majority of the
city dwellers are literate, the Ni-
gerians seem to prefer to talk
among themselves in their own
languages. So far I can't distin-
guish a sound in these dialects
which seem remotely like any oth-
er language that I have heard.
The Moslems were concluding a
three-day religious holiday as I ar-
rived and there are about twice
as many followers of Islam in Ni-
geria as Christians. Although the
majority of them live in the Nor.
them region of the , Lagos.
the federal capital, closed up to
observe the rites. I gather that
underlying the political and tribal
differences of the Nigerians, reli-
gious differences can become very
important to the future peace and
prosperity of the country.
Finally, I must return to the
heat of the country and the vi-
tality of the people. Claude Bar-
nett of the Associated Negro
Press, described all this to me,
hut you have to see it to appre-
ciate it.
Whoever got the notion that Af-
ricans are lazy must never have
visited this place. With my tongue
hanging out in the humid ninety
degree weather, completely ex-
hausted I ended my first day in
Nigeria wondering when the mobs
of impatient people would go to
sleep and call it a day. Then
someone told me that it is at
night that people really sport 'em
up and have their fun.
Uncle Talmadge Cuts Hog
'Then I asked him about them
songs they tell me the young
crackers been singing whilst at-
tending the Youth Branch of the
National Association for the Ad-
vancement of Caucasian Peoples.
'Uncle Talmadge,' I says, 'have
you heard this song about SWING
LOW, SWEET INTEGRATED
CHARIOT?' ,
Uncle Talmadge says, 'How can
I help from hearing it, sir, when
all the young buckras got it on
the tip of their tongues, even my
nephew? Lawd! Lawd! Lewd! I
don't know what is wrong with
this coming generation of white
folks. They want to be just like
Negroes '
" 'how does the second verse
of that song, go, Uncle Talmadge?'
" 'Boss, you know I do not sing
that song. But if I remembers
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INTEGRATE MY HOMP.. .
"lbw' I cried 'I did not
tell you to sing it all. I believe
you know that song yourself. Be
careful, Uncle Tom Talmadge, lest
you cut a hog! Just be careful!'
"I turned on my heel and walk.
ed away and did not give him the
plug of chewing tobacco I had
brought especially for him. I give
it to my colored neolbor, Colonel
Washington, to give to one of his
white folks what has not got out
of hand yet.
"Lord, I wonder what are we
going to do with these crackers
wanting equality with Negroes?
When they had it back in Eisen.
bower's day, they did not knew
what to do with it — abused it,
played golf all the time, drank
Coca Colas, whooped and hollered
at the Sugar Bowl game. Now that
they got to work for us. colored,
who have took over the south, they
start organizing white NAACP's--
only the letter C stands for Caw
casian this time — holding meet-
ings to draw up petitions to tele.
graph the White House about tree,
dom.
"Mammy Esubus, come her.
and fetch me a mint julep to the
veranda, also a fen, whilst I sets
and rocks and thinks what to de
about you ungrateful crackers —
talking about if you don't gel yntar
right, you gonna eirsi Pree4dewl
Adam Powell at the White Mow"
Government Report Shows Job Increase merely drove by it a second time "since it was such a curiosity." The victims were identiifect as S. Sgt. Billy Smith, 71. Shelby- policy in light of angry Chinese Communist blast
lion.
Godfrey's recovery from the five-hour operation Thursday toANKARA, Turkey. — (UPI) — An entire Kurdish tribe of 700persons fled from Iraq into Turkey Monday because they disapprov-ed of Iraqi Premier Abdel Karim Kassem's government, it was re-ported Tuesday night.
The Turkish foreign ministry refused to confirm or deny the said the $50 settlement agreement was reached with their attorney,report, but high security sources said the tribe had taken refuge at E. D. McDuffie. Six Airmen Die In Auto CrashSemdinli, Southwest Turkey, after crossing the frontier from north- The two couples. Dr. and Mrs. Loren Fitzhugh of New Castle. BELLEVILLE, III. — (UPI) — Six airmen were killed and one Nehru Under Heavy Political Pressureern Iraq. Ind., and Dr. and Mrs. Edwin Stegman of Westville, Ind., had said injured Sunday when their car crashed through two barricades on NEW DELHI — (UPI) — Prime Minister Jamaharlal Nehru was- they never splashed paint on the sign as charged. They said they Ill. 15 and smashed into a crane, under heavy political pressure on Saturday to revise Indian foreign
a against IndianWASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Government will report Monday Soviet Population Shows Increase ville, Tenn.; S. Sgt, Verlyn Steel, 26, Elnora, Ind.; Airman IC Paul "intervention" in Tibet.that unemployment fell by nearly 750.000 in April while employment Monte 22, Milwaukee; Airman 2C Gerald Netherlin, 20, Shelburn, Ind; Reliable sources said some members of his cabinet had advisedincreased by more than 1 million, informed sources said Saturday. MOSCOW — (UPI) — The 1959 census shows that the Soviet Airman 2C Edward Kangas, 20, Hancock, Mich.; and Airman 3C Mi. him to be more wary of the Chinese situation and to reform hisThe sources said the report will show that total joblessness fell Union has a population of nearly 209 million, an increase of 18 chael Stanciu, 19. Salem, Ohio. policy accordingly, but that Nehru still was convinced his policy ofto about 3.625,000 compared with 4,362,000 in March, million since 1939, the official Soviet news agency Tans reported Ira Gershwin In Satisfactory Condition neutrality between East and West was best.Gasoline Truck Overturns, Kills Three 
Saturday night.
The population of the United States is estimated at around 175 HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) — Songwriter Ira Gershwin, 62, brotherABBEVILLE, La. — (UPI) — A loaded gasoline tank truck million, of the late composer, George Gershwin, was reported in satisfactorystruck a hole in the road and careened into a trailer park Satur• The Taos dispatch reported: — There are 11 women for every condition yesterday following his second major abdominal operationday, setting off a fiery blast that killed three persons in their sleep nine men. in 18 months.
The lyricist underwent surgery Tuesday at Cedars of Lebanon
The blast destroyed three trailer home and a house. 8-Year-Old Boy Starts Fire In Harlem hospital for an abdominal obstruction. Ile was operated on for a
Sheriff's Deputy Arthur Guidry said the truck driven by Louis 8. Miller, 28, of Elton, La., struck a chuckhole in a road under NEW YORK — (UPI) — A fire started by an 8-year-old bo., similar _ailment Dec. 24, 1957.repair. playing with matches roared through two tenements in the heart Warden To Stand In Murder Case'ter. Elizabeth. 19. and Mrs. Hancock's 7-year-old grandson. Their Eight of the injured were firemen. They suffered smoke poison- CHICAGO — (UPI) — Joseph E. Ragen, state penitentiarytrailer home was destroyed, ing, burns and cuts in bringing the blaze under control, warden, returned to the stand yesterday to face defense cross•
The blast killed Mrs. Dick Hancock. about 50; her stepdaugh- 
of Harlem Saturday, injuring nine persons.
Wife Of Soviet President Dies Dad Drives 3 Miles With Tot On Car Speaker Paul Powell has already announced he will attempt to Urge 
for "three days and three nights."
crack the filibuster's effect this week by holding the first three day Congress To Vote Poultry FinanceMOSCOW — (UPI) — Mme. Ekaterina Voroshilov, wife of Soviet MILAN, Italy. — (UPI) — Businessman Giovanni Vanoli, 44,
President Kliment Voroshilov, died April 26, it was reported yester- 
drove three miles without noticing his two-and-a-half-year-old daugh. meeting of the session-Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday. WASHINGTON — (UM) — Spokesmen for the nation's poultry
day. ter clinging desperately to his car's radiator. Summerfield Tells Postal Speedup lilting:Cy have urged Congress to vote enough money to finance fed-
She was believed to be in her 60s. Vanoli started the car in front of his house in Lainate without see- WASHINGTON — (UM — Postmaster General Arthur E. Stun- Harold M. Williams, Chicago, president of the Institute of Amerl-
col inspection of all poultry plants.
Madam. Voroshilov, a longtime Bolshevik and revolution fighter, 
log that little Antonietta was sitting on the front fender. -
merfield said Sunday that by June 30 more than half the nation's can Poultry Industries, told a Senate agricultural appropriationswas being buried yesterday. Voroshiloy was ill and was not expect- 
The little girl clung tightly to the radiator until a passerby on
population will be receiving "next day delivery service" on much subcommittee Tuesday that the federal inspection program was noted to attend the funeral. a country road signalled her father to stop. ' first class mail, being carried out "fully and fairly."Father and daughter burst into tears. The girl was taken homeHussein Pilots Through Sound Barrier suffering from severe shock but otherwise unhurt. 'Quiet' Father Kills Daughter, 7
Check For A College
DR. ROBERT H. WILSON (left) grand treasurer of the Most Wor-
shipful Union Grand Lodge, Frss and Accepted Masons of Florida,
presents check for $500 to Dr. Richard V. Moore, president of Bethune-
Cookman college, Daytona Beach, Fla. Check represents lodge's annual
contribution to Christian education.
Trio Of Campus Charmers
HERE ARE THREE lovely reasons why young male students at
Florida A & M university, Tallanassee, find the atmosphere stimulating
The charming coeds, relaxing between classes, are Ethel Lee Moore,
Panama Rebel Force Captures Village Says Strauss Fibbed About H-Bomb
21, of Live Oak, Fla.; Eunice Peterson, 20, of Jasper, Fla., and Barbara
Broxton, 20, of Wabassa, Fla. All three are active in campus activities.
Defender staff photo
Seek Thug in Slugging Of Cabbie Five Illinois Cadets Among AF Grads
captured a small coastal village after exchanging fire with twc daythat former President Truman backs his claim that it was not for blackening the eye of a cab driver who is a foe of taxi union 
CHICAGO — (UPI) — The U S Air Force Academy's first grad-.PANAMA — (UPI) — Members of a rebel invading force have WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Sen. Clinton P. Anderson said Sun- Police Tuesday sought a thug, identified as "Leo" or "Squawky,"
National Guard landing barges patrolling the Panama coastline, the 
uating class will include five Illinois. cadets, Lt. Col. Neil T. Regan,
government announced Monday night. 
Lewis L. Strauss who persuaded Truman to order development of boss, Joseph Joey Glimco.
The assaulted cabbie, Everett W. Clark, 49, told police the The graduates are James E. West, Granite City; Charles D.
academy liaison officer, announced Tuesday.
Earlier, the United States announced that it had authorized an THI'llxieNmebw. Mexico Democrat disclosed on the NBC television pro- hoodlum opened the car door, said •'Don't swear at me," and Zaleski, Carterville; Jonathan S. Shafer, Lake Forest; Robin M.
the
arms shipment to Panama to help fight off the invasion, gram 'Meet the Press" that he has a letter to that effect from punched him over the left eye Monday
• 
Kozelka, Springfield, and Gerald J. Garvey, Chicago.
Truman. Police Probe Death Of Newborn Girl They will be graduated June 3 and commissioned as secondNo Romance Between Margaret, Henry 
Panchen 
in the Air Force, U. S. Troops Can't Defend Berlin Police investigated the death of a newborn girl, found while •Says
Princess Margaret's return from a nine-day trip to Rome and Paris WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Sen. Stuart Symington 
(D-Mo.) said still alive shoved in a paper bag in a garbage can with cotton stuff- Lama Declines Nehru 's InviteLONDON — (UPI) — A royal spokesman took the occasion of
Margaret and Prince Henry of Besse. lin against an armed military ground attack by the Russians. The 
infant, only a few hours old, died later in Grant Hospital 
TOKYO — (UPI) — The Communist-sponsored Panchen LamaMonday to deny emphatically that there was any romance between U.S. forces in Germany were not strong enough to defend 
West Ber- ed down her throat.
Prince Henry was asked to help escort the Princess while she Symington, who recently visited the threatened city, said 
that despite a woman's efforts to save her by breathing into the baby's banal Nehru to go to India and see for himself that the Dalai Lama
yesterday declined an invitation from Indian Prime Minister Jawa-
was in Rome simply because he was allied by birth with the Windsor one of the main deficiencies in this country's mlitary position was 
mouth for 20 minutes at the scene of the discovery, is not being held by force.
family and was interested in dancing, painting and other subjects its inadequacy for handling limited or brush 
wars. Threatens Three-Day Filibuster The Panchen Lama spoke at the closing session of the "people's
in which Margaret also was interested, the spokesman said. - He said this country now still had the power to destroy the political 
consultative conference" in Peiping which adopted a reso-
Their meetings were "casual," the spokesman said, and in any Soviet Union or any other nation that started a nuclear war, but he 
SPRINGFIELD — (UPI) — Night sessions were in prospect for lution warning against "foreign interference" in Tibet and specif-
case Prince Henry was regarded by his closet friends as a confirm- added that overall U. S. military strength was 
deteroriating so rapid- the Illisois House this week as Rep. Abraham Lincoln Stanfield,
armed with a new axe, said he intends to keep his filibuster ming The Panchen Lama said, "I cannot see the value of my visiting
fically criticizing India and Britain.
ed bachelor. ly that this retaliatory power might be gone in three years.
. ,. y, 7 and Paul M. Hall, 37, her father, who bled
to death en route to a hospital following the shooting spree.
,
He asked a House approprations subcommittee for money to hire 
•Castro Denies Invasion Knowledge efforts in the security and criminal fields." lie noted an upsurge
HOUSTON, Tex. — (UPI) — Cuban Premier Fidel Castro said in bank robberies-one of the crimes under FBI jurisdiction. 
A freak contact between a television set and a wrought iron
lamp was blamed Sunday for the electrocution of a 17-year-old girlMonday night he knows nothing about the invasion of Panama, re-
portedly by Cuban forces, and hotly denied a report that he has Wife-Swapper's Divorce Plea Denied as she lay on a couch alone at home.Burns on one toe and index finger of the victim, Pamela Dob-split with his brother, Raoul.
DUNSFOLD, England. — (UPI) — King liussein of Jordan Seeks Tougher Laws To Curb Juveniles DAYTON, Ohio, — (UPI) — A father described as "quiet andpiloted an advance model jet airplane through the sound barrier very religious," Sunday night shot and killed a 7-year-old daughter,yesterday. WASHINGTON — (UPI) — FBI Director .1. Edgar Hoover has
then mortally wounded himself with a second blast of a 16 guageThe visiting monarch, a veteran pilot, achieved the feat OVP 
called upon the courts and local communities to use "sterner mess-
shotgun, police saidthe English channel in a Hawker Hunter two-seat trainer. He war 
urea" in dealing with juvenile delinquents contributing to the rapid- 
Dead were Belt.g ly-rising crime rate.accompanied by Hawker test pilot Frank Bullen.
• 50 new agents "for the purpose of strengthening our investigative Freak Mishap Electrocutes Girl
BIRMINGHAM, England — (UPI) — Judge Constantine Gallop bertin, indicated she touched the metal cased 17-inch TV set withCastro landed in Houston en route from Montreal to Buenos Aire; Friday rejected a divorce petition filed by John Hurst in a "dis- her foot when she reached for the switch on a lamp near her head,to attend a conference of American states. He was expected to spend gusting'' case involving wife-swapping bteween Hurst and another policeman Andrew Bash said,only an hour here but decided to spend the night, wealthy Briton.
The appearance in Houston of Raoul, commander of the Cuban The judge said Hurst, a 33-year-old fruit wholesaler, had ex- Arthur Godfrey Warmy, set off speculation that Castro might be planning to ,fly to changed wives with Gordon Lloyd, a 37-year-old jewelry manufac- NEW YORK — (UPI) — Arthur Kodfrey walked without helpPanama, turer, on three occasions. several times Sunday for the first time since his lung cancer opera-Entire Tribe Of 700 Flees Iraq
alks Alone
Couples Pay $50 To Repair KKK Sign
Officer Says Rebels Reject Surrender
PANAMA CITY — (UPI) — A Cuban army officer reported yes-
terday Panama's rebel invaders had rejected a surrender ultimatum,
but that a few were willing to call off the invasion if allowed to
go free. He called the current situation a temporary truce.
Capt. Raul Torres, one of two bearded Cuban revolutionary army
officers who negotiated with the invaders in the captured coastal
town of Nombre de Dios, God's Name, returned here shortly before
midnight to report the results of his mission to Tanamaian officials.
Considers Reinstatement Of Voter Suit
NEW ORLEANS — (UPI) — The U. S. Fifth Circuit Court of
Appeals Friday took under consideration a request by the U. S.
Justice department to reinstate a Negro voter discrimination suit
against the state of Alabama.
The court said it would hand down a ruling later. The original
suit charged that 20 Negroes in Macon county, Ala., were denied
voting rights. That suit was thrown out by a Federal District Court
Judge March 6.
The appeal seeks to overturn the ruling by District Judge Frank
kf. Johnson, jr., in Montgomery, Ala., who held that the CivilTUSCALOOSA, Ala. — (UPI) — Roy Hartley, a local Ku Klux remove part of his left lung continued satisfactorily, a Columbia- Rights commission was powerless to sue a sovereign state.Klan official, said yesterday two Indiana couples had paid $50 to Presbyterian Medical Center spokesman said today, U S. Assitant Atty. Gen. W. Wilson White, head of the Justice
repair a KKK sign they were charged with defacing. He is expected to resume his radio-television duties in about department's Civil Rights division, argued in court Friday that any
Hartley, who signed a disorderly conduct warrant against them, three months, 
state can be sued just as can a corporation which violates the law.
examination of his testimony against accused murderer Barry Z.Eddie, Liz To Wed Same Day Of Divorce 
Withdraw Troops From Mine Fields Cook.
Ragen told a criminal court jury Tuesday how Cook, 25, admit
FRANKFURT, Ky. — (UPI) — National Guard troops wereLAS VEGAS. Nevada — (11P1) — The climax to Hollywood's withdrawn Monday from the eastern Kentucky coal fields following 
1 ehd t  sunbathed 
beatiang 
Lake Michigan 
m22ir,bil9s56n.ofMrgaret Gallagher, 50, as
most publicized triangle in recent years comes next Tuesday when an indefinite extension of a federal court order against violence. s e on . 11 beach,,a quickie Nevada divorce from Debbie Reynolds.
Eddie Fisher marries Elizabeth Taylor on the same day he obtains Gov. A. B. Chandler, who issued the withdrawal order, said tha NLRB To Seek Injunctions On StrikesU.S. District Court, which extended indefinitely the April 30 reWhile Fisher's Las Vegas attorney, David Goldwater, says there straining order against the United Mine Workers Union, has as WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The National Labor Relations Boardis nothing "cut and dried" about the planned application for an sumed responsibility for keeping peace. will seek injunctions Thursday aimed at stopping strike violence inimmediate hearing on the divnrce, the singer is making plans to the coal fields of eastern Kentucky and north central Tennessee.take out a marriage license with Liz immedately after getting his jaguars Bite Postmen In Brazil Jerome D. Fenton, NLRB general counsel, said he will filedecree. RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil — (UPI) — Postmaster Agelico petitions for the injunctions in U. S. District Court in Lexington, Ky.Loureiso was unimpressed by the report that a U. S. mailman who 50 Ships Believed Stalled In Seaway
Expect Godfrey Home In Two Weeks has just retired was bitten by aogs 10 times during his career.NEW YORK — (UPI) — Arthur Godfrey has recovered so rapid- ''Our rural carriers are often bitten by jaguars," Loureiso said. VALLEYMELD, Quebec — (UPI) — As many as 30 ships werely from an operation for lung cancer that he expects to be able to believed stalled in the newly opened St. Lawrence Seaway yester-go home to his Virginia farm in about two weeks, a CBS spokesman Free Lance Photog Electtocuted day cause of a blown fuse.said yesterday. 
The fuse blew Tuesday night on a lift bridge near here, causing
SAN SEBASTIAN, Spain—(UPI)—Juan Cortina, 47, a free lance 
the 8,000 ton Canadian lake freighter Prescott to go aground. The
Surgeons removed 3 portion of the TV-radio entertainer's left photographer, was electrocuted in a freak accident Monday whiie
lung May I at the Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center. The hos taking pictures below a high tension wire on a nearby mountain 
freighter blocked passage at the bridge.pital announced this morning that he continued to make satisfactory Authorities said he was killed when his camera flashgun fired and U. S. Steel Reports Increased Profits
progress 
made an arc with the high tension wire
NEW YORK — (UPI) — U
See Satellite Network In Four Years S Steel Corp. reported sharply In.Bomb Mountain To Destroy Secrets creased profits for the first quarter of 1959 Tuesday, but its president
. . 
WASHINGTON — (DM — A eoncressional report said Sunday LONDON-4'JP1)—The Royal Air Force announced It would Promptly denied that they're high enough to provide a raise for500,000 basic steel workers who begin industry-wide contract nego-
that scientists hope to have a woridwide satellite communications bomb a Turkish mountain top near the Soviet border to demolisnnetwork within four years 
tiations next weeksecret rocket equipment lost in a plane crash.
That was not expected to deter the United Steelworkers of
The report prepared for the !louse Space Committee aid the The equipmert was scattered near the top of 14.000-foot Mount
America from citing the earnings figures as evidence -of industry
Defense neparimmit.. 
''Project conrirr•• would be the next step In &Man Dag. about 100 miles from the Soviet border, -11-n w e a
the development of a communication system. - ability to rai ages in contracts to replete those expiring June 30.
British troop transport crashed 13 days age.
House Committee Ends Rights Hearings
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — A House Judiciary Subcommittee
wound up 17 days of hearings on civil rights legislation Friday prep-
aratory to starting work on a bill
The hearings, which covered almost two months, ended with a
flurry of statements on both sides of the civil rights issue. An ad-
ditional week was allowed for other statements to be filed.
The last witness was Gordon M. Tiffany, staff director of the
Federal Civil Rights conimission. He denied charges that the Com-
mission's televised hearing in Montgomery, Ala., last December
was conducted in a "circus-like" manner.
Castro Says U. S. Must Help Latins
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina. — (UPI) — Cuban Premier Fidel
Castro said Saturday the United States, which has poured billions
of dollars into other areas of the world, now must heed Latin
America's needs for six billion dollars for industrial devKlopment.
He told delegates to the Committee of 21 — the economic Branch
of the Organization, of American States — there never would be poli-
tical fol stability 
its 
yinpeoLaptliens.America as long as underdevelopment meantoos
Cuban Ambassador Saves Self, Family
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti. — (UPI) — Cuban Ambassador An-
tonio Rodriguez Echazahal saved himself and three members of Mg
family from possible death Friday night when an unidentified man
flung a hand grenade into the diplomat's car.
Only Rodriguez' quick-thinking action prevented death or injury
to himself, his wife, his pregnant daughter and his son-in-law. The
oanmdbs 
before
er istcooenppeldodued,p the grenade and tossed it out the car sec-
Kennedy Tells America To Aid India
ASILOMAR, Calif. — (UPI) — Sen. John F. Kennedy D-Mass..
Saturday called on America to come to the aid of India to help her
win the race with Red China for economic supremacy in Asia. 40
The Democratic presidential hopeful told the World Affairs Co*
ferences here that India with its 400 million people represents •
per sent of the world', population which is uncomrnated dm





















































































the scores of novel prize award
categories was that of the 'most
beautiful hat'. . .seen on a lovely
guest, who received a gift from
Delta Ouita Brown.
ft4p,„
'MI DELTA MOTHER — Orchid
bedecked Mrs. J. T. Chandler, the
1959 Delta Mother of the 'ear, re-
ceived the annual sorority trophy
from Delta Grace Collins. M r s.
('handler, the wife of J. T. Chand•
ler, Universal Life Insurance Co.,
Personnel Director, is the mother
of three,sons and two daughters,.
all occupying respected positions
In their niches of the community.
Memphis Deltas Serve 'Breakfast For Milady'
DELTA SERVICE. . .was never right) E“.lyn Knox, Geraldine
Imielier. as evidenced by this Anderson, Ann Spragtins, Rans.
charming bevy of waitresses and elle Eddins and Bernice Abroa.
cooks, including Deltas (left to
TOWN AND COUNTRY fashions
. . .were modeled by left to right,
Delta Dorothy Es ans, Mrs. Annie
Higgins and Miss Tommye K a y
Ha)es.
IIIIMMEN1406
SCHOLARSHIP WINNER — Miss
Hazel Ahron, daughter of Delta
Bernice Ahron and Ernest Ahron,
received the WM) Delta collegiate
scholarship check from Delta
°then* Shannon.
GLAMOUR FASHIONS — T h
perfect foils for a beautiful trio,
left to right, Miss Marilyn Jean
Harris, Miss Patricia Jones — a
'Mt debutante, and Delta Rubye
H. Gadisen.
CONTEST WINNER — lrnveiy
Miss Jacqueline Gibson, who rep-
regraded Porter junior high school,
Is seen in pensive pose. as the
winner of the 1955 "Junior Miss"
Contest, which resulted in a 9200
prize award. Miss Gibson, posses.
tor of a beautiful voice, captivat-
ed the audience in a solo rendi•
lion during the breakfast p r o-
iperun.
DELIGHTED DINERS — Delta
Hattie House gives smiling serv-
ice to charming matrons, Miss
Emma Crittenden, Mrs. M. L..
Adams, Miss Allison Vance and
Mrs. 0. B. Braithwaite.
411Erwowsws
DELTA CHAIRMEN — Helping to
guide the destiny of this year's
"Breakfast For Milady" were
Breakfast chairman, Delta Elsie
Thomas: May Week Chairman,
Delta Beulah Williams; and Mem-
phis Alumnae chapter president,
Delta Harriette Walker.
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About to fall off of our perch on
"The Merry-Go-Round," from the
mad whirl of last week. . .your
scribe was captivated by all the
'doings." Things really got un-
derway Wednesday night when we
trekked our way to Music Hall to
witness and enjoy the superb Met-
ropolitan Opera performances of
twin-billed "Cavalleria Rusticana"
and ''Pagliacci". . .where one of
the largest Negro audiences yet
enjoyed the brilliant singing and
acting. . the beautiful stage set-
ting of "Cavalleria" and t h e
many familiar strains that are
enmeshed in one's ;mind. Would
that more people would enjoy this
wonderful fare which Memphis is
so fortunate to have just once a
year.
BRILLIANT DEB
The vast Amphitheatre of Ellis
Auditorium was the setting for the
glittering presentation of the 1959
Debutantes of the Memphis Alum-
ni chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi
fraternity. Tables and boxes were
filled to capacity to witness the
mass debut of 43 frothy-gowned
young buds. . .who made perfect-
ly executed bows from the huge
stage, before descending to await-
ing sponsors and led followed by
spotlights to their escorts who had
taken their places precision-like
in K formation — pictures of sar-
torial perfection in white-tie andI
tails. Then . . . came a cotillion
waltz — executed too in the same;
X formation.
' Formality reigned supreme,
with everyone waiting until the
electrifying hour of 12 o'clock,
when at 12 o'clock the curtain
parted on the massed scene of
debutantes seated on the vaxt
stage.
' Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity is
noted for their wonderful frater-
nity songs. ..and never were they
sung better, led ably by Kappa
Clifton Stockton, when the mem-
bers of the Memphis alumni chap-
ter were presented on the stage
following the deb presentation,
sung their "Sweetheart Song,"
then descended to the ballroom
floor to meet their wives and es-
corts and formed a circle on the
mammoth floor, where they form-
ed a double ring to fasten gift
their many guests Sunday before
last were Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Fitzgerald, jr. . the Fitzgeralds
having just moved into their love-
ly Clovia Lane home. Compli-
menting the striking decor of the
home were scenes of spring
flowers — much an attraction at
the lovely At Home party.
Assisting the Fitzgeralds were
their mothers, Mrs. Lucille Price
and Mrs. Orange Fitzgerald. Alec,
assisting were Mesdames Helen
Burns, Evelyn Means, Jean Har-
ris and Miss Beatrice Jackson.
Seen serving at the punch bowl
were Mrs. Jennie Partee a n d
Mrs. Mollie Alexander.
Among the scores of persons
present were the grandmother
and father of the hostess, Mrs.
Ethel Williamson and Cleo Price,
and guests Mrs. Mary Sherrod,
Richard (Rip) Burns and daugh-
ter. Brenda. Mr. and Mrs. Ulys-
ses Truitt, Mr. and Mrs. John
Gordon and son, Johnnie, Mr. and
Mrs. Turner Gilmore, Mr. and
Mrs. Allen Brown, Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Benford, Denise Benford,
Mrs, Samuel Burns, Mrs. L e e
Vaugh Price, Mrs. Audrey'. Evans,
Mrs. Bessie Brown, Miss Barbara
Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Charles lles
and daughter Kathy, Mr. and Mrs.
Matthew Davis, .Mr. and M r a.
James Wells, Mr. and Mrs. James
McKenzie, Miss Johynne Black
and Miss Mae I. Davenport.
Others were William Fitzgerald,
Mr. and Mrs. Benny Donelson,
Carl Smith, Miss Louise Ligon,
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Helm, Mrs.
Ann Hall, Mrs. Esther Chambers,
Mrs. Laurie Bryant, Mr. a n d
Mrs. George Greene, Mrs. Lillian
Murry, William Toney, Jacqueline
Partee, Genise Grand, Larry Wil-
liamson and Herman Norwood.
SURPRISE OCCASION
Mrs. Freddie L. Wesley of 1083
Capitol ave., was honored with a
surprise party given by Mrs. Paul-
ine H. Foster Tuesday a fortnight
ago. . .where stopping by for a
casual visit to fulfill a request
made by Mrs. Foster, Mrs. Wes-
ley found herself in the midst ofi
a large number of guests. .
and the honoree of a surprise
birthday earty.
The lovely Edith St. home of:
Dearborn Homes
Win Top Honors In
'Spruce Up' Drive
Dearborn Homes, 290 S. Feder
al at., was awarded top honors
I last week in the Chicago Housing
Authority's Spring "Spruce Up"
Drive.,
Thirty-one public housing devel-
opments competed.
Signalling Its achievement, the
winner will fly a gold and royal
blue Commissioners' pennant over
its well kept lawns until surpass-
ed in appearance and good house-
keeping by one of its rivals.
The pennant was raised by Jo-
seph P. Sullivan, chairman of the
board of the Housing Authority
last Friday, in ceremonies at 2960
S. Federal St.
era — Mrs. Annie Frazier, wife
of the late Dr. Frazier — former
president of M. I. college, a n d
Mrs. Hattie Debro, a teacher in
the elementary school of Tupelo,
Miss.
The bell tolled for Mrs. Roslyn
Wells Walker last week, and her
passing has removed from our
community an individual w h o
was loved for her friendly man-
ner and charming disposition
which endeared her to friends
throughout our city,
Memphians watched her courage-
ously carry on the business estab-
lished by her late husband in the
Douglass community after his tra-
gic demise. . .and saw her be-,
come both mother and father to
her two lovely daughters, Patricia
and Adele.
The memory of her determined
spirit during her illness will ever
be remembered and revered by
her children a n d her legion
friends — who shall cherish the
ideal set by the former pioneer'
recreation director for the Mem-
phis Park Commission.
Our deepest sympathy a n d
prayers are with the members of
her family.
• • •
Another MemphiDI to., suffer a
great loss was Mrs. Marion M.
Johns, who was in St. Louis, Mo.,
with her ill mother who also pass-
ed last week, The late Mrs. Fred
Meaux was the matriach of a
closely knit family, who saw her
four daughters grown and estab-
lished in life as brilliant students.
and later in professional careers.
Besides her children, who with the
exception of Mrs. Johns reside in
St. Louis, she leaves her devoted
husband and countless friends
there and throughout the country
who were richer by far for hav-
ing known her.
PRESS WEEK
As part of its celebration of Na-
tional YWCA Week, the YW-Wives
of the Vance Avenue Branch
YWCA entertained the Radio and
Press personnel at a luncheon on
April 29.
L. 1,, Palmer,Editor, Tri-State
Defender was guest speaker. He
brought to the group an interest-
necklaces on the necks of their Mrs. Foster was resplendent with' ing and informative address en-;
,. 1 n ASong. air. The dining room table was! Other honored guests were Mrs.ladies fair while singing their Pin spring flowers that lent a festive' titled "I Know What To Expect." nnual MeetThen It was. . On With the indeed a sight of rare beauty, Marie Waltham of the WDIA i
Dance. . .and the organization is with a handsome birthday cake; as tBroadcasting station; T. T. JACKSON, Tenn. — The Nation.A0 be commended for this annual the centerpiece, flanked by deli- Stokes, editor of the Memphis! at Association of Personnel Work-
top-drawer event which has done cious and colorful bora d'oeuvres. World and Samuel Brown, also On ems, composed of college and pub-
Imuch to raise the cultural and On hand to enjoy the memora- the World. , lie school personnel w or k e r s
moral standard of our communl- ble occasion were Mesdames Mrs. Lois Greenwood, chairman throughout the country, held its
ty. ..and for their initiative in se- Memory Bishop, Georgia Adkins, of the VW-Wives group presided.' fifth annual session at Lane col-
curing the use of the auditorium Sadie Guerney, Carrie Rhodes, Other individuals who were a part lege in Jackson last week.
—definitely a first in our commu. Debora Thompson, Vera Bogan, of the program were Mrs. Cooper
nity. Pearl Oates, Carrie Webber, Taylor, membership chairman;, 
The keynote address was deliv-
Following the ball, which ended Pearlina Saunders. Maggie Cole- Mrs dent of Fisk university. 0 t h e. Marie. L. Adams, vice presi- 
ered by Dr. Stephen Wright, presi-
at 2 a.m., guests of Kappa men man, Ernestine F. Johnson, Ce- dent and . Mrs. Addie G. Owen; 
 r
enjoyed a delightful breakfast par-, leste limier, Jimmye Mitchell, branch executive director. 
1 speakers were Dr. B. L. Perry, jr.,
ty at the Universal Life Insurance; C. Elizabeth Rowan, Miss Grace: Guests arrived early dressed in 
president of the organization and
Lounge. . .where hot biscuits,! L. Conley and Mrs. Mitchum. i bright and colorful spring outfits,
dean of students at Florida A&M
university; Dr. Paul Machlinns, FBI Pestarmalade, fried apple rings, ba-; ZETAS LOOK TO 'FRISCO ,Those enjoying the luncheon were specialist, D. S. Department of,son and scrambled eggs, and The highlight of the May meet. Mesdames Willie Roby, V i o 1 a Health, Education and Welfare,steaming hot coffee revived any . ing of Alpha Eta Zeta chapter ot [ Flowers, L. E. Brown, Maud
log from the formality of the pre. culminatton of plans for their nie McFadden, Mesdames Bertha
spirits which may have been wilt. Zeta Phi Beta sorority was t h e Bright, Katie Greene, Miss Min- dent of Lane college.
and Dr. C. A. Kirkendall, presi- f Lynching
.
• , . In addition to Dr. Perry, officers
CLAIMS NEW YORK BRIDE
— Charles D. Scott, former
Memphian and son of Mrs.
Frank Scott of 2320 Hunter,
Is seen with his bride follow-
ing their wedding at Varick
Memorial A, M. E. church at
Hackensack, N. J., April 26.
Mrs. Scott is the former Miss
Porter-Scott
Joanne Louise Porter, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
T. Porter of Hackensack. Mrs.
Scott, the groom's mothei, at-
tended the wedding, along with
other members of the Scott
family who now reside in




Of widespread interest is the
news of the wedding of the former
Miss Joanne Louise Porter of Hack-
ensack, N. J., to Charles D. Scott
of New York City, Wednesday,
April 26, at Varick Memorial AME
Zion church.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Samuel T. Porter o
Hackensack; and Mr. Scott is the
son of Mrs. Frank Scott of 2320
Hunter ave., Memphis.
Attending the wedding of her son
with Mrs. Scott were Mr. and
Mrs. Calvin Scott, John Scott,
Curtis Scott — all formerly of
Memphis and now residing in New
York City — and Mrs. 011ie Bail-
ey of New Rochelle, N. Y., all
members of the immediate fami-
ly.--
For the double-ring ceremony,
the bride wore a gown of white
satin, overlaid at the empire waist
with chantily lace. Her bridal bou-
quet was of stephanotis centered
with a white orchid.
The bride's attendants were Mrs.
Charles Coleman, matron of lion-
eno;Yts driMnIreo-dafsPenrsao
ter, Edythe Cory, Shine' ,Boone,
Natalie Madden, Jeanette Mayes
quet was of stephanotis centered
ter, Edythe Cory, Shirley Boone I
and Mrs. GodfreyMurrain, brides
maids.
The best man was Ronald New-
some of New York; and serving
as ushers were Calvin Scott,
George Porter, Leon James, Eu-
gene Cowan, jr., Flem Goolsley
and Irving Meyors.
John Scott, the groom's brother,
was the featured soloist.
The new Mrs. Scott is a gradu-
ate of Simmons College at Bos-
ton, Mass.; and she is a bio-chem-
ist at St. Luke's hospital, New
York City. Mr. Scott — a gradu-
ate of Manas High school, is now
a junior in the College of Phar-
macy at Columbia university. He
is the first of his race to hold
the high position of chancellor of
the Delta chapter of Delta Sigma
Theta fraternity, whose members
are doctors, dentists and pharma-
cists. He held the rank of lot
Lieutenant in the United States
Army with service in Korea.
A reception followed the out-
standing nuptials, attended by
friends from the East coast.
Personnel Heads
Stewart, Tennessee A&I university
Mrs. Mattie Harbert, Texas South-
ern university; W. Randle, Arkan-
sas AM&N; C. D. Gillispie, Phi-
lander Smith; Mrs. Mable Crooks,
Mil; J. B. Johnson and W. S.
Weshy, AM&n; W. P. Newbern,
Jackson, Tenn.; Dr. J. W. Sim-
mons and W. L. Malone, Missis-
Clark, Southern University; W. N.
Nix.
ceeding hours,
BREAKFAST FOR MILADY I
' Saturday morning found miladies.
and family groups treking to Cur-
re's for the Annual Breakfast forl
Milady sponsored by graduate
Deltas. Again, it was an over-I
whelming success. . .so manyi
beautiful chapeaux and smart
spring and summer attire... pro.
fusion of prizes. . .smartly pants
clad, sheer skirted Deltas in red ,
monogrammed Delta insignia on!
their white cotton blouses. ,as
they charmingly served the capa-
city crowd. What with prizes,
awards, scholarship presentations,
delightful cuisine and the presen-
tation of the Mother of the Year.
. .it was a wonderful occasion'
. I the perfect prelude to the fol-
lowing Mother's 'nay.
Showing off their new home to
LEMOYNE GREEKS BAN-
QUET — The Pan•Hellenie
Conseil of LeMosne college
Was reSpon,ible for the all.
Greek banquet honoring ne••
phstes and graduating mem-
bers of sororities and fraterni•
boule which will meet in San
Francisco, Calif., August 12-15.
The headquarters for this meet-
ing will be Hotel Whitcomb. Dele-
gates elected were Miss Hazel
Pyles and Miss Utokia Quarles.
Mrs. Carlotta Stewart and Mrs..
Loretta Kateo were elected alter-
nates. A large delegation is ex-
pected to leave from Memphis. .
and after the Soule, Zetas plan
an edttea .onal our of Ilawaii, our
50th state.
New busine of the day WAS
the presenting committee'
chairmen for 1959-60 by the basil-
eus and the welcoming of new
Zetas Mrs. Carlotta Stewart. dy-
namic chairman of Holiday on
Ice, will again head the Holiday
on Ice committee. New Zetas add-
ed to the local roster were Mrs.
;Lillie Threat and two out-of-town-
ties. clockwise, left to right:
Marvelle Folsome, Linda Har-
alson, Marie Edmundson, Shir-
ley Wilson, Mart, Trigg, How-
ard Silos, Morella Reed. La-
Rose Macklin, Harry O. Trip
yin, Geneva Williams, Gertrude
Bostic, Janie Stewart, Ester Mur-
phy, Mary L. Taylor, Mrs. L. F.
Palmer and children, Mesdames
Subina Day, Ophelia Little, Ger-
trude Armstrong, Narcissus Jones,
Rebecca Biram, Gertrude John-
son, Hattie hiarable, Emma Sims,
Berta Elion, P. F. Caruthers, R.
S. Rouhlac, Rosa Norfleet, E. J.
Campbell, Mary E. Murphy;
Also Blanch Seewood, Judy Eil-
and, Alien Franklin, Eliza Mims,
Pauline Taylor, Velma Sherman,
Bettie Edwards, M. M. Dulaney,
Lula Bailey, Dora Williams, Net-
tie Duncan, Parthenia Silmon,
Mrs. Barbara Dickerson, Lillian
• Massey, Irene Gleeden, Miss Min-
nie Payne, Mesdames T. H. 'Wat-
kins. Beulah Lewis and Mrs. Flo-
ra Massey.
ly, Gloria Wade, Robert Rat-
eliffe, Mae Isom Davenport,
Marilyn Watson. Cecil Good-
be, Johnny Watson and Ron-
aid Cunningham. president of
the council — ROLAND pho-
to.
of the association include Dr. J.
B. Jones, vice president and di-
rector of student personnel serv-
ices, Arkansas AM&N college;
Miss Carrie Harrison, dean of
women, Shaw university, secre•
tat3i, and Virginia Nyabonga, pro-
fessor of French, Tennessee A&T
university.
Receptions for the delegates
were given by W. E. Jackson,
and Dr. and Mrs. Kirkendall.
, dean of students at Lane college,
I Others in attendance at the
meeting were W. E. Hughes, New
Madrid, Mo.; Rev. Fred Lofton,
!Owens college; Mrs. Marie Penn,
college;Lane Helen Barron,Mrs. 
Southern university; Mrs. Ella M.
Bennett, Texas Southern universi-
ty; E. Nix, Morgan State college;
J. 0. Harris, jr., Arkansas AM&N
 college; J. V. Ursin, New ()Means,
La.
Rev. Fred Matthews, Mississippi










152 Madison — JA 5-1611
161 So. Main — IA 5.1351
Examined and Supervised
by State Department
of Insurarce and Ranking
THE EVERETTES Mem-
bers of the Everette Social
Club are seen at the decorat-
ed archway featured at the
recent dance held at Foote
Homes Auditorium..Seen left
to right are Mrs. ;attic Jones,
Mrs Dorothy L. arden, Mrs.
(seated in chair) Mrs. Vernia
Vera L. Taylor, president
T. Watkins and Mrs. Gertrude
Wallatte. Seated on floor are
Mrs. Katie M. Hill and Mrs.
Irene Cathey.
Beauty, Glamour Galoix Dazzle
Dancers At Everette 's Frolic
The Everette Social Club held
its annual dance Friday, April 24,
at the Foote Homes Auditorium,
Summers Denies
False Reports
MILFORD, Mass. — UPI) —
The American League's senior
umpire, Bill Summers, denied a
published report that he had been
overruled while officiating in a
high school game here last week.
Summers said a report that he
had been overruled by a regular
high school umpire in the game
was false, and both school officials
and the second umpire agreed.
The report was not carried by
United Press International.
The reports stemmed from an
Incident in the Milford-North'
bridge game played here In
which one of the scheduled um-
pires failed to arrive on time.
Summers, on leave for two
weeks from his American Lea-
gue duties because of Virus,
was seated in the stands In clvi•
lian clothes. Milford coach
Charles Espanet and plate um-
pire Harold Seavey of Framing-
ham prevailed on the Upton,
Mass., resident to fill hi until the
second umpire arrized.
A question arose minutes after
the game started on whether a
player had trapped or caught a
line drive. Plate u,s1pire, Seavey
called the play with Susn'thers con-
curring on the decision. Seavey
Espanet and Summers agreed that
at no time had anyone overruled
the American League's senior urn-
pire in any way.
To Continue
POPLARVII.LE, Miss.—It was
indicated Saturday that the FBI
and other law enforcement agen-
cies apparently plan to keep the
lynching of Mack Charles Parker
under active investigation indefi-
nitely.
Poplarville officials said they
would not be surprised if the FBI
keeps a large force of agents here
working on the case "all sum-
mer" if necessary.
While there were rumors of In-
created activity by the investi-
gators and talk that a break in
the case might be near, there was
nothing from official sources to
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where guests danced to the mu- as and Mrs. Thomas, Mr. and
sic of Rufus Thomas and his
band.
A flower bedecked archway
bearing the glittered name of the
club was the entrance to the audi-
torium, where jables were cen-
tered with floral decorations and
the name of the hosts of the ev-
ening. The Club's table was drap-
ed with smilax and centered with
an arrangements of white gladi-
olus, carnations and snapdragons,
flanked with brass candielabra
holding white tapers. The band-
stand was enclosed with a white
picket fence.
At intermission, members were
introduced, carrying lighted cand-
les, while the band softly played
the club's song, "Trees."
Among the guests attending were
Mr. and Mrs. John Winters, Mr.
and Mrs. Phillip Hill, Mr. and
Mrs. W. II. Banks, Miss Georgia
Curies and Carl Rutherford; Mrs.
Charles Hill, Mrs. Jean Ingram,
Lonnie Williams, Bill Jones, Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde Latham; Richard
Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Har-
dy, Mr. and Mrs. Thurman Hub-
bard, Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Brooks.
Cotton Carnival King Rob. Thom'
Mrs. Roy Payne, Mr. and Mrs.
D. W. Brown, Tyree Harden, Mrs.
Geraldine DeWalt, Mrs. Virgie Wil-
liams, Mrs. Sarah Williams, Mrs.
Musette Hill, Mr. and Mrs. Syl-
vester Hill, Marvin Rushin g,
Charles Pickens and Miss Doefr
thy Gary.
Others were Mrs. Esther-
ine Stribbler, Mrs. Mickey Jack-
son, Mr. and Mrs. Boysie Buggs,
Waymon Buggs, Mrs. Gertie Wit.
lams Mr. and Mrs. Fred Peop-
les, Miss Lenora Thomas and Eu-
gene Johnson, Miss Dorothy Wheel-
er agd Edward Johnson, Mr. and
Mrs. James Parks, Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Dolley, Mr. and Mrs. Cleo
Henderson; Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Patterson, Miss Virgie Butler,
Miss Cora Underwood, Louis
Carter. Louis Strickland, Miss
Joyce Garner, Sam Harris, Mr.
and Mrs. R. B. Williams, Mrs.
Cleotha Winbush, Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Frank Harris, Mrs. Katie
Peoples Lane of Chicago, Ill.; Hub.
her Wallace. Mrs. Barbara Isaac,
Miss Ruby Henderson, Mrs. Edna
Love and many others.
Clubs attending were the Triple





with double-rich PET Milk!
Your family will take new interest in their favor,
ite cereal when you serve it with double-rich,
double-delicious PET Milk. There's good coun-
try cream in every drop of PET Evaporated Milk
: .. lots of luscious richness and creamy flavor.
And isn't it good to know that PET Milk gives
your family twice the nourishment
of ordinary milk? Try it tomorrow
morning, and see why everyone






































































































































































Sc byAnna C. Cooke  
The month of May is filled with
activities, especially for schools.
Both commencement calendars of
events have been announced at
Lane college and ,Merry high witn
some programs taking place on
the same date. But the time ached'
ule should not prevent you from
attending all exercises.
Alumni Day has ooen set for
May 23 (Saturday.) On this day
all alumni of the cAlege in and
out of the city are asked to come
tack for a visit. The Alumni Ban-
quet is set for the evennig of the
23rd honoring classes of "9" in
the College dining hall.
On Suzday, May 24 'tie bacca-
laureate sermon for graduzles will
be given in he college gymnasium
at 11 a. tn. with the pre:Adent's
reception fo:lowing at 5 p. ni. This
reception is given in honor of the
.4 senior class, their pare: ts a n d
3, alumni.
Monday at 10 a ,mence-
ment exercises will be in the gym-
nasium when degrees will be con-
ferred upon the graduates.
' At Merry High school, Class
. Night for the senior class is set
for Thursday, May 21 at 8 p. m.
Vesper services will follow on Sun-
day afternoon. May 24 and the
Commencement exercises will be
Wednesday evening, May 27 at 8
p. m. All activities will be in the
Merry High school gymnatorium.
MAI' WEEK OBSERVED
One of the national observances
of Delta Sigma Theta sorority,
inc.. is that of "May Week" cli-
maxing activities for the fiscal
year. In Jackson, the alumni chap-
ter was entertained in the home
of your scribe on Saturday, May
2 with Soror Daisy Shaw serving
as co-hostess. Business was cut to
*minimum by the president, Sor-r Mildred Hay, for the enjoy-
able social hour.
A part of the business. through,
Included the election of officers
who will he announced and install-
ed at the next meeting.
A menu consisting of Southern
fried chicken, potato salad on let-
tuce, French style beans, apple
rings, stuffed celery and carrot
curls, hot rolls and fruit filled an-
gel cake with cokes was served
buffet from the dining table. Ap-
proximately 20 members were
present and enjoyed a social hour
of whist after the meeting.
PEPPERMINT BALL
Another feature of the May Week
observance was the annual Pepper-
mint Ball on Monday night at the
Supper Club on Highway 45. And
Peppermint it was, for the beauti-
ful array of red and white formals
seen on the dance floor as coup-
les danced to the music of Phil-
lip Reynolds and his orchestra.
Everybody looked so pretty but I
• 'an't help but mention the ex-
•treme standouts at the ball; the
candy stripe dress worn by Mrs.
Rosetta McKissack and the redi
tuxedo worn by Earl Neal, guest'
of the Rawls. from St. Louis, Mo.
Other out-of-towners seen were
Mrs. Fart Neal, nee Baby Rawlsd
formerly of Brownsville. Tenn., and
Miss Bernice Trotter of Memphis,
'Tenn. Of course there were many
from surrounding communities but
we feel as they are a part of
us as many affiliate with Greek
letter organizations which have
headquarters in Jackson.
Peppermint sticks were passed
as souvenirs and large peppermint
canes lined the walls carrying out
the theme of the ball.
' No one seemingly was ready
to go at the end of the ball, but
with the next day being a work
day for most of them, there was
not other alternative; so until May
time next year, the Deltas bidded
good bye-
CIVIC PRIDE MEETS
' The hi-monthly meetings of the
(1)Civic Pride club held inApril werewith Mrs. Pansy Graham and Mrs.
Ada McNeely. Special guest at
the meeting when Mrs. Graham
entertained in her lovely home
was Mrs. Sarah Gibbs, teacher in
Crockett County.
The last meeting was held in
the home of Mrs. Ada McNeely,
president of the club. During the
business part of the meeting a re-
port was given by Mrs. Marie
Penn on the trip to Western State
hospital where she and several
ladies visited on the third Sunday
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The social part of the meeting
was enlightening and enjoyable
when guests played games. Prizes
went to Mrs. Fern Walker a n d
Mrs. Estella Tyson.
SELECT MAY QUEEN
Carlois Jones, fifth grade stu-
dent, was named May Queen of
Washington-Douglas school in a
recent contest.
The young miss was crowned
as a part of May Day activities
of the Jackson city schools at the
fairgrounds. Her sponsors were
Mrs. Bessemer Bowen, Mrs. Amel-
ia Hawthorne and Mrs. Katie
Jones along with all patrons of
the school.
Her attendants included Camille
Day, sixth grade student and Clara
Moore of the seventh grade. The
Queens crowned from other schools
were June Snowden from South
Jackson elementary school. Bobbie
Ruth Pettis from Lincoln element-
ary school and Elizabeth Hearns
from Merry High school. The plait-
ing of the May pole along with
the queen ceremonies climaxed the
exciting day of track athletics and
soft ball games with contests be-
ing held in the lower elementary,
upper elementary and high school
departments.
INITIAL BANQUET
The recently organized "M" Club
at Merry high school is sponsor-
ing ,he first Athletic Banquet Fri-
day, May 22. This affair is for
present athletes and former play-
ers of eithe football, basketball,
baseball or tr ck. Tickets for the
banquet, at svi ch time some form-
er and pres t players will be
honored. m be secured from the
office of ,The principal at Merry
High sc ool for one dollar. It is
sincereW hoped that this affair will
be pre ented annually, will become
a ho ecoming for (many Merry.
ites.
Another ust on your calendar
is the presentation of The Southern
Serenaders on May 15 in the Mer-
ry High school gymnasium. Cur-
tain time is 8 p. m. and T. R.
White, director, says there will be
new songs, new dances and new





By WILLIAM J. EATON
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The
Government was expected to re-
port ysterday that unemployment
fell by more than 700,000 in April
to the lowest level since Decem-
ber, 1957.
At the same time, total employ-
ment was reported to have in-
creased by nearly 1,200,000 to ex-
ceed 65 million and set an April
record!
The sharp improvements in the
nation's job picture were to be
announced at a news conference
by the Labor department.
DROP WELCOMED
The drop in the number of job-
less workers would be the great-
est monthly decline since before
the recession. It was especially
welcomed by Adiminstration of-
ficials who have been concerned
about the failure of employment
to keep pace with the general
business upturn.
Unemployment dropped by
387.000 in March to 4.362,000 otter
holding steady for nearly four
months, discounting seasonal fac-
tors.
More jobs in construction, sum-
mer resorts and farming along
with a pickup in the manufactur-
ing industries hardest hit by the
recession contributed to the Ap-
ril improvement.
INDICATES JUMP
Joblessness — reported at
3,374,000 in December, 1957 —
jumped to 4,500,000 the next
month and has never fallen be-
low 3,805.000 since then. Tt hit a
peak of 5,437,000 last June.
One sign of the trend was
evident in the latest Government
report on unemployment insur-
ance. The Labor department said
the number of workers drawing
jobless benefits fell to a new 1959
low of 1,724.600 in the week ended
April 25. This was nearly half the
number on benefit rolls a year
ago at the bottom of the reces-
sion.
The declines were reported
from every state. Even long-de-
pressed Michigan had workers
called back to their jobs
'BOY WONDER' MARRIES—
Seen cutting their wedding
cake at the reception which
marked their wedding of Sun-
day. May 3, at St. Peter Good
Samaritan Church, Elder and
Mrs. J. 1.. ('Little Boy Won-
der') Gardner pose with mem-
bers of the bridal party. Left
to right are little Deborah
Cherry, flower girl; Miss
Miss Elizabeth Dawson
Wed U'o Young Minister
Elder J. L. Gardner, known as
the 'Little Boy Wonder' from Chi-
cago, Ill., was married in an out-
standing ceremony to the former
Miss Elizabeth Dawson of Gary.
Ind., Sunday. May3. at St. Peter
Good Samaritan Church, 82 Ran-
dle St., Memphis. Rev, R. C. Cren-
shaw, pastor of Greater Harvest
Baptist church, officiated.
Given in marriage by F. J, Ru-
bin, the bride was lovely in a gown
of white satin featuring a satin
bowed bodice and long tapered
sleeves. The voluminous skirts
which extended into a demi-train
featured an iridescent sequinned
net over-skirt worn over full petti-
coats. Her fingertip veil fell from a
flowered circlet; and her accessor-
ies were of matching satin. She
carried a bouquet of white carna-
tions.
Attending the bride was Mrs.
Geneva 0. Cherry, the maid of
honor, who wore a blue evening
,gown. The bridesmaids were Miss
Emma Lee Nichols, Miss Beverly
Nichols and Miss Lorene Davis
who wore formal dresses of pink
and blue. Their carnation b o
quets were tinted to match the
pink or blue of their dresses.
Serving as flower girl was little
Miss Deborah Cherry, who wore a
dress of pink nylon, a white hat
with colored flowers, white gloves,
patent shoes and carried a basket
of assorted colored flowers.
I,ittle Danny Cherry was the
train bearer.
Serving Elder Gardner as best
man was Odell Cherry; while Na•
thaniel Lewis, James Charles
Wright and John Rawlings were
ushers. Their white tuxedo coats
were highlighted with red acces-
sories.
The groom's white formal suit
was of Imported ivory linen
featuring satin lapels.
RECEPTION FOLLOWS
A reception followed at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Rubin,
where a wedding cocktail supper
was served the scores of guests
who attended both the wedding
and reception. Reception hostesses
were Mrs. Beatrice Rubin, Mrs.
Alma Williams, Mrs. Lenora Dav-
idson, Mrs. Hattie Mae Matthew,
Mrs. Bettie Marmon and Miss De-
lores Miller.
The bride's table featured a tier-
ed cake ceautifully decorated with
pink and blue roses.
Many lovely gifts, telegrams
and special messages were be-
stowed upon the popular gospel
singer and his lovely bride.





The birthdays of seven mom•
born of the staff of the Dunbar
elementary school were celebrat
ed recently at Tony's Inn, and
large number of their friend,
were present tor the gala occa-
sion.
Birthday celebrants induct- I
ed Mrs. Mildred Carver, the prin-1
cipal; Mrs. Charlene Mallory,
Miss Addie B. Jackson, Mrs.
Jean Hamilton, Miss Mattie
Holmes, Miss Evelyn Turner. Mrs.
Dorothy Baker, and the cafeteria
manager, Mrs. Thelma Tate.
Other members of the Dunbar
faculty included Miss Olga Jean
Black, Miss Sarah Jeanette Cole.
man, Mrs. Ruby Jean Lewis, Mrs.
Louise Jones, Miss Marie Brad-
ford, Miss Beulah Thompson, Mrs.
Margaret Boone, Mrs. Montine
Webb, Mrs. Margaret Cade, Mrs.
Mavis Gholston and Mrs. Mar-
jorie Laney;
Also present were Mrs. Helen
Hook s, principal of Walker
Ave., school, Mrs. Mattie Ward,
Miss Geraldine Pope, Mrs. Nettie
Tate, Mrs. Elizabeth Russell, Mrs.
Mary L. Lane and Mrs. Mary
Cannon.
And Mrs. Cleora Neale, M r s.
Jewell Clark, Mrs. Rebecca Tate,
Mrs. Careda Williams, Mrs. Eve.
lyn Means, Mrs. Mildred H a II,
Mrs. Ruth Coulter, Mrs. Loretta
Crucher, Mr. and Mrs. C. McCar





Mrs. Marie J. Nichols of Clarks-
dale, Miss., has announced the en-
gagement of her daughter Miss
Robbie Lee Nichols to Irvin E.
Abram, son of John B. Abrams,
Sr., and the late Mrs. Abrams of,
Clarksdale. The bride-to-be andi
her fiance are former Clarksdal-
huts now residing in Detroit, Mich.
A July wedding Is planned.
Words of the Wise
A great many people think
they are thinking when they
are merely rearranging their
prejudices.
— (1111311am Jaime
Beverly Nicholas, John Rowi-
ng. Mrs. Gene‘a 0. Cherry,
matron of honor; Odell cher-
ry, jr.. best man; Elder and
Mrs. Gardner; Miss E as in a
Lee Nicholas, Nathaniel Lew'
Is, Miss Lorene Davis a n ii
James Charles Wright. The
bride is the forivr Miss Eli-
zabeth Dawson of Gary, Ind.




The Memphis Alumnae Chapter
of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority,
Inc ., presented their annual
''Breakfast For Milady.- Saturday,
May 9, at Curries Club Tropicana.
Beginning at 10 a. us. the capaci-
ty filled audience was a scene of
expectant' excitement es score of
smartly dressed ladies and family
groups awaited the unfolding of
the program which consisted of or-
gan melodies and activities which
ran the gamut from fashions to
community recognitions for schol-
arship and the announcement of
the Delta 1959 'Mother of the Year.'
The breakfast menu, consisting
of Delta Sigma Theta inspired
juice, fried chicken, grits, butter-
ed rolls and jelly, doughnuts and
coffee was heightened with the gay
repartee which existed from sing-
ing "Breakfast for Milady" gongs.
. . . the acknowledgement of cor-
sages by Mrs. Marion Gibson .. .
and Fashions for Milady with Mrs.
Addle Owen as the commentator.
The organ melodies were played
by Miss Charlotte Brooks. T he
three part fashion show involved
three showings of town and coun-
try, play and afternoon and cock-
tail fashions, handled, in addition
to Mrs. Owen by Miss Rosa Rob-
inson and Mine Minerva Hancock.
Two outstanding highlights long
anticipated unfurled . as Miss
Grace Collins proudly announced
the '59 Mother of the Year, well-
known Mrs. James T. Chandler,
wife of the Universal Life Ins. Co.
personnel director, J. T. Chand-
ler, and the mother of Mrs. Helen
Howard Chandler, Mrs. Erdyne
C. Shelby, Horace Chandler,
C. Corley and J. T. Chandler, jr.
Awards were made to the win-
ners of the 1959 Junior Miss Con-
test by Miss Lottie Brooks won
by Miss Jacqueline Gibson, repre-
senting Porter Junior High school,
who was awarded $200; Miss Re-
gina Thigpen who represented Mel-
rose high school, who was awarded
UN; and third place winner. Miss
Georgia Phillips of Manassas high
school, who was awarded $50.
Doing a superb job as H. C.
was Delta president Mrs. Harriette
Walker . . a smart study in
beige and white, and Miss Maggie
McDodwell, who asnisted, who
wore a lovely spring-hued print
dress and matching accessories.
The stellar event was permeated
with hilarity inspiring girmick
and prize awards . . . including
gifts for the following categories;
first lady present, youngent moth-
sgerr, youngest mother with largest
number of children, lucky number
holders, occupants of scattered let-
tered chairs, which when found
spelled out Delta Sigma Theta;
tallest lady, shortest lady, oldest
lady, person coming from the re-
motest distance, wearers of the
most unusual hat (Mrs. Vienna
Christian) . . . and the prettiest
hat wearer of the largest shoe and
the smallest shoe, youngest bride
By MARJORIE I. ULEN I present lady most recently MIT-
, the lady present who was hoseless,
'the oldest retired principal (J. Plans June Wedding
A. Ilayes who also won a prize
for being the oldest man present) Miss Cynthia Green will become ton, Mr. th'infrey is the sin of




Blister, Peel or Mildew!
You Should Try
H. A. CARROLL & CO.
Herbert Streuli Walter Streuli
234 Gayosn at Wellington JA 3-1626
AM 1283 Hollywood Near Chelsea
MISS GREEN to be June
Bride — Announcement is
made today by Mr. and Mrs.
Richard H. Green of the en-
gagement of their daughter,
Miss Cynthia Green to Harold
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 11
Sat., May 16, 1959
Winfrey. The prominent roll-
pie will be married on June
to at Metropolitan Baptist
church; the wedding will be
an outstanding es ent of the.
season.
ried, lady driving oldest m el car
Miss Cynthia Green
. . . The list ran on and on. • • the bride of Ilarold Winfrey on
including the teen-ager with the June 10 at Metropolitan Baptist
prettiest hair style . . . the teen-
ager with the most unusual shoes
— ad infinitum, in categories.
The prizes were lovely . . . of
all descriptions, including jewelry,
accessories, drinks, household lin-
ens, canned goods, cosmetics . . .
and others too numerous to de-
tail.
The annual Delta collegiate schol-
arship was awarded to Miss Hazel
E. Abron, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Abron, Mrs. Abron a
Delta member.
The wonderful morning closed on
the profuse thanks and apprecia-
tion expressed by Mrs. Beulah Wit-
hams — thus ringing down t h e
curtain on the annual pre-Mother's
event which has taken its
lace in our community as a dis•
tibet institution.
Members of the Breakfast Com-
mittee were: Miss Elsie E. Thom-
as, chairman; Miss Ch arlotts
Brooks, co-chairman; Miss Grace
Collins and Mrs. Frances Hooks,
'Mother of the Year; Mrs. Addle
D. Jones and MISS Lottie Brooks,
"Jr. Miss" Contest; Mrs. Maxine
Smith and Mrs, Dorothy Evans,
Souvenir Program; Mrs. Annie L.
Willis and Miss Geraldine P o p e,
finance: Mrs. Anne M. Greene and
Mrs. Evelyn Knox, service. Mrs.
Addie S. Owens and Mrs. Gladys
M. Greece, fashions; Mrs. Ouita
Brown and Miss Geraldine An.
demon, prizes; Mrs. Bernice
Abron and Miss Ramel Ed-
dins, foor preparation; Mrs. Li-
la Dumas and Mrs. Bernice Sims,
decoration; Mrs. Ruby Gadison
and Mrs. Mary Collier, publicity;
church. Her parents are Mr. and
Mrs. Richard IL Green. She is the
granddaughter of Mrs. Eva llama-
and Mrs. Leola Gilliam and Miss
Maggie McDowell, program.
Drawing much attention through-
out the lovely morning were the
charming members of the sorori-
ty who served as waitresses . .
wearing smart pima cotton white
blouses with red monogrammed
Greek insignia for Delta Sigma
Theta, black capri pants with sheer
black over-skirtn and red cummer-
bunds.
This was indeed an occasion
handled in its entirety by the mem-
bers of the organization, who rend-
ered many hodrs of preparation
and who enjoyed every moment of
the affair which saw them doing
a hercrlean job of serhing with
gorgeohs smiles the large patron-
age which has reshlted from the
good will which emanates from
thin delightful affair.
The bride-elect is a graduate oi
Booker T. Washington lligh school
and West Virginia State college,
She has done graduate study at
the Ohio State university. She was
presented to Memphis society at
the first debutante presentation of
the Memphis Alumni chapter ol
Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity, While
in college she was a member of
the Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority,
the college dance group, the dors
mitory council and the Interna-
tional Relations club. She was chow
en Miss Water-Lily and an attend.
ant to Miss Alpha Kappa Alpha
during her senior year.
She is now teaching physical edtb
cation at Booker T. Washington.
Mr. Winfrey is a graduate of Ma.
nassas High school and Tennessee
State university, where he graduat-
ed with honors. During his college
career he was a memher of the
university band, glee club, the Al-
pha Kappa Mum honorary fraternis
ty, and the Alpha Phi Alpha frit.
ternity. He is now teachinng art at
Melrose high school.
RECONDITIONED AND GUARANTEED
TV SETS — $29.95 UP
TV Service Calls • • - $2.50
E-Z TERMS ON SHOP REPAIRS




Just as lotions and creams
protect your beauty, "Lysol"
protects your daintiness!
For douching with
"Lysol" stops odor by killing
odor-causing germs. You know
you can't offend!
Yet new "Lysol" is mild.
Can't harm you. Leaves you
sweet and clean!
Discover new daintiness.
Use "Lysol" brand disinfectant
regularly—and be sure of your
daintiness!
For free booklei
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'''Belafonte Stars In Picture He Produced
ABOVE ARE SCENES from
pis, "The World, The Flesh
• , And The Devil" starring Her•
ry Belafonte with Inger Stev-
ens and Mel Ferrer. Number
one shows lnger's expression
when she suddenly is confront-
ed with fact she is no longer
alone on earth after atomic
Belafonte's first Picture
As Producer-Star Is Tops
; Harry Belafonte has come up
with a picture opening May 14 at
Woods theater that is doubly im-
portant. It is the most fantastic
picture ever filmed and is the first
big Hollywood rele a se to be
screened with a sepian (Belafonte)
as star and co-producer.
One of the most remarkable film
dramas ever made, "The World,
the Flesh and the Devil- tells the
financial district, Fifth Avenue,
Times Square, the Battery, Cero
tral Park, the George Washington
Bridge and Lincoln Tunnel would
look if the entire population had
disappeared.
Although Belafonte's role in the
picture is entirely dramatic, he
sings two songs. "Fifteen" (the
film's theme song) and "Gotta
Travel On."
"The World, the Flesh and the
Devil" marks the debut of Bela-
fonte's own production company.
HarBel Productions, which made
the film jointly with Sol C. Siegel
for MGM release. It was directed
by Ranald MacDougall from his
own screen play, and was produc-
ed by George Englund.
- story of the only three survivors B. .
in New York City after the earth is For Pix 'Rights''has been given a death-dealing
With the entire cast comprising To Porgy n
portrayed by Harry Belafonte, In-
Nonly these three people, they are
ger Stevens and Mel Ferrer. Be-
lafonte plays an Alleghany coal
miner who, after he narrowly es-
capes being entombed in a collaps-
ed mine following the blast of
Radioactive Sodium Isotope,
- . makes hfg .way to New York to
find it a deserted ghost city. He is
now Emperor of New York, free to
live in any of its apartments or
hotels, to possess anything in its
varied shops.
dose of Isotope poisoning. " Bess Hit
But now Miss Stevens appears
on the scene, and soon after an ex-
hausted Mel Ferrer arrives, hav-
ing made his way from Peru in a
Diesel powered boat. What hap-
pens to these three people, their
seemingly hopeless attempt to
bring order out of the chaos of
HOLLYWOOD — One of the rea-
sons it took over 10 years to clear
legal obstacles to the filming of
Samuel Goldwyn's ''Porgy a n d
Bess," which has its world Pre-
miere at the Warner Theatre on
Broadway on June 24th, was the
number of bids received for the
motion picture rights.
According to Ira Gershwin, who
with author DuBose Heyward
dow of the author, and the New
York Theatre Guild, who share
the rights with him and his broth-
er's estate, received many more
than he did. Which, according to
Ira Gershwin, would bring the to-
tal to well over 300 bids for the
motion picture rights. ,
One of the bids was ialaced by
Otto Preminger, who withdrew
from the competition when he
learned that Mr. Goldwyn was al-
so after the rights. And in a typi-
wrote the lyrics for George Gers',-
win's immortal songs, he himself cally 
Hollywood ending, Mr. Pre-
had over 90 bids; he estimates minger, years later, wound up as
that Mrs. DuBose Heyward, wi- the director of "Porgy and Peso."
wipeout destroying the world.
Then Inger and Harry discuss
belief that they are only two
persons surviving, Ts lie
shows Harry presenting Inger
with flowers that show life is
By AL MONROE
NOW THAT COLUMBIA pictures
owns rights to film version of "A
Raisin In The Sun," only thing left
is signing Sidney Poitier and Clau-
dia McNeal for roles they created
in stage version. — CLAUDIA
HAS INDICATED she's available.
— POITIER MUST re-arrange his
"after Broadway" schedule to be-
come available.-11E IS SCHED-
ULED for two films, one a Eu-
ropean release as early as possi-
ble. — ALL THAT TALK about
Sinatra and Sammy Davis, Jr..
being so far apart WENT DOWN
the drain last week when the stars
appeared on same stage and talked
as of old. — SEEMS THE "PUB-
LIC" that made more noise about
a feud than either of the princi-
pals expected more to happen than
the stars did when they eventually
met.
• • •
PEARL BAILEY closed Tivoli
theatre Thursday night and open-
ed next morning at Apollo theatre
in New York. — DEMOLITION OF
THE old Grand theatre by Land
Clearance past week was quite an
event. GRAND THEATRE was an
old landmark in Chicago and the
scene of spotlighting of some of
the greater names in show bust
ness back in twenties. — SUCH
GREATS AS S. H. Dudley. Jr.,
their depopulated world, and the Eli a Fitzgerald Stealspersonal conflicts involved in thestrange triangle makes for a re-
markable drama of unremittingl
suspense.
More Programs AbroadAmong the film's unusual se.quences is that in which Ferrer
pursues Belafonte through the de-
serted streets of the city with the
intention of killing him, one of the
most eerie hide-and-seek thrills
ever filmed.
Much of the footage of 'The
World, the Flesh and the Devil"
was shot on location in New York,
with remarkable photography pre-
senting a picture of how the city's
LONDON — Ella Fitzseraid, as sat Hall, Rank Theatre and other
might be expected is stealing the sites.
JATP arrived here from Berlin
this week to find the city billed
to the very brink. Advertisements
Miss Fitzgerald received terrif-; predicted local music lovers would
ic response for her every appear- see and hear the greatest stars of
ance before the mike during jazz ever to arrive from America.
groups' concerts at Royal Festi• This is partly true. Certainly such
show at all concerts staged here
with the Norman Granz Jazz at
Philliarmonic starier.
artists as Miss iitzgerald. Gene
Krupa and trio; Oscar Peterson
trio; Lou Levy Quartet that ac-
companies Ella and others on bill
rate among the greatest. However
many of the artists appearing on
the bill have appeared here be-
fore.
JATP is first of a series of jazz
promotions to be seen over here
during the current season. Among
those already booked are Chris
Barber. Gerry Mulligan, Benny.
Goodman, Max Roach quintet, Din -
Sarah Vaughan, Diahann Carroll,
Ethel Waters, TV Spotlighters'
zy Gillespie, Louis Satcho Arm-
strong and many others.
European admirers of American
music, especially of jazz variety re Doing'A
When Sarah N'aughan appeared to be seen on nation's screens for, medley will include such favorites generally know what artists' con-
on the Steve Allen television pro- next seven days.
gram (NBC-TV) Sunday night she Miss Vaughan will be followed Is Just a Thing Called
became the first in a trio of greats by Ethel Waters, one of the "St.Louis Blues."
world's great actresses and singers
, who will guest star on the Ten-
nessee Ernie show Thursday night.
Miss Waters will be making one
st of her infrequent visits before the
television screens.
Next Sunday night Diahann Car-
roll will sing on the Steve Allen
show hitting NBC-TV (channel 5
:4 in Chicago) for her fifth appear-
ance on television within a month
She has been seen and heard on
the Jack Paar show twice and
the Garry Moore show within span
of few weeks.
Sarah Vaughan in her most
unique style sang "Misty" and
"Just One of Those Things" on the
Allen show Sunday night. She was
roundly applaused and might have
come hack for an encore had time
permitted.
Miss Carroll likewise is schedul-
ed for a trio of tunes. However
what she will sing has not been
announced as we go to press. A
trio of tunes have been chosen
but the usual clearance is requir-
ed before they can be scheduled on
the program. Whatever Diahann
sings of course will be terrific.
She is one of the great artists of
our time.
Ethel Waters will sing the title
song from her Broadway hit show
"Cabin in the Sky." Host Ernie will
Join in a medley of her hits as
they sit in rocking chairs against
a New Orleans background. The
SALEM VAT WHITLEY and J.
Homer Tull, Miller and Lyles, Eth-
el Waters, Florence Mills, Brick-
top Smith, Evelyn Preer and many
others appeared on stage at some
time or other during the decade
just after First World War. ONLY
celebration equaling last week's
demolition of the theatre was the
cutting down of Harlem's "Tree Of
Hope."
• • •
EVEN THOUGH Johnny Mathis
is playing to jammed houses at
Chez Paree here in Chicago man-
agement must wish the THOU-
SANDS WHO wait around outside
the cafe for the star's signature
when he arrives for work were
customers. — MATHS WILL
TOUR other parts of midwest (as
far as Pittsburgh) and then hie
off for tour abroad. — SPEAK-
ING OF THE Grand theatre that
was torn down this week IT
BOASTED TWO of the tops in
unique ways. — EVELYN PREER
who appeared there with old La-
fayette Players was one of the
prettiest femmes ever to grace the
American stage and the longhair
"championship" goes to Gertrude
Saunders who appeared on stage
as singing star a number of times.
NAT KING COLE and wife Ma-
ria, due back from Tour of South
America this week but may re.
main out of the country for "few
concerts in Cuba" now that things
are quiet in Castroville. DI.
AHANN CARROLL, spotlighted on
television quite frequently, returns
to airwaves Sunday night via the
Steve Allen show WHEN SHE'LL
JOIN George Gobel, Vaughan Mon-
roe and Cadet Choir from Pensa-
cola, Fla., as Steve's guest. —
TELEVISION VIEWERS are won-
dering what happened to' nix Lio-
nel Hampton from the Ed Sullivan
show May 3 after he had been an-
nounced as one of the guests. —
REGAL THEATRE'S NEXT stage
show will be May 29, a rock 'n
roll thing starring Clyde McPhatter
and Erskine Hawkins' band.
SARAH VAUGHAN DIAHANN CARROLL
'flat tars
as "Stormy Weather," "Happiness certs to attend. This is due to two AI
Joe" and things. First many of the greats
have been here before. Another
reason is the appearance of their
recordings on the scene. Many
recording stars in America en-
joy best selling claims for their
efforts over here.
The favorites? That would be
hard to say. Numerous greats of
jazz are popular over here and
attract large crowds when appear-
ing personally. They also rate the





NEW YORK — Once again, the
globetrotting Golden Gate Quar-
tet will take off for an overseas
tour. Orlandus Wilson, Clyde Rid'
dick, and Clyde Wright will join
Caleb Ginyard and Glen Burgess
who are vacationing in Sweden.
The boys will leave the U S.
• • •
The very attractive and very tal-
ented Elsie Smith and Willene Bar-
ton quartet really belt out a tune
on their saxophones as this rhy-
thm-rockin' combo perfiirms night-
ly at Red Randolph's Shalimar in
NYC. The Quartet began a two.
week engagement.
Verna White, Circle Artists new
discovery and future star, just
completed a very successful week
The United Presa-Internationaa
list of top 10 tunes this week finds
Baby Cortez' number "The Happy
Organ" in sixth place.
The top ten rate in this order:
"Kansas City" by Wilbert Harris.
on; "Kookie Kookie" disced by
Edward Byrnes: "Only You," by blow his big horn at Yito's in Not
Frank Pourcel; "Quiet Village folk, Va. Red holds the spotlight
through the 19th of May.by Martin Denny, "Sorry. I Ran
All The Way Home," by The I'm.
pals, -The Happy Organ.- by
Cortez, "Pink Shoelaces" Docile
Stevens, "Dream Lover," Bobby
Darin, "A Teenager." by Dion and
the Belmonts; "Battle of New Or-
leans," Johnny Horton.
at New York's Apollo. She is nos'
at the Howard in Washington. and
will sing in Baltimore, May 8th
at the Royal.
• • •
Big Red Prysoek continues to
returning to this earth in many
respects. Finally the celebra•
lion with Harry entertaining
Inger with real food, meat ables that ha) e started
from surviving fowl and %eget* grow again.
t
The Belafonte Jackpot!
Waiter To Pix Producer
Harry Belafonte who is making
his debut as a film producer is a
most unique individual. And his
career dating back over decade of
activity in a variety of specula-
tions is just as unique.
In the early 1950's, Belafonte, a
fairly well-known "pop" singer,
opened a restaurant in New York's
Greenwich Village. He was unhap-
py with the way his career was be-
ing channeled and had decided to
give up show business.
The atmosphere in the restau-
rant was informal. Frequently old
friends would drop around, some-
one would produce a guitar and a
community sing would result. It
was during these informal song-
fests that Belafonte discovered an
immense feeling of satisfaction in
singing folk songs. And it marked
his return to show business.
"Previously, everyOne had me
typed as a crooner," he says, "but
when I returned as a folk singer,
I was singing with meaning. I was
doing songs I enjoyed and it en-
abled me to improve as a perform-
er."
Moreover, the restaurant busi-
ness was not the easy life Bela•
fonte had pictured. "We worked
24 hours a day." he says. "Now,
whenever I get tired on a movie
set or go on a strenuous personal
appearance tour, I think back to
the dish washing, cooking and wait-
ing on tables." .„
Walkin' Willie and Jewell Bryn
ner still rockIn' the HI Hat Club
in Pittsburgh until May 18.
. . •
The Fiestas record of "So Fine"
Jumped from 8 to 28, last week.
Belafonte's meteoric success
since his return to show business
started when he signed a recording
contract with RCA Victor. The con-
tract has since been changed to
guarantee him $1,000,000 over the
next ten years. He is the only re-
cording artist to have this setup.
Belafonte was also the first sin-
gle entertainer ever to make a
long-playing album that sold over
a million copies.
The star's varied fields of inter-
est now have stretched to his own
independent production company,
which is half partner in "The
World, the Flesh and the Devil,"
an off-beat drama co-starring Bel-
afonte, Inger Stevens and Mel
Ferrer. Telling the story of this
only three survivors in New York
City after an atomic blast, it was
produced by Sol C. Siegal and
afonte's Har-Bel Productions el,
pany, for Mum release.
Although he has appeared in only
three films previous to "The
World, the Flesh and the Devil,"
("Bright Road," in which he made
his motibn picture debut at MGM
in 1953, "Carmen Jones" and "Is-
land In the Sun") Belafonte is not
exactly an acting neophyte.
"It's not generally known," he
says, "but I studied with the group
at the American Negro Theatre and
also at the Dramatic Workshop in
New York, where I worked with
Marlon Brando and Tony Curtis."
Clyde McPhatter Own
Rival For Disc Hits
NEW YORK — Never did sing-
er Clyde McPhatter expect to have
a situation like this: what other
performer can boast of himself as
a5,riva I.
Wiien the swinging balladier ink-
ed a $50,000 royalty guarantee con-
tract with the MGM record label
recently he left behind a stack
of unreleased discs at Atlantic rec-
ord firm where he first rose to
fame six years ago. Rushing in.
MGM's studios he waxed a doz
tunes which they're now releasing.
However, his Atlantic records
continued to be jukebox sellers
and today he finds • his "Lovey
Dovey" tune on that label in di-
rect competition with "I Told My-
self A Lie"
Sock Duke Ellington Musk Score
Highlights Kathy Grant Picture
HOLLYWOOD — Kathy Grant,
actress wife of Bing Crosby, joins
James Stewart and Lee Lemick
in creating the main roles in Co-
lumbia's picture "Anatomy of a
Murder" directed by Otto Preming-
er but the musical score is "brain
child" of Duke Ellington,
The Duke not only wrote the mu-
sical score but along with t w o
other members of his band also
:
DUKE ELLINGTON
appears in the picture. and Miss Grant and Ellington the
The highly dramatic role pre- nceast jienscelpudnesx Bel\n.eleGna.zzara. Ar
sents Miss Grant as the mSster- thur O'Connell and Boston attor•
-
ious Mary Pliant, a reluctant and 
y 
evasive witness at the murder
trial of her supposed lover. Testi-
mony elicited by defense attorney
Stewart later reveals that she is
actually the victim's daughter. In




The Al Benson show on stage
at Regal theatre (closing May 14)
is one of the fastest and most
tuneful attractions ever to hit the
southside. Appearing in person are
[Jackie Wilson, sensational Bruns-
wick records recording star; Sil
Austin and his famous Mercury
gi records orchestra; Etta James.
s, popular songstress; Lorenz Ales
andria, The sparkling Eldorado,
and the popular Channels.
Adding a new note to the stagy
festivities, meastro Al Benson in
troduced a delightful new novelty
In the smart, svelte forms of The,
Six Benson Beauties.
A special added "in person" at
traction is Sarah McLawler and
her fabulous trio. Luscious Miss
McLawler arrives on the Regal
stage direct from a record smash-
ing seven week engagement in Las
Vegas.
NYU Will Honor Pair
From Morgan College
BALTIMORE, Md. Two Mot,
gan State college professors who
have received doctoral degrees
within the past year from,. New
York university were honored at
the 228th Founders Day Honors
Convocation of the institution re-
cently.
Dr. Theresa Kennedy Brown, as-
sistant professor of home econom-
ies, and Dr. Ulysses S. Stubs. jr.,
received Certificate of Achieve-



































































































25th National Insurance Wee
Human Life Deemed Of Less Value
Than Property, Statistics Show
Apparently we human beings
think more of the property we
have acquired than of ourselves
or our immediate families. Does
this shock you? — Make you in-
dignant?
Statisticians who work full time
at digging out such amazing facts
inform us that property values
are far more adequately insured
against losses than human life
valuts. This means — in simple
Jan.:nage — tat a man w m owns
a i30,000 home is more likely to
carry enough fire insurance to
cover its full value in case it
burns down than he is to carry
$30,000 worth of life insurance. I
If you asked him why this is,
he could not explain it. Could such
a man tell you with a straight
face that his own life is not worth
$30,000 to him? What do you think
his wife would say he was worth
to her and the children? Here is
a paradox difficult to understand
—esprcially when property values,
are produced by human lives.
Why insure the product and not
the plant? This, indeed, is the
S4.000 question in life insurance.
ORIGINAL PURPOSE
The original purpose of the first
life insurance policy of record,
written way back in 1583, was to
insure the value of the life of one
William Gibbons of London, Eng-I
land because of his death
would mean someone would suf-
fer a financial loss and, converse-
Illoy, would realize a financial gainI he continued to live.
Such a purpose is logical and
easy • to understand. But in prac-
tice down through the centuries
it has not followed through.
Prior to the first policy written
on a human life, numerous meth-
ods of insuring property values
were devised and consistently
practiced. So it is today. As soon
as a man acquires a home—or a
nice car — he immediately con-
tacts an agent or insurance corn.
pany —seeking to cover it against
loss or damage.
But - when he acquires a wife
or when a new baby ix born, does
he seek out a life insurance





agent or walk into a life insur-
ance company office to buy in-
surance to protect their lives? Sta-
tistics prove that he does not.
Again, why?
COMMON PROBLEM
In view of the fact that all civil-
ized mankind must face the com-
mon problem of survival, will
anyone dispute the contention that
the most acceptable means Lii
through obtaining financial secur-
ity? For the average individual,
life insurance is the fastest, saf-
est and most direct means of ob-
taining a measure of financial se-
curity because almost "by the
stroke of a pen" a man can ac-
quire an estate for himself and
his family.
To save a like amount out of his
salary check in a given time
would be impossible.
Yet, recent statistics reveal that
75 percent of the men and 95 per
cent of the women in America car-
ry less than $5,000 of life insur-
ance, individually. Measured
against "disposable income" this
fact reveals again that human be-
ings do not value very highly
their own economic lives.
Would you "sell" your own
economic future for a total of.
what you earned in 17 months?!
Unlikely. A very recent survey un-1
All t\ TA LIFE Insurance
Company supervisor, A. J.
Lewis, right, points a finger
with pride as he shows J. L.
covered this amazing dispropor-
tion of life insurance owned as
compared to disposable income.
The lack of adequate insurance
on the economic value of the hu-
man life is the root of . nearly all,
serious family financial problems.
Our public welfare systems a n d
I other charitable institutions a r e
hard-pressed to find ways a n d
means of providing subsistence'
for the thousands of fatherless
' children, widows, orphans a n d
the aged.
Life insurance purchased at the
right time could have prevented
some of such cases from becom-
ing public problems.
Did you know that life insur-
ance — the mere buying of a pol-
icy — can, in addition to paying
the funeral expenses (the most
familiar purskse of life insurance)
pay, off all other outstanding
debts; provide & widcw and her
Children with a monthly income—
ev enough to send the children
to col ege; pay off any mortgage
o your home; set up an enter-
itency fund; give dependent aged
parents a monthly income; pro-
vide funds to fatten your social
security income upon retirement
create, conserve and properly
distribute a personal estate f o r
you, and if you are in business,
can help you to build and pre-
serve it with the necessary finan-
cial protection.
Why, then do financial problems
solvable by life insurance continue
to multiply and plague our socie-
We in the life insurance indus-
try have concluded that the an.
swer may well be found in a para-
phrase of this quotation: "If the
pupil has not learned, the teacher
has not taught." — If people have
not learned to solve their finan-
cial problems through adequate
evaluation of their own economic
lives, the life insurance industry
has not clearly revealed the sim-
ple solution.
Gaston, also a supervisor at
Atlanta, and Mrs. M. A. John-
son, center, the financial
climb of the company during
the past year. Mrs. Johnson
was named the top agent of
the Memphis branch of the
insurance firm. (Staff Photo)
Atlanta Life Insurance Co.
526 Beale Street JA. 6-1027
Employees On The Memphis District
Lee, Geovie W., Manager
Sartin, S. S., Assistant Manager
Watson, E. L., Supervisor
Mrs. Bowen, Alma Supervisor
Mrs. Johnson, Ellen, Clerk
Lewis, A. J., Supervisor
Gaston, J. L., Supervisor
Mrs. Rhodes, B. B., Cashier
Mrs. Buchanan, Iva M., Clerk
Mrs. Turner, Annie, Clerk
Mrs. Anderson, Dorothy
Mr. Becton, Charles R.
Mr. Coppagege, W. F.
Mr. Hyter, James
Mrs. Johnson, Margaret
Mr. Logan, Al. Jr.
Mr. Moseley, William
Mr. Nicholson, F.
Mrs. Perkins, A. C.
Mr. Rhodes, A. J.
Mr. Stitts, Eli
Mrs. Turner, M. P.































NORTH CAROLINA MUTUAL agents in bringing forth the
employees gather around the idea of insurance to the pub-
company's cashier, Miss Ella lie, Mrs. Mable Purnell, top
M. Pierce to take a look at female agent for the company
the progress made b) the
HALTER ROBINSON Is a young
man of 23 and already the top
seals agent for the GOLDEN CIR.
CLE LIFE INSURANCE COM-
PANY. Young Robinson placed
first In the Memphis agents race
for top salesman of the year with-
in the Golden Circle organization.
Walter was quoted as saying, "In.
surance in any form is the surest
iga nib% that a pea-eon can
make."
Akaeatte
left, joins J. C. Mason, top
male agent in taking a pre-
view look at the report. Miss
Sangulnette Harris. office
clerk looks on. (Staff Photo)






"How can I find time to help
e slow reader?" many teachers
ha.?e asked.
From the beginning, suitable
reading material for each child
is most important.
If the book is too difficult Ilo•
child may become discourag,
aktput reading and about himse
If it is too easy he marks tim,
If it is dull, he becomes borc
and his work is not rewarding
all.
Consequently, I find out first
what book or material the child
can read. While the rest of the
children work independently, I
give each child an informal read-
ing inventory.
This consists of a series of par-
agraphs of material on the child's
reading level and charts made up
of different reading levels.
The child then reads charts along






Life insurance is the greatest form of thrift used today by our
people. Life insurance companies offer employment, finance
homes and businesses through mortgages; finance public
utilities and schools through bonds; contribute to charity and
civic enterprise, and offer protection to your loved ones.
Universal Life Insurance Company is one of these institutions.











S. A. OWEN, JR.
Assistant Managers
MRS, A. CLARK — MRS. E. FARWELL
THE GOLDEN CIRCLE
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY





AGENT C. SPRALLS of the
GOLDEN CIRCLE LIFE INSUR-
ANCE CO. Is considered as one lenders refused to accept the
of the company's top agents. Mr- mortgages from a Negro purchas-
Spralls has been in the insurance er at any rate.
field for 23 years and feels that 
the need for insurance is like our 
Barroco Winnerdaily need of bread. Walls was "
one of the two men selected as
'inchestertop sales agent of the year by the yr
company.
39 In Californian -
INGLEWOOD, -Calif. — (UFO—
Kentucky Derby winner Tomy Lee
headed 39 nomiares for the $100,-
000 Californian—first of five "hun-
dred-grand" races at Hollywood
Park this season.
The mile and a sixteenth Cali-
fornian is a weight-for-age race
set for May 23. A previous derby
winner, Swaps, set a world's rec-
ord of 1:40 2-5 in winning t h e
Californian in 1955.
With the 25th annual observance, The federal!) registered coma.
of National Insurance Week, Ne- panics in Canada had S4m1,210,000
gro-owned life insurance compel'. in mortgage loans on Jan. 1, 1959.
les are making every effort pus- This sum exceeds the combined
sible to see that adequate muter, assets of Negro legal reserve life
tion is privided for the 15 million insurance companies in America.
or inure individuals who corn • If the members of the Negro
market had spent a large portionprise the Negro market.
A part of the insurance ou Ne of 'heir income with Negro nista,
gro lives is carried by insurance ance companies as Canadians
companies with Nekro manage- spent with their companies, more
ment. The other insurance on Ne- than twice as many Negro•a
gm i lives is carried by insurance would have found funds available
with white management. in their insurance companies to
Since many of the latter corm finance mortgages on home; in
panics do not publish records of more desirable sections of Amen-
the amount of insurance in force , can cities.
on specific racial groups, it is im- Additional financial strength as
possible to determine how touch well as a number of jobs would
insurance is in force on Negro represent benefits in addition is
lives, the protection which the premi-
ECONOMIC POWER UM would give one automatically
As American moves slowly in against the undesirable consequen-
the direction of integration, many ces of an early death, prolonged
thoughtful individuals wonder how periods of illness, or the loss at
much economic power the Negro income because of retirement,
market would have if its funds Thus, the Negro could purchase
were concentrated in institutiona& grater command over econoM•
that he managed. The Negro pop-lie goods and services while he is
ulation of the United States is a purchasing protection against the
little larger than the population loss of income.
of Canada.
Tue gitmlani v hetween both the
size and purchasing power of the
American Negro market and the
Canadian market leads one to
compare the insurance in force
and assets of Canadian compan-
ies with companies managed by
Negro Americana in an effort to
see how much more Negro com-
panies might contribute to t h e The junior class presented Pay-
comfort and security of members ton's drama, "The Storm" with
of the Negro market if they pro- much success. After which the
vide ieas minpuacnhps o
provide
r t e c ion hiras Cana-the  spectators were given a social.d
The Junior-Senior Prom is set
market. for May 7. Only the seniors and
Americans have frequent- the juniors and their guests are
N
ly found it extremely difficult to permitted to attend this affair. Mu-
secure mortgage money to put, sic will be supplied by Phillip Rey-
chase homes in neighborhoods nold and his band. The prom theme
where Negroes have not lived pre- is "Stairway to the Stars."
viously. In many instances, Maur- Senior class night is May 13.
ance companies with Negro man- The program will consist of snu.
agement have provided the funds sic by the seniors; a comedy en
at reasonable rates when other titled "On The Campus," with pa-
tricia Payne, Viola Willis, Mar-
tha King, Karene Yarbrough, Cora
Mayfield, Rebecca Phillip, John
Williams, Alfred Ward, Clarence
Bailey, Jimmie Powell and J e •
Iluddleston; addresses will be
given by Valedictorian, Marion
McGee and Salutatorian. Blondell
Powell; Nelcie Moore will singBOSTON — (UPI) — Barroco.













;lictorian and salutator-stepped to his first victory of the
ian awards will be given alongyear when he won the featured1
Winchester Purse at Suffolk Downs with typing, citizenship, American
before a crowd of 11,126. ! Legion and English Awards oa
Double Bid, an outsider, finish-
I 
graduation night. This year's sleek-
ed second in the field of eight kir class is composed of 38 mem-
middle distance runners, while, hers.
Motor Line was third. Commencement sermon is May
Barroco, ridden by Allan Fair., 17 at 5 p. m. with the Rev. WU-
banks, covered the distance in 1:-• ham Fawlkes of Dyer CP church.
45 2-5 and returned $7.30, $4.40 and! Commencement proper is May le„,
$3.40. Double Bid paid 10.00 and at $ p. m. with Mrs. Josephine
$6.00 and Motor Line returned 83.- Barnett, our own dynamic speak-
! 40. er of Rosenwald.
Rosenwald
High News




L. C. Walker, Manager Stephen Edley, Staff Manager
J. E. Childers, Staff Manager M. S. Romby, Staff Manager
Miss Ella Mae Pierce, Cashier Miss Sanguinetti Harris, Clerk
H. L. Gowdy, Clerk Part-Time
w AGENTS
Earl Brown Charlie F. Morris Cuba S. Johnson A
L. D. Wortham Leon Berkley C. W. Cox ,
Manso Allen Floyd Brown N. R. Webster •
Edward Parson R. E. Plunkett Hart* A. Thompson
Robert Hunter Lynn Matlock James Bradley
Melvin Robinson Roscoe Parte' J. C. Mason
Clifton Davis Ulysses Shelton John Bolden
Mrs. Mabel Purnell Howard Horton A. L. Thompson
J. H. Roland Charles Smiley L. B. Green
1
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Stork Stops
e.)
Dora at John Gaston
May 1, 1959
A daughter, Jeanette, to Mr.
and Mrs. nem Henderson of 1486
Ellston.
Twins, daughters, Karelyn a n d
Sharelyn, to Mr. and Mrs. Tom-
my Campbell of 394 Pontotoc.
A son, William. to Mr. and
Mrs. William Jones of 2116 Ho*.
ell.
• A daughter, Celia, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Wilkins of 2350 Ver-
don cove.
A daughter, Renee, to Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Godwin of 5057 Truse.
, A son, William, to Mr. and
Mrs. William Campbell of 1702 Orr.
A son, Edward, to Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Wilkins of 1656 Carpenter.
A daughter, Cornelia, to Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Gunn of 729 East at.
A daughter, Mary to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Tuggle, of 803 Hender-
son.
A daughter, Andrea, to Mr. and
Mrs. Van Harris of 2787 Prince-
ton.
A daughter, Myra, to Mr. and
Mrs. Junes Price of 705 Tate.
A son, Mark, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Woodard of 587 King.
May 3
A son, Richard, to Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Burrell of 698 Castle.
A son, Perry, to Mr. and Mrs.
John Foster of 2139 Shannon.
A son, Rickey, to Mr. and Mrs.
James Bradley of 568 Baltimore.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Blakely of 1531 Rayburn.
A daughter, Sharon, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Tucker of 2127 Kan-
SAE.
A son. Eddie, to Mr. and Mrs.
Eddie Galloway of 731 Harahan.
A daughter, Donna, to Mr. and
Mrs. Reuben Boone of 1873 Per-
son.
TRIPLETS, three sons, to Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Reed of 1538
Miller.
A son, Patrick, to Mr. and Mrs.
Roosevelt Clark of 262 Henry.
A daughter, Jacquelyn, to Mr.
and Mrs. Jessie Robinson of 1942
Carver.
A daughter, Lela, to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Hurt of 848 Vance.
A son, Reginald to Mr. and Mrs.
James Moore of 1340 Texas.
May 4
A daughter, Mardine, to Mr. and
Mrs. Major Alexander of 811 Hies-
ten.
A son, Joseph, to Mr. and Mrs
Manassas High
Memo
By Finley A. Lanier
ANNUAL SHOW A SUCCESS
' The Music Hall of Ellis audi-
torium was filled to its capacity
last week as Manassas High school
' "School Daze," which was the ti-
tle of the great show depicted var-
ious sections of the average school
presented its Annual show.
which was later turned into a
dance or chorus number. Under
the direction of the producer, Mrs.
Georgia V. Harvey, as well as the
associate producer. Mrs. Marian
Si. Pride, "School Daze" took the
title of being the best production
ever presented this year and one
of the best in the history of Ma-
nassas.
"Showtime" was sung by the
Chorus, "Back to School" by stu-
dents from Grades 1-3 and the
Narration by John Simpson.
"Quince's Boogie" - Mathemat-
ics, "Walking At Your Will" - by
Teen Tones, "Indian Love Call"
sung by Billie Mack and Joyce
Gatlin, along with an Indian dance
with two chiefs and a group of
dancers and "Tea for Two" -
a dance representing the home eco-
nomics class.
Veola Trueheart took the spot-
light tinging "My Funny Valen-
tine" and it was marvelous.
Peter Gunn followed which was
played by a group of Hall Moni-
tors. This dance took the show and
semed to have been the best pre-
sented. "Hard But Fair" was sung
by the Teen Tones and "Topsy-
Part II" was presented with a
dance by the Instrumental Music
class.
As in every school the assembly
plays an important role, therefore
"
Rainey Johnson of 631 Nonconna.
A son, Andre, to Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred Wadley of 831 LeMoyne.
A son, Gregory, to Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Fulton of 1835 Nedra.
A son, Eric, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Tunstall of 201 Linden.
A daughter, Anita, to Mr. and
Mrs. William Ivory of 1607 Sid-
ney.
A son, Keith, to Mr. and Mrs.
Rayfield Howell of 2355 Vandals,
A daughter, Debra, to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe llolom of 515 Hernando.
A son, Simuel, to Mr. and Mrs.
Simuel Prather of 415 Wellington.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Clar-
rence Hamilton of 3510 Rochester.
A daughter, Denise, to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Mitchel of 679 Mc-
Kinley.
A son, Keith, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Conner of 1851 Keltner.
May
A daugher, Linda, to 51r. and
Mrs, Leonard Snow of 973 Le-
Moyne.
A son, Cottrell, to Mr. and Mrs.
William Armstrong of 1826 Kan-
sas.
A daughter, Doris, to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Seay of 2379 Vandale.
May 6
A son, Rickey, to Mr. and Mrs.
Roosevelt Walker of 1162 Bammel.
A daughter, Bernadine, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Lewis of 39.;
Gracewood.
A son, William, to Mr. and Sirs.
William Wiley of 870 Tampa.
A son, William, to Mr. and Mrs.
Sherman Pope of 1493 South ave.
Twins, Julius and Judy, to Mr.
and Mrs, Walter Price of 163
Ingle.
A son, Joseph, to Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Richmond of 690 Williams.
A daughter, Donna, to Mr. and
Mrs. Andrew Stewart of 372 Grace
wood
which Was a waltz to the tune of A son, Crawford, to Mr. and r"Fascination." This ended the Mrs. Crawford Shoats of 939 Ray-show and I must say that it was mond.
a grand performance. A son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs.The show committee, who work-
ed untiringly with Mrs. Harvey was
E. Able, J. Bailey, R. Banks. M.
Barber, Mrs. C. E. Branham, Mrs.
J. C. Bryant, J. Cole, J. Wilson,
Miss V. B. Doggett, Miss R. Ed.
dine, Mrs. T. Franklin, Miss J.
Harry Echols of 1893 Castalia.
May 7
A son, Carl, to Mr. and Mrs
Floyd Cansler of 721 Walker.
A son, John, to Mr. and Mrs.
James Shannon of 930 Olympic.
A daughter, Shirley, to Mr. andGentry, W. P. Guy, Mrs. M. Har- Sirs. Percy Johnson of 244 N.ris, Miss A. Hill, Mrs. B. B. Jones, main.
Mrs. B. W. Sueing, G. L. Robin- A son, Deadrich*, to Mr. and Mrs.son, Mrs. H. C. Shelby, Mrs. H. I. Albert Sawyer of 1970 Kansas.Ulen, Mrs. L. R. 
o 





KING AND QUEEN of the Le-
Moyne Gardens' Kindergarten
for this year are Harry Allen
Chambers, IV, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Harry A. Chambers, III,
1557 Ethlyn, and Christal Anita
Hall, daughter of Mrs. Emma
J. Hall of 930 E. McDowell.
The royal pair will represent
the shoot in the Cotton Carni-
val parade.
MELROSE REVIEW
By ZOLA P. BURSE
SPOTLIGHT
This week the spotlight falls on
a young man in the senior class.
He is known to most of his friends
as "Police" but to the principal
and faculty he is Mr. Gentleman.
Grant Paraham is his name. Mr.
Paraham resides with his parents
at 787 Josephine at. On the cam-
pus he is affiliated with the Stu-
dent Council, Knights, Spanish
Zo-Zo club, track team, football
team, and the Letterman's club.
After graduation Mr. Paraham
plans to attend Los Angeles City
college where he will major in
business education.
In religious life he is a faithful
member of the Mt. Pisgah CME
church where he holds the office
of Asst. Supt.
MESSAGE TO STUDENTS
It is just about that time again
when the seniors are beginning to
practice for graduation. Some of
them will be left behind, because
of their not putting enough time
to studies. To the freshmen, sopho-
L. B. Hobson. Mrs. Johnny Malone of 805 N. 
mores,\and juniors, when y o u r
Congratulations, Mrs. Harvey, Claybrook. time cdmes to graduate, please
"School Daze" was superb. A son, to Mr. and Mrs. A. J.I make 
your class 100 per cent 
MU ALPHA THETA Johnson of 2511 Donald. ing. This can be done by studying.
The Mu Alpha Theta, an honor- May 8 As YOU know our principal gives
ary mathematics organization pre- A daughter, Selena, to Mr. and 
a talk on the essentials of studying
and passing ever six weeks. A
hint o
sented recently its first assembly Mrs. Oscar Shead of 2115 Goff.
t p the g wise is sufficient.program to the Cora P. Taylor au- A daughter, Cathy, to Mr. and TOP TENditorium. The program displayed Mrs. Joe Patterson of 09 E. Trigg.a television show with a camera- A son, Ronald, to Mr. and Mrs. 
Girls: 1. Nola Rush 2. A. Mitch.
man and all the other parts to Calvin Weary of 1377 Kennedy- 
ell 3. Jean Burnett 4. Barbara
make the show complete. A son, Willie, to Mr. and Mrs. 
Bailey S. Mildred McKastle 6. Ka-
Effie Eubanks served as the an- Willie Howell of 974 McDowell. thryn Thomas 7. Pat Young 8.nouncer and Ernestine Harris sang i A daughter, Stable, to Mr. and 
Thelma Jones 9. Muriel Guy 10."If I Could Tell You." Edna Medi- Mrs. Thomas Rice of 258 First 
Ethel Ruffin.
son was the News Commentator; a%e. Boys: 1. Robert Wallace, jr. 2.and the band rendred a selection. A daughter. to Mr. and Mrs. Larnell Cheers 3, William Jack.Thurman Hughes preserted t he Elvin Brazzell of 1161 N. Ever- son 4. Cleveland Cox S. Teddydevotion and the choir sang "Go. green. Spencer 6. Grant Paraham 7. SamNot too Far From Me, 0 God." A daughter, Vera, to Mr. and Marshall 8. Ivno Dillard 9. EdwardInitiates Requests were :iven 51ra. Johnny Pugh of 1402. Irby 10. Larry Matthews.by Arvester Hughes and orations' Horace. MATH CONTEST
of mathematics in the past, present' A son, Robert, to Mr. and 51rs. In a recent math contest held atand future were given by Eddy(d Crowley Yarbrough of 240 liar- LeMoyne college, Melrose was for' NellFeaster, Eunic Velark and nando. tune to have two winners, TheyLouis Holmes. were Obdie Richmond, who placedThe Challenge to Initiates was first and James Estes, who placedgiven by Jeff Brown with the Re-
ception of Initiates given by Lar-s regular assembly .was presented ey Stanback. The pledge follow.with a speech by thestudent preal- ed and the introduction of t h edent - a jam session and the rho- speaker by Albert Thompson.run presented a striking number, The speaker was S. Counce, di- Pledges To YW"Everybody Loves to Cha Cha rector of secondary education of
Cha." In every school there is a the Memphis City Schools. His top- Over $500.00 in pledges wererecess, therefore, members of the ic was centered around "Mathe- paid to the YWCA recently by or-elementary classes played ball, matics in the modern world." ganizations and clubs throughoutjumped rope and then presented Mr. Hobson presented certifi. Memphis.
a dance which made the recess rates and Edna Madison signed Pledges paid in full were receivhour very interesting, off with news and announcements. ed from:
"Nine-Twenty Special" deplayed, Mrs. Juanita Turner is chairman
the typing class and Faye Coburn, of the advisory committee of the
presented "I Believe." The Drill' math teachers and they are as
team followed with a pleasing follows: Mrs. Eldora Amos, Mrs.
march displaying what they have Bertha Ford, Miss Sheridan Hicks,
learned in this class. Also coun- Samuel Richardson, Mrs. Georgia
try boys rendered country mu-I Sylvers. Miss Gussie Threat. Mu.
$500 I
Mrs. Lelia Flagg, Mrs. Charles
Roland, Lionel Arnold, the His
rissippi Blvd. Christian church
Mrs. Helen Williams, Mrs. Hor
tense Bosley, the Bluff City Coun-
cil of City Clubs, Miss Marie Brad-
ford, Mrs. Hattie Braithwaithe,sic for the cadets. I colm Weed and Miss Elmira Wil-! Miss Mattie L. Holmes, Miss Ma-The stage was changed when hams. 
McCuiston. Mr. and Mrs. Ar-Ernest. Harris presented "Teach- The officers of the organization thur Peyton and Miss Thelmaare Larry Stanback, president, Er.er's Pet" and the birthday boxes Pickett.thel nest Bingham, vice president; El-were presented in a dance to Others were Mrs. Jessie Pres-tune of "Happy Birthday." Albee. eanor Eason, secretary, Suretha ley, Mrs. Evelyn Turner, MissToy, assistant secretary; Jeffta Clark sang "Smoke Gets in(ltoka Qualls, Mrs. Maude Red.Your Eyes" which set the stage Brown, treassurer; Arv. Hughes, mond, Sirs. Christine Robinson,In a heavenly atmosphere as there reporter, Thurman Hughes, chap- the Royal Twelve Social club,was actual smoke everywhere and'
Mrs. Nannie Santon, Mrs. Virgie
lain; Carroll Bledsoe, business
beautiful girls with gaily coloredL manager; Napoleon Williams, as- Sawyer, Mrs. Ludye Shields, Misscostumes dancing around and, sistant business manager and Margaret Somerville. Miss Gerthrough it. I Edna Madison, parliamentarian.The Physical Education asziani Other members include H e I e. n 
e 
trude Walker, Mrs. Shirley West.
brook and Mrs. Kateo Watker,was represented with a dance tol lArmstrong, Lucy Barber, Ef f 
the tune of "Stardust" and John Eubanks, Eddye Nell Feaster,
In religious life he is a memberRay Buntyn upset the audience
with his rendition of "Comeback."
"Chile" was next with the Geo-
graphy class represented and Wil-
liam Charles Hurd played a tenor
sax solo, entitled, "Tenderly."
The physics class displayed
space suits on beautiful girls as
they presented "Flying Home" fol-
lowed by the Teen Tones and their
rendition of "I'll Keep You Hap-
py." The English class was dis-
played with "Mr. Anthony's BOO- structor.
gie" and Isaac Hayes rocked the, His activities include being pre-
house with "It's Just A Matter of sident of the sen class, the OleTime." Timers clubs, homeroom and chap-The Spanish Gypsy dance repre- lain of the physics club and trea-
sented the Spanish class with the surer of the Mu Alpha Theta. Hebiology class presenting "Manhat- is chaplain of the Stational Honortan Spiritual." Alberta Clark pre- I Society, supervisor of the Halltented -The Late, Late Show," fol. Monitors and a member of thelowed by the Junior-Senior Prom"t Annual Staff.
Margie Hankins. Dorothy Matth-
ews, John Simpson, Albert Thomp-
son, Eunice Velark and Freddie
Williams.
SPOTLIGHT
Today's spotlight turns to Prexy
himself, Jeff Brown, jr. Jeff is
the son of Mr. and Sirs. Jeff
Brown, Sr., who reside at 110 N.
Dunlap st. This 17-year-old per-
sonality is a member of 12-2 home-
room with Mrs. 0. J. Hodge in-
of the Pilgrim Rest Baptist church
where the Rev. W. Herbert Brew-
ster is minister. He is a memberi
of both the Senior and Junior
choirs.
His hobbies are drawing, base.
ball and basketball and other
forms of sports.
lie is planning to attend Le.
Moyne college upon graduation to
major in pre-medicine. He aspires
to become a medical doctor. His
pet scripture is I Cor. 13th chapter.
He has proved to be a very good
leader and a very capable one.
Congratulations to today's per-
sonality, Jeff Brown, jr.
• • •
SOCIAL NEWS
The Persians Social club is pre-
senting "An Old-Fashion County May 31
second. On behalf of the student
body I would like to congratulate
both of you on your work. May
success be ever yours.
CITY-WIDE TOP TEN
Girls: Dorothy Donald (Ham.) 2.
Elizabeth Lacey BTW) 3. Mildred
Winfrey Mann) 4. Wilamette Park-
er (Ham.) 5. Ann Mitchell (Mel.)
G. George Ann Wainwright (Port.)
7. Barbara Bailey (Mel.) 8. Lil-
lian Fischer (Ham.) 9. Vivian
Keeley (Mel.) 10. Eunice Williams
(Port.)
Boys: Robert Wallace (Mel.) 2.
Issiac Young (BTW) 3, Israel
Miles (Mann.) 4. William Jackson
(Mel.) 5. Richard Grady (Ham.)
6. Stephen Boone (Fr. Brt.) 7. Ler-
nell Cheers (Mel.) 8. Paul Robin-
son (BTW)9. Melvin Woodruff (B.
T. W.) 10. ivno Dillard (Mel.)
CLUB NEWS
On last Monday night the Inde-
pendent Social clb, gave their fab-
ulous talent program at the Y.
M. C. A. Some of tne participants
on the program were Carla Thom-
as, Vera Edwards, Marvell Thom-
as, Barbara Perry, Bobbie Fletch-
er; Jewels, Marquettes, Queen.
cites, Wash Allen ancl William Te:--
reit, lssiac YoUng, and of course
Spencer "Long Legged Voice" Wig-
gens. Washington Combo furnish-
Fair," Saturday, May 16th at Ra-
leigh, Tenn. An array of attrac•
lions will be displayed which will
give one an evening of enjoyment
Buses will leave the Dixie Home
Park at 5 p. m. Those interested
in going are asked to be present
The roundtrip fare is 60 cents and
one shouldn't miss this grand af
1:airhT e Teen Tones will be present,
comedy, side shows, hayrides, a
fortune teller and everything to
make a "country fair" exciting
will he awaiting one to enjoy. So
conic out and enjoy this evening
with the Persiane.
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
May 27. Class Day and Night
May 2 Junior-Senior Prom
Vesper Service
ed the music.
The Highlight of the program
was the crowning of Miss Inde-
pendent. She is Miss Dorothy Don-
ald, who is a student at Hamil-
ton High school. Miss Donald was
selected from a field of such girls
as Eunice Williams, who won sec-
ond place, Sylvia Sullivan, third
place, Janice Clemmons, Shirley
Dukes, Jackie Allen, Birde Mae
Benton, Loarine Davis, Lynn
Howard and others. During the
crowning of Miss Indepetdent the
ceremohies were breathtaking and
beautiful. Incidentally she was
crowned by yours truly, Zola P.
Burse and was escorted by Larry
Matthews. There will be'more
on the queen next week.
On Wednesday of last week the
Zo-Zo club gave a talent program
at S. A. Owens jr. college. Talent
came from all of the various high
school. Miss Barbara Perry won
first place and Tyrone Smith cop-
ped second. Mr. and Mrs. Zo-Zo
were named the following night.
Mr. Zo-Zo is Joseph Gray, stu-
dent at Hamilton and Miss Zo-Zo
is Miss Dorothy Thomas, who is
a junior at BTW.
Don't you think it is about time
we stopped? What we are doing
doesn't get us any more popular.
So Mr. Bailey, if We could have
an apology on your radio show
we will call it quits, okay?
This is Zola P. Burse saying
asta la vista - next week.
RI P LE Y, Tennessee. - We
a r it now in the midst of sehoil
closings, banquet s, proms,
commencements and other relat-
ed activities. At Halls, recently the
Glee Club Concert in six parts
was given in Halls Consolidated
gymnatorium, with Miss Ruth Bry-
ant as directress and Miss Lucile
Adams, accompanist. The N.F. A.
at Lauderdale high school tripped
the light fantastic at their annual
NFA social on May 1. There was
plenty of food, plenty of music
and plenty of gay laughter until
the last note of musical rhapso-
dy faded into the air.
Then Friday night of last week,
the junior and senior banquet drew
the attention of the upper class-
men as the juniors entertained in
an elaborate fashion. Again there
was delicious food and another
evening of pleasant memories.
Charles Keele and his mad musi-
cians played for both occasions. So
with the banquets and proms over,
the seniors nervously await gradu-
ation. Keep in mind the new hour
for the baccalaureate service Sun-
day, May 17, at G p. m.
Faye Lee was dismissed from
the Lauderdale County hospital
last Wednesday.
Mrs. Annie Kate Reid is here
visiting her mother, Mrs. Mattie
Flagg.
By BENNIE RUTH McCORKLE
The Fashion show was presented
May 6, at Dunbar High by the Hi
school girls. Garments featured
in the program were made by the
girls in their respective classes.
The fashions were in good taste
and seemed to be carefully made
by the students.
Mrs. Zelner Brown raised the
highest amount of funds in the
drive of Dunbar teachers in the
element, dept. and Mrs. Zelmer
V. Denton raised the highest
amount in the high school division.
Prof. C. E, Draper is the Dun-
bar principal.
Mrs. Zelner Brown has raised
the highest total in the schools
and leads the fund raisers also in
her church of St. Luke MB, Mrs.
Brown raised at one time in a
drive $400.00 for the church build-
ing fund.
The junior and senior prom of
Dunbar was given on the night of
May 7 in the school library.
Friday night, May 8, the Home
Demonstration club gave a ban-
quet at the New Hope MB church.
Rev, Cobbs is the pastor. The
club has displayed some of their
items in the window of the Main
Drug Store in Earle. Sirs. Mar-







The Independent Social club,
probably the most talked-about so-
cial unit in the Bluff City area,
held what was thought to be a
talent show last week in the Abe
Scharff Branch YMCA.
The show was scheduled to be-
gin at eight o'clock, but was late
because Independent Boss Isaac
Young was having trouble round-
ing up a mike.
AT NINE O'CLOCK the show
started with a group of coeds from
Hamilton singing "Love Is A





An attorney representing one of
four white youths charged with
the mass rape of a Negro college
coed said over the weekend he
will seek a delay in the trial.
Circuit Judge W. May Walker
Friday set May 27 for the jury
trial of all four defendants.
But attorney S. Gunter Toney,
retained by the wife of defendant
Willon T. Collingsworth for her
husband, said a delay is needed,
"to let things settle down."
He said the "climate of passion
and public excitement is too high
to insure a fair trial" in Talla-
hassee now.
Collingsworth, 24.year-old father
of two children, is the only mar-
ried man in the group, and the
only one with a hired attorney.
The court appointed attorneys
for • Patrick Scarborough, 20,
Da% id E, Beagles, 18. and 011ie
Stommaire, 16.
Words of file Wise
Walt till it is tEcht before





News By BARBARA ATKINS
STUDENT OF THE WEEK
This week I have selected Har-
ry Coleman, jr., son of Prof.- and,
Mrs. H. Coleman of 421 West at.
for the spotlight.
A member of the 10th gradei
class. Harry has been on the
honor roll and the principal's list
ever since he entered high school.
He is active in campus affairs
and belongs to the NIA. the Li-
brary and Ilistory Study clubs.
Harry plans to attend Lane col-
lege in Jackson after completing
High school, but so far he has not
decided on a major.
We are proud to spotlight the
sophomore and wish him the best
of everything in the future.
THE FASHION SHOW
"Your Fashion Review and Hit
Parade" was the them of the an-
nual fashion revue here last Wed-
nesday night in the gym
The decorations for the parade
were very beautiful. Among the
styles on review were trapeze,
sack, sheaths, shortie pajamas an
many, many others. The garments
were made by the girls of the
home economics department under
the supervision of Mrs. McFerren,
Mrs. Murrell and Miss Thompson.
Neither time nor space will per-
mit me to name all of the models
in the revue, but I would like to
give a description of an outfit
worn by Miss hiamie Clark.
She modeled an orange linen
walking suit which she herself
made and designed. It was ac-
cented with a white sailor hat,
white gloves, orange earrings,
white pumps and a beautiful or-
ange umbrella to match her suit.
More than 400 girls modeled
garments, and the revue will long




2. William Ford and harles Dun-
lap.
3. Willie Bolden Ind lierbert Slo-
gan
4. hiose Williams and Hardin
Franklin.
5. Harry Coleman and Alfred
Ing were Miss Barbara Perry of
Melrose, Andrew Love and the
"house Rockers" combo (BTW)
"The Jewels" the "Marquettes"
and Spencer Wiggins.
PICK THE WINNER ZOLA
During intermission Zola "PB"
Burge crowned Miss Doris Donald
"Miss Independent." The contest-
ants were not told the number of
tickets Miss Donald sold. and
the thing was looked upon as an-
other "Zola" pick the winner con-
test - Zola acting under Boss
Isaac's orders, of course.
In another attempt to get the
country boy club into the spotlight.
Isaac had them put on a well-
meaning "Mother's Day" program
at Booker T. Washington Friday.
Main speaker was Phillip Brooks.
pastor of White Stone Baptixt
church.
LOOKED UPON AS ANIMALS
The lynching of a Negro in Mis-
sissippi has brought into focus that
the Southern colored man is look-
ed upon as an animal or a piece
of property to he owned.
All over the South Negro men
and women are called "Boy" or
"Girl", "Susie" or "John," be-
cause the white folk, some of them,
still believe that they are superior
creatures. A person passing
through the South for the first
time may hear common expres-
sions like these: "My Niggers;"1
"These are my Niggers;" or "Hel
is a Good Nigger." These names
are common to thest. people be-
cause they know that in the South
the white man is the law.
It is true that Negroes a r e
beooming more educated every
day and are making more money.
And this alone proves something,
and the poor white folk who are
jealous,/bless their poverty-strick-
en hearts, should take notice and
try to better their own lot.
IN AGREEMENT
A teacher made a pact with a
parent. The teacher promised not
to believe over half what the
"kid" said had happened at home,
if the parent promised to believe
half of what the young'un said
happened at school.
Patterson.
U, James Futtrell and John JoneS.
7. Leon King and Davy Williams,
8. Lee Williams and J. Holmes.
9. Durrell Cleaves and Clyde Al-
bright.




2. Valeria Cleaves and Vera Dur-
ham.
3, Bettye Williams and Mildred
Jonnson.
4. Shirley Pye and Shirley Neal.
5. Janice Brewer and Vera Eu-
banks,
6. Maggie Tnompson and Bettye
Morrow.
7, Mamie Clark and Bessie Ma-
lone.
8. Lula Grandberry and Soirley
Morrow.
9, Betty Hopson and Barbara
Powell.




NEW VORK - (UPI) - Sugar
Ray Robinson's latest offer for
a title defense came from Dal-,
las, Tex.
"romoters Barney Weinstein
and liugh Stone of the Dallas
sports enterprises telephoned the
middleweight champion they
would "meet any offer" if he
would defend against Joe Giam-
bra of Dallas in October at the
Cotton Bowl.
The Robinson-Giambra fight
would be a feature of the slat;
fair at Dallas.
Weinstein asked Sugar Ray ti:(
wait until next Monday, at least,.
before accepting any defense of-
fers. Contender Giambra Wins
Tiger Jones at Dallas, Monday.,.
night, and if Ciambra nins as ex;






Thursday night, April 30, 1959 is
a date that will ever remain in
the mind of our dear and beloved
principal. Prof. Blair T. Hunt. On
that night Booker T. Washington
High school presented its last bal-
let under the administration of
Prof. Hunt.
The ballet, "His Life in Tempo,"
was designed to pay tribute to
"The Papa of Education." There
were five episodes, each marking
a phase of his life.
The show was produced and di-
rected by Prof. Nat D. Williams,
assisting Hr. Williams were facul-
ty members Mrs. Norma Jean
Griffin, Miss Ann Benson, Sirs.
Gloria J. Dentham, Mrs. Arvene
L. Gunn, Bernice G. Barber,
Jarvey N. Cunningham. Ray
Thomas, Miss Cynthia Greene,
Mrs. Thelma J. Harris, Mrs. Attie
Mae Roberts, Elvin L. Pender,
Miss Dora E. Todd, Mrs. O'Neal
Holley, Mrs. Vernice S. Nabrit,
Mrs. Lula J. Pope, Mrs, Wilma
W. Sueing, Fred Jordan, Mrs. Myr-
tle Si. White, Mrs. Louise A. Da-
vis, Miss Thelma Green, Mrs.
Thelma Green, Sirs. Cathryne
Johnson and Walter Martin.
Over 250 students participated in
the show. Paul Robinson was nar-
rator. Some students taking lead-
ing parts were David Porter,
Herbert Marshall, Ann Kirk, Fran-
ces Dancy, Celestine Anderson,
Josephine Malone, Patricia Ed-
wards, Donald Bryant, Johnny Mc-
Kinney. Jean Lockett, Emma Jean
Neal, Alma Jean Smith, Mar y
Thornton, William Higgins, George
Pippin and Martha Little.
'MISS BALLET'
The 17-year-old daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Oscar Smith, Bobbie
Jean who resides at 1446 Gold at.,
won the "Miss Ballet" contest last
week.
A student in 12-9A she is a mem-
ber of the Red cross, and Zo-Zo
clubs. She is also sweetheart of
thell iYMissSmith takes an active part
in the choir, and holds the office
of secretary of the BTU and chap-
lain of the YWA at Progressive
Baptist church.
Upon graduation Miss Smith
plans to attend LeMoyne College
and hopes to become a teacher.
She will major in science.
Foster Adams, president of the
Student Council, which sponsored
the contest, presented Miss Smith
with a gold loving cup with "Bobbi
J. Smith, 'Miss Ballet' of 1959"
engraved on the front.
Miss Smith had this statement
to make: "It was a pleasure and
a privilege to he chosen as 'Miss
Ballet.' I would like to thank every
one who had a part in helping me
sttnewohatratinant d 29h title.1   A. ecially Mrs.
Miss Sadra St. Clair, 14-year-
old daughter of Mr and Mrs. San-,
ders St. Clair of 329 W. Burdockl
Avenue won second place in Ihe
'Regional Examination in Alge-
bra I, held at LeMoyne c-olIct!., in
the 1939 Regional contrt:: for
school mathematics. The contest,
held on April 26, was sponsored
by Tennessee Mathematics Teach-
ers Association.
Other Washingtonians taking the
' ell, who ranked in the upper twen-
ty, Bertha Morrison, Annie Steph-
ens, Lula Bell Siggers, and Cleve-
land Rankins.
I COMING EVENNS
The Junior-Senior Prom, Sweet-
hearts on Parade, will he held
next Friday night, May 22, at 8
p. m. in the Blair T. Hunt gym-
nasium.
CURRENT COUPLES
Herbert Marshall and Bessie
('lark, Margaret Johnson and Ar-
gus Williams. Shirley Morris and
Bobby Holmes, Carol Townsend
and Melvin Kincaid, Addle Daven-
port and Louis Lane, jr., Beatrice
Tucker and David Earl.
inc Burks and Thomas Hardin,
Aron Taylor (Melrose) Katherine
Hudson, Shirley Pierce and Melvin
Walker, Jessie Collins and James
Holmes, David Taylor and Flori-
da Gray. Robert Kelly and Lu-
rinds Camnbell, Aron Harris -incl
1Ethel Davis, Dorothy Bradfield
' and Howard atterfield. Ann Kirk
and James Lott.
ART OF SAYING 'PLEASE' '
"Gimme Gimme ." may .
work well enough for two a n d
three-year-old youngsters. tint high
school students who make re-
quests in such a demanding way
usually find they are minus a lot'
of things they really want.
You will have many occasions,
during your life to ask for things
by letter - things for yourself, for
your boss, for your family. and for,
clubs to which you belong.
Here are a few examnles: You'
may have to ask for information,
for permission, for favor, for a
Payment, for an interview, for
consideration of a suggestion or
proposal, or you even may have
to ask for an exchange of mer-
chandise.
It is much more difficult to ask
by mail than to ask in person lit
the latter case, you can use to
lull advantage a warm tone
voice and pleasant facial expres.
sions. You can tell immediately
when you've puzzled your listen-
er. You can sense annoyance in
case of unintentional abruptness.
In person you can remedy these
faults at once.
With a letter you don't have,
that second chance. You must,
plan your letter so it's' not abrupt;
or puz7ling . . . so it is damn.
and pleasant . . . Be sure your
written request is you at your
best. Adding the word please car-
tainly int nroveti any request
"Please gimme" sounds a bit bet•;











































































































































Carver High Lists 82,
Students On Honor Roll
A total of 82 students made the
I) honor roll at Carver high schoolfor the fifth six-week period, ac-
cording to a list released last
week by the principal, Prof. R.
B. Thompson.
Seventh grade students on the
list were Robert Patterson, Na-
thaniel Jefferson, Howard Avery-
hart, Lester Snell, Georgia Haw-
kins. Alberta Greer, Hon, Watts
Claudette Pettis, Joyce Britton,
Robert Watson, Velma Young and
Robert Daily.
Also Irma Hawkins. Willie Hol-
lingworth, Gregory Grice, Bran-
dy Epps, Eliver Johnson, Paula
Jackson, Eldra Jennings, Gerald-
ine White. Katherine Brown, Rula
31ims, Thomas Hill and Missouri
Richardson.
EIGHTH GRADERS
' Eighth grade students on the
list were Jacqueline Hayes, Betty
Johnson, Lewiette Draper, Dennis
Simmons, Vivian Carter, Rose-
(mond Johnson, James Hollins,
Magnolia Harris, Ethel B y r d,
Mary Cummings. Louise Doss, Su-
sie Thomas, Gladys Palmer,
Joyce Pepper, Marviaette Henry,
Robert Rice, Arthur Walls a n d
Barbara Lancaster.
And Carolyn Hollingsworth,
Donald Sykes, Linda Jones, Bren-
da Gates, Robbie Herren, Graft.
is Green, Rubye Hawkins, Lois
Love, Doris Sharp, Jessie Smith,
Peggy Wilkes, Judy Williams.
Mary Winston, Rose Briggs, Sal.
lye Bowman, Wayne Evans, Lan-
ora Lindsey and Beverly Pa-ker.
Ninth graders who made honors
were Velma Roberson, Julia Gloy-
'er, Dorothy Satterfield, Willie A.
llughey, Celestine Vann, Rubye
Jackson, Shirley Hill, Shirley Gil-
him, Willie Thomas, Charles
Brown, Ellen Crowe, Stella Hol-
land, Geraldine Jordan:Marie Mc-
Kee, Willie Dawson, Dianne Smith
and Dorothy Harris.
Tenth graders included Richard
















Reporters for the school are
Warren Jackson, Ora L. Glaspy,




NASHVILLE — The Central Ju-
risdiction of the Methodist Church
increased its church membership
by 10,630 during a recent Bish-
ops' Evangelistic Crusade in the
Jurisdiction.
''The crusade was the greatest
and most successful concerted
evangelistic effort since it was es-
tablished nearly 20 years ago."
announced the Rev. Dr. W. D.
Lester of Nashville.
A staff member of the Metho-
dist Board of Evangelism, Dr.




Miss Margaret Johnson, geogra-
phy teacher at LaRose elemen-
tary school, was in charge of the
recent Pan-American Day p r 0'
gram presented at the school.
The program, which was enjoy-
ed by all who attended it, consist-
ed of songs, dances and a play-
let representing Brazil. Argentina,
Chile, Mexico and Cuba.
The songs and the playlet were
presented in Spanish. All students
on the program were members
of the seventh grade tlass.
LaRose Y-Teens
Tops In Sales
Students at LaRose elementary
school won first prize here recent-
ly in the annual Y•Teen Potato
Chip sale among junior and sen-
ior clubs.
It was the second consecutive
year that the club has won the
plaque, and the saile of the potato
chips will make it possible to send
the Y-Teens on an all-expense trip
this summer and to an education-
al meeting this fall.
The advisors for the LaRose Y.
Teens are Mrs. Esther Brown,







Open All Day Saturday"
BUILDERS
ORNAMENTAL IRON WORKS
Ill8 Chelsea JA 7-4771
HOMEOWNERS' FRIEND —
member bf the sales force of
the Builder's Ornamental Iron
Works for the past year is
Charles Iles, or., of 1416 Starr
st. When winter approached
Mr Iles was on hand to take
orders for storm doors, but
now that Spring is almost here
he Is prepared to offer such
home improvements as awn-
Ines, screen doors and patios.
All year round he sells car-
ports and steel stairways. Con-
tact him at firm's office locat-
ed at 878 Chelsea St.
SONGWRITER DINAH Wash-
ington is seen here with Carl
Haverlin, president of Broad
east Music, Inc. (BMI) as she
signs a contract to collect per
Forming rights in her composi-
tions through BMI. Dinah's
three newest songs, all in BMI,
are Come On Home, Some-
where Along the Line and
Light, two of which she intro-
duced during a recent personal
appearance on the Jack Pear
show. (Photo by EMI)
Feature Seniors In
May Chapel Programs
The academic year for seniors
at LeMoyne college is coming to
a close. Final examinations for
them will be held the week of
May 18-22, and they will attend
the "President's Tea" on Sunday,
May 24.
Baccalaureate services will be
conducted on Sunday. May 31,
and the guest speaker will be Dr.
N. Bryllion Fagin, visiting profes-
sor of English at LeMoyne, who
was for 25 years the professor of
English at John Hopkins univer-
sity in Baltimore.
Members of the senior class at
LeMoyne are in charge of all
chapel services at the school dur-
ing the month of May.
THE SPEAKERS
Miss Earline Walsh was the
senior speaker on Wednesday,
May 6. She was introduced by
Miss Marvelle Folsome. Also on
the program were Misses Sherry
C. Crump, Juanita Johnson, Faye
E. Coleman and Claresia Wash-
ington.
The scheduled speaker for Wed-
nesday, May 19, is Miss Mozella
Woodson. On the program with
her were Misses Rose L. Collins,
Gloria Wade and Gail P. Caple,
and Walter Elkins and Willie 0.
Higgs.
Sidney A. MeNairy, senior class
president, is scheduled to speak
on ednesclay. May 20,
Telephone No. 900,000
Installed In
Tennessee reached a significant
milestone in telephone history on
May 1, when Southern Bell install-
e its 900,000th telephone in Knox.
ville.
S. H. Youngblood, vice president
and general manager for Southern
Bell, pointed out that the rapid
growth in number of telephones
in Tennessee is indicative of indus-
trial progress for the entire South.
Since the end of 1Vorld War IL
telephone in Tennessee have al-
most tripled — from 313,000 in
1945.
The 900,000th Installation was
made In the home of Mr. and Mrs.
W. Robert Avent, newcomers to
Knoxville. Mr. Avent will be cre-
dit mmansger for Goodyear Tire
and Rubbek eompany.
Tennessee's telephone expansion
has gone hand in hand with steadi-
ly increasing demands for local
and long distance service, which
is revealed in the upsurge in tele-
phone usage. In March 1949, for
example, Tennesseans were mak-
ing around 4,200,000 heal calls
and 42,000 long ristance calls in
an average business day. In such
a day last March, they were mak-
ing almost e,000,000 local calls and
over 80,000 long distance calls.
To keep pace with the increas-
ing demands upon telephone facili•
ties, Southern Bell has been en-
gaged in a large program for mod-
Add two-thirds cup peanut but-
ter to two cups of your favorite
thin white sauce and blend. Serve
as topping for cooked cauliflower,
cabbage or onions,
Tennessee
ernizing telephone service. Today,
92 per cent of all Southern Bell
telephones in Tennessee are dial,
whereas only 71 per cent were
dial ten years ago, Last month.
Chattanooga customers became the
first in the state to enjoy direct
distance dialing. This news serv-
ice allows customers to dial their
own long distance calls to areas
throughout the United States, Ca-
nada and Hawaii. Direct Distance
Dialing will be extended to other






Dr. Graves Vigene Foot Tonic
THE KEW LIQ5UID FOOT MEDICINE
NOW ONLY
$100
MADE BY DOCTOR TO HELP YOUR FEET 5 WAYS:
• EA E ACHE • RELAX FATIGUE
• QUIET NERVES • TONE SKIN




AT DRUG AND BEAUTY COUNTERS OR
OR MAIL TO
VIGENE PRODUCTS, BOX 5737 Chao. 80, Ill.
Inclosed is 51 00 (plus 20e tor mailing).
Please send Vigene Feet Tonle se —
Name (print) • 
Address 
City  Zees hate 
FIVE - YEAR - OLD Bobby
Avent of Knoxville seems to
be mighty happy about dialing
a call on the 900,000th Southern
Bell telephone in Tenn e s eee , as
his mother looks on. The in-





6:30 COLONEL FLACK. "Sur-
plus:" unable to resist a bargain,
col. Flack strives to make money
on useless Government surplus
items, such as hip boots
7.30 TRACKDOWN. Hoby looks
Into is strange religious group ac-
cused of practicing witchcraft
when a series of unIxplained
tragedies strike a small town.
9:00 ARMSTRONG CIRCLE
THEATRE. "Thunder Over Ber-
lin: topical semi - documentary
about U. S. Army truck convoy
incident in Germany last Febru-
ary that touched off current Berlin
crisis.
THURSDAY. MAY 14
7:30 YANCY DERRINGER. "V
as in Voodoo:" Post Civil War
New Orleans is caught in s u s•
penseful grip of voodoo magic
while "Cat Woman" runs loose in
the streets
8:00 ZANE GREY THEATRE.
-Mission To Marathon:" A dis-
honorably discharged Army offi-
cer is offered an undercover job
by the government.
830 PLAYHOUSE 90. "A Mar-
rage of Strangers:" Touching
story of two lonely people in
New York who are brought toge-
ther through a friendship club.
Stars Red Buttons, Diana Barry-
more and Joan Blondell,
FRIDAY, MAY 15
7:30 MARKHAM. In "Paris In-
terlude" Markham works with the
U. S. Treasury Department in
Paris to investigate the activities
of vvalthy French widow whose
husband was involved in interna-
tional gambling syndicate.
8:30 LUX PLAYHOUSE. "Boy
On a Fence." On his first solo
train ride, an imaginative alert
boy of 10 meets a friendly and
attractive woman who confesses
to being an embezzler and solicits
child's aid In eluding a detective.
9:30 THE LINEUP. "The Drug-
store Cowgirl Case:" Ex-convict
threatens forgery ring in effort to
protect his daughter, but loses his
life as a result.
9:30 PERSON TO PERSON. Ed
Murrow visits composer Jules
Style in Manhattan apartment
and restaurateur Vincent Sardi,
New York City.
SATURDAY, MAY 18
11:45 BASEBALL GAME OF
WEEK; Chicago White Sox faces
New York Yankees at Yankee Sta-
dium.
3:30 THE PREAKNESS. Second
of the Triple Crown races. Fred
Capossela will call the races and
Chris Schenkel will interview the
winner from the Pimlico Race
track in Baltimore.
6:00 ANNIE OAKLEY. Annie
helps a love sick bank clerk clear
home of his parents, 311. and
Mrs. W. Robert Avent, on
May I. South. Bell telephones
in the state have almost trip-
led since the end of World War
II, when there were only
313,000.
STAR CASK ET COMPANY
President Lester Snell, (right)




Sat., May 16, 1939
Woman Has Second
Child On Mother's
Day; Makes A Vow
GLENDALE, Calif. — (UP1)—
Mrs. Eileen Cross, 22, gave birth
to her second daughter Sunday
on Mothers' Day.
Mrs. Cross's first child was
born Is•it Mothers' Day.
-Next Mothers' Day, I'm going
to be home taking care of my
two daughters," Mrs. Cross said
Firmly.
insures all officers of the com-
pany. Presenting the policy is
G. I.. Ridley, field supervisor
of Mammoth's Southern area.
Students Pleased By
Judges' Selections
Judges had quite a difficult task
selecting "Miss Charm" and "Mr.
Esquire" during LeMoyne's annu-
al Charm Clinic, but they felt well
rewarded when their two choices
were cheered by the entire stu-
dent body and faculty.
Voted Miss Charm was Miss
Vearnealure Patterson, a senior of
370 Elder Rd. Miss Patterson, who
was runner.up in the "Miss Le-
Moyne' contest, is the only stu-
dent at the college this year with
a perfect academic record.
To Marvin L. Plunett, a junior
of 247 Majubs, went the title of
Mr. Esquire.
OTHERS IN RACE
Others in the heated contest for
his name as a bank crook and
pins it on A notorious beauty who
has a reputation for such crimes.
8:00 FACE OF DANGER a
mourning widower is tortured
with doubts when a woman held
for homicide claims she is his
wife and that the woman who died
was her twin sister.
10:00 NEW YORK, CONFIDEN-
TIAL. "Medallion:" New York
cabbie finally has enough money
to buy cab of his own, but cab
costs the awful price of his life
and another.
10.30 MILLION DOLLAR PLAY
IIOUSE. "The Cruel Sea," film
based on book by Nicholas Mon




YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This Is her new office at the Mississippi
Slide Line. MADAM BELL Is back after a
long time of being away and at last she Is
back to stay in her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
you lost faith In your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
In had health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read We to you just as sbe would read an open hook.
Tell you why your job or business is not a success If you have
failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located en Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State
Line. on the way to Hernando. Her home is 2 blocks below
where she toted to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sore
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all Umcs (She never had an office in West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
off at Maus Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours 1 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Readings Daily Open on Sundays
I don't mak any home rails or answer any letters. Be sure
to look for 'he right sign and the right name.
Words of the Wm'
It is better to suffer wrong
than to do It. and happier to
be sometknea chested than
not to tryst.
—(Samuel Johnson)
Miss Clisrm were Miss Pearlie
Lee Owes (Miss LeMoynel, Jose-
phine Isabel, Ernestine Lee and
Leath& Owens.
Competing against Mr. Plunkett
were Willie Shotwell, S.a mmie
Fields, Allen Hammond and Ted-
die Wells.
Principal speaker for the day
was Mrs. Rae Biggs, director of
Cathy's School of Modeling and
Charm. The stylish model lectur•
ed the students on proper dress,
good manners and posture.
FUTURISTIC THEME
Florida Adams introduced the
theme of the clinic; "C harm
Schemed Space-Age Technique,"
and Miss Marlene Trigg, chair-
man of the Women's Affairs Com-
mittee, presented the consultants.
Three group sessions followed
with Mrs. Biggs, Coach Jerry
Johnson of LeMoyne and Basket-
ball Coach Frank Lewis of Mel-
rose High school, and Miss Trigg
serving as panelists.
Another highlight of the clinic
was the fashion show in which
students appeared as Models. Mrs.
R. B. Sugarmon, Jr., was com-
mentator.
Directing the clinic were Miss-
es Verne Edwards, Mae Isom Da-
venport and Martelle Trigg, and
!Mesdames Liles Andrews, Juani-










popular "I.', S. Marshal," will ar-
ris e In Memphis for a four day visit
on Thursday. May 14, and will
participate in the Cotton Carnival
activities and other chic programs
while in Memphis. The Bluff City '
was his first stop on an 18-city
tour. He is seen every Friday





"When I buy a new car It
means a lot to know I will
get a good trade. That's
why I traded for my '59









You can now enjoy Ancient Age bourbon in a great new way! Our bril-
liant new pint,and half-pint flask is slim and curved to fit your pocket,
topped off with the fashionable golden jigger cup. All at no extra 
cost/
Went
IF YOU CAN FIND A BETTER IOURBON...BUY ITt
KENTKIY STRAIGNI BOURBON VIHISKEY • 6 TEARS OLD 90 PROOF • *ANCIENT AGE 01ST. CO, FRANDODEALER A JOBBER INQUIRIES INVITED
ameammewleih 
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LeMoyne Gets Set For
Grand Reunion May 30
A grand reunion of all classes
will take place at LeMoyne col-
lege on Saturday. May 30, when
graduates, former students a n d
current students from Memphis
and all sections of the country re-
turn to the campus for the one-
day affair.
I In Memphir to address t h •
alumni will be Dr. E. J. Ortman,
a former president of the school,
who will come from his horns in
California for the occasion.
I Mrs. Wilhelmien Lockard, as.
"Want business manager, h a s
been named as the general chair-
man of the reunion.
I The primary asm of Me grand
'.union is to organize a national
alumni association for the col-
lege.
I An elaborate program has been
arranged for the occasion includ-
ing registration at 9 a.m.; gener-
al assembly at 10 a.m.; a coffee
and coke break at 11 a.m.; steer-
ing committee meeting at 11:15
sin.; a special meeting of al 11
classes at 1:30 a.m.; and a lunch-.
eon at 1 p. m.
• A grand reunion ball will be;
held that night starting at 9 o'-'
clock in Bruce hall. It will be for-
mal.
EX-PREXY TO SPEAK
Dr. Ortman will address t h •
alumni during a luncheon, and the
organization of a national alumni
association will be made follow-
ing his address.
' The various committee chair-
men and workers, under the gen-
eral chairmanship of Mrs. Lock-
ard, are hard at work mapping s
out the details for the affair i
which will precede the baccalau-
reate service on Sunday, May 31.
and the commencement exercises
on Monday, June 1.
Kids' fashions
Shown By PTA
A Spring Fashionetta and nurs-
ery rhymes program was present-
ed by the PTA of the Wisconsin
Elementary school on Sunday
afternoon, April 26, from 4 to 6
p.m., and a large number of par-
ents were on hand to enjoy the
social event.
The affair included children
dressed for all occasions includ-
ing church school and recreation.
Nursery Rhymes which came to
life were Jack and Jill, Little
Boy Blue. Little Miss Muffet, Lit-
tle Red Riding Hood and the
Wolf and the Three Little Kittens A d Pwith children portraying the van- a _e 
ous characters.
FISK UNIVERSITY student
editors, Edgar * Stephens of
Natchez. Miss., and Patience
Sparks of Darlington, S. C
talk over an issue of the Fisk
, Forum with Laurore St. Juste,
director of the Haitian Nation-
al Archives in Port-au-Prince.
A former member of the staff
of Le Nouvelliste, a prominent
Haitian daily paper, St. Juste
visited the Fisk campus as a
part of his current tour of the
United States as a grant of
the State Department.
Remarks were made at the end
of the program by Mrs. Flossie
Traylor. PTA president, and the
principal, Miss F. L. Cash, who
introduced the guests.
Refreshments were served In
the cafeteria.
HOLLYWOOD — Rhodes Reason I
has been signed for the role of
arents Of Deceased
Dependent aged parents of a de.
ceased son or daughter may now
receive social security payments
even though the deceased was
survived by a widow, widower
or child. Joe W. Eanes, district
manager of the Memphis social
security office indicated that these
additional benefits are possible as
the result of recent social security
Major Townes, glory-hunting U. S. amendments.
Cavalry officer, in Warner Bros.'
Technicolor production, "Yellow.
tone Kelly," with Clint Walker
n the title role.
TV REPAIR SERVICE
Service Calls $5.00 With This Ad $3.50 Also applies
to Service Calls made on Refrigerators, air conditioners
and washing machines. Ask us about our Yearly Service
Contract on your TV Set, at the low $4.00 monthly
charge.
LONGVIEW SERVICE
2248 South Lauderdale Ph, WH 6-0847
Student Wields
Baton At Carver
A band and glee club concert
was given by the music depart-
ment of Carver high school, and
a highlight of the program was
the rendition of "Deep River
Rhapsody" under the direction of
Richard Shann, the band's student
director.
Richard, who also plays the
clarinet with the band, shows
promise as a conductor.
Herman Rankins is band direc-
tor for the school. Glee club di-
rectors are Mrs. Dorothy W e at-
brook and Miss Charlotte Brooks.
Get the genuine article...
Get the
honest taste of a
LUCKY STRIKE
DR. JEANNE L. NOBLE is an experienced guidance
cotmaelor and author of "The Negro Woman's
College Education," published by Columbia Uni-
versity. She is also a Lucky fan. With Luckies,
Dr. Noble enjoys the unforgettable taste of fine
tobacco. "No cigarette I know compares with a
Lucky for taste," she says.
C,
• A. t,es. l'77771a,4 geteno-gys4a7 --(Um, is Osr r nasu*
Get Benefits
Dependent mothers and depend-
ent fathers in this group should
immediately get in touch with
their social security office, Mr.
Eanes said last week.
Before a dependent mother at
age 62, or dependent father at age
65, can receive benefits they must
file proof of dependency with
their social security office. Gen-
erally this proof must be filed
within two years after August
1958, when the law was amended,
or within two years after t h •
death of son or daughter, which-
ever is later.
Mr. Eanes said that he or his
office staff will be glad to dis-
cuss this or any other provision
of the law at the social security
office located at 188 Jefferson axe,
between the hours of 8:30 a.m..
and 4:30 p.m , from Monday thru
Friday.
Persons interested may also call
Mr. Eanes at JAckson 5-8831.
SU founder's A
Widow Passes
BATON ROUGE, La. — Mrs.
Octavia Head Clark, 79, widow of
Dr. Joseph Samuel Clark, founder
of Southern university on its pres-
ent site, died early Wednesday
morning April 29 at the Flint
Goodridge hospital.
Mrs. Clark, mother of Dr. Fel-
ton G. Clark, president of South-
ern university, had been ill for
three weeks.
A native of Monroe. La., she
was one of nine children of the
merica Must Avoid
Economic Destruction
By EDGAR T. STEWART
Our scientific preparations f 0 r
the purpose of protecting our-
selves and visiting swift retribu-
tion upon an aggressive enemy is
right and in order; however we
must not forget that we can be
cancerously destroyed from with-
111.
Strong nations have also been
permanently destroyed by weak- more about Adam Smith's "The
late Rev. William G. Head, pastor er ones when they we
re divided or
of Trenton Baptist church. 1, had grown pathetic
ally soft by 
Wealth of Nations;" Turgot's
"Formation and Distribution of
When Southern was founded in loose and selfish living. Wealth;" Karl Marx's "Capital;'
1914 on Scott's Bluff five miles; The first Europeans 
who Came . Henr,, George's "Progress a n d
north of Baton Rouge, Mrs. Clark' to America to settle, 
arrived for Poverty"






When we 'save so many people
and other such works.
gst dreirgetcs





money, we have reacheo another
freedom than they couldhave en can solve the problem by printing
joyed in Europe with its systems more paper money and by run-
lofty 
'
of class rule. A nation with these. --:
ideals could not have been!
---ine — up taxes and 
spending more
developed in the tradition-bound . .
Europe of that day, because the ens"'
NEW YORK — NAACP Youth bold freedom of thought necessary 
Just as we put a stop to Eng-
and College units will conduct a would not have been tolerated, 
Land's disregard for the welfare
nation-wide "Tag Day" May 15-17, BIG POWER NOW
it was announced last week by When England decided to use
Herbert L. Wright, youth secre- the colonies for its own benefits,
tary. !regardless of the effect on the col-
Tag Day will serve as a cora-, onies. the Americans rebelled and
memoration of the historic Su-, establish what has become one of
preme Court decision outlawing the world's most formidable lead-
public school segregation on May
17, 1954.
Mr. Wright also announced that
a $25,000 goal has been set for
this effort. Money raised will go
to help finance the association's
career guidance and general work.
our youngsters llow to send roe- 1110
kets to the moon, how to harness
the hydrogen bomb, to understand
the workings of an atomic subma-
ring, and the fact that intensive
radiation more than 300 miles nit
may hamper space exploration.
REQUI#ED READING
That Is all fine, but it is also
necessary that they be taught
HOLLYWOOD — Talented Alexis l
Smith owes her start us films to
an appearance in a school play
at Los Angeles City College. Now
, starring with Paul Newman and
; Barbara Rush in Warner Bros.'
; "The Young Philadelphian," Miss
1Smith was spotted by a talent
scout while doing a part in "The
Night of January lkl."
era.
It • was eventually decided that
this nation could not continue to
exist half slave and half free. It
leaped ahead after slavery was
abolished.
Now we are facing another
great crisis from within. Accord-
ing to FBI chief J. Edgar Hoover,
crime is outdistancing the nation's
birth rate. Spiraling wages a n d
prices without any regard for
those with fixed incomes, hate
mongers dividing citizens into
classes and locations and race
camps exist at a time when we,
should be coming 'loser together.I
It is an excellent idea to teachl
of the colonies, and the slave hold-
ers' disregard for the rights of 41Io
other human beings, we must put
a stop to those in both manage-
ment and labor who keep run-
ning up prices and the wages of
one segment while disregarding
the welfare of the others.
Henderson To Hold
Open House May 17
Open House will be held at Hen-
derson Business college, 530 Lin-
den ave., Sunday afternoon, May
17. from 4 to 6 p. m.
New equipment will be on dis-
play such as electric typewriters,
adding machines, calculators, die-
taphones. manual and electric mi-
meographs and others.
Refreshments will be served.





"We deliver as many as 125 babies a month," Mrs. Anderson points out. "I know how important it is
for tiny babies to have the safest, most digestible form of milk for their formulas." More mothers
feed Carnation to their babies than any other brand. It is the world's leader for infant feeding.
Head nurse tells why she selected
CARNATION MILK FOR HER OWN BABY
Mrs. Ida Mae Anderson is head nurse and maternity
supervisor at a leading hospital in Detroit. She is a grad-
uate of Good Samaritan Hospital in Charlotte, N. C. She
was once affiliated with the largest hospital in New York
City, and has been an outstanding leader in advanced
nursing methods for many years.
In addition to her professional life, Mrs. Anderson
does her own cooking at home for her husband and their
2-year-old son Michael Lynn.
"Michael was a bottle baby for nine months," Mrs.
Anderson says. "His formula milk was Carnation, of
course. When Michael changed to the cup we kept him
on Carnation. We mix it with an equal amount of water,
and it gives him all the food values of whole mill, with
extra Vitamin D, as welL"
'frost Greenlet! Ceffir
Tb• Andersons with their son Michael at lunch.
Dessert will be Mrs. Anderson's rich Carnation
custard. "Ordinary milk won't do for this nourish.
jag custard," Mrs. Anderson explains. "It's never
'watery', with double-rich Carnation. Every custard
smd creamy recipe I've made for years has be
made with Caen:taco Evaporated Milk."
Mr. and Mrs. Anderson relax for coffee at home.
"We like Carnation better than cream for our
coffee," Mrs. Anderson declares. Millions prefer
this double-rich milk because it makes coffee taste
so much richer. Carnation in the red-and-white can




(Males 6-8 individual custards)
4 eggs




1% cups (large can)
undiluted CARNATION
EVAPORATED MILK
I Beat ingredients to mix well. Pour
I custard into 6-8 baking dishes;
I sprinkle with nutmeg. Put dishes
I in 21/2' deep pan; pour water
I around custard dishes.
Bake in moderate oven (350°F.)
40-45 minutes, or until knife in-
serted in custard comes out clean.
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